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ABSTRACT

During the past two decades a great deal of research has been

focused on the mechanìsm humans use to transmit emotional 'informa-

tion. One area of research whìch has been fruìtful is the evaluat'ion

of the emot'ional 'inf ormation conveyed by a speaker's tone of voice.

Examination of avai lable stud'ies suggests that when only the

vocal channel 'is considered a number of clear effects occur. Fìrst,

various emotional messages can be accurately transmitted and detected

ìn the vocal channel. Second, subjects are more accurate at detect-

ing negative as compared to positive emotional messages. Third, when

subjects make errors ìn detecting a vocally transmitted emotion they

usul'ly make such errors along an act'ivìty dimens'ion (act jve-

passive). Fourth, as subject age 'increases, there is an increased

subject accuracy in detecting vocal emotìon. F'inal ly, female

speakers tend to be more accurate at portraying emotions vocaìly.

Research using both the vocal and verbal channels s'imultaneousìy

for the transmìssion of emot'ional messages have yielded ambiguous

results. Further, little ìnformation is ava'ilabie on how subjects

react to various vocal or verbal messages.

The present ìnvestìgatìon cons'isted of two'interrelated experi-

ments. The first experiment attempted to evaluate if the effects

establ'ished for vocal studies continued to occur when both channels

conta'ined emotional messages. An attempt was also made to establ'ish

a theoretìcal basis for evaluatìng the effect of various types of

vocal-verbal pairings on subjects' accuracy. Twenty male and twenty

female subjects at ages 7 , 9, I I and 23 years, i i stened to 25

(r1)
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vocal-verbal emotion pairìngs. These pairjngs were spoken by either

a male or female speaker. The 25 pairings consisted of all possible

vocal-verbal combìnat'ionS of ìovìng' angry, happy, sad and neutral.

Subjects jndicated what emotional messages they detected by point'ing

to one of f ive stick f igures repfesent'ing the f ive emot'ions.

Developmental as well aS other effects, established 'in prev'ious

vocal studies, were found to occur jn the present study despite the

fact both channel S contained emot'ional meSSageS. Further, as

predicted, the accuracy vvith whìch the messages were detected was

predjcted by the amount of diss'imilarity between the vocal and verbal

mesSageS. That j S, the more d'iss'imi I ar the two messages, the poorer

subjects were in correctly 'identìfyìng the messages.

In the second study, conducted 72 hours after the first, the same

experimental procedures and subiects Were used, but the subiects Were

asked to indicate their emotìonal reaction to the statemen'bs made.

Subjects responded by poìnt'ing to one of five faces ranging from

"very unhappy" to "very happy". The results only partially supporLed

the hypothesis that subjects would react with increasing negatìvity

to emotjon pairs as they became dìss'imilar. The results showed an

overall increased negative subject reactìon as subject age 'increased

and a subject age by channel interaction. The results also fa'iled to

support the hypotheses that subjects would react to female speakers

more negatively or that adults would exhibit greater sensitivity to

ìncongruent Verbal-vocal pairings. There Was, however, a clear

relat'ionship between the valence (degree of positiveness or negative-

ness) of the emotìon used and the subjects' reactìon.

(1rr)
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCT ION

Man has pondered the emotions from time immemorial. P1ato, the

father of phi losophy, quest'ioned the origins of emotion 'in the

"Enneads":

Pleasure, fear and courage' desire and aversion, where
do these affections have their seat? . the nerves
start from the braìn. The brain, therefore, has been
consjdered as the centre and seat of the principle
wh'ich determ'ine feelings and impulses.

Philosophers and scientists alike have questioned not on'ly where

emot'ions come from but also how we perceive them in ourselves and

others. Since the turn of the century experimental psychologists

have focused considerable attention on questions surroundìng the pro-

duction and transm'ission of emotions. It ìs th'is experimentai

investigatìon of the transmission of emotjons that is central to the

present study.

Before dea'ling further with this specìfic area of concern' it

would be helpful to adopt a definition of emotjon. The definit'ion

adopted here is the one put forward by Hebb (.1949 p. 89):

Emotìon explicìtly does not mean any conscious process'
nor any pattern of motor or glandular actìvity, but
desìgnates certain neurophysìo1ogìca.l stateso inferred
from behav'iour, about whìch lìttle is known except that
by definitjon they predispose towards certaìn specìfìc
ki nds of behav'iour.

Expanding on th'is definitìon, Hebb suggests that perception of an

emotional state in an'indivìdual'indicates that certain behaviours

are more f ikeìy to occur than jf the emotion was absent. For

example,'if we perceive that a person ìs angry due to his stance,
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facial expressìon and tone of voice, wÊ would predict that the

probabì1ity of him striking out physicaìly is ìncreased. Clearly'

wìth reference to this definition, beìng able accurately to determine

the emotional messages generated by a sender has an adaptive func-

tjon. It is wìth this ability to decode emot'ional messages that the

present study is concerned.

Researchers have'investigated the role of jnformation carried by

the face, body motìon, hesìtations ìn speech, proxemics (relative

posìtioning of people and objects), touch, and vo'ice in order to

determine how we aSSess the emotìonal state. The present

dissertation focuses on the Vo'ice, making reference to the visual

channel only to support or supplement results in the audìtory

channel. Those jnterested in familiarìzing themselves w'ith the

broader range of ìnformation carriers are referred to two excellent

review artjcles by Duncan (1969) and Dittman (1972).

Sosk'in (1953) and Soskjn and Kauffman (1961) have suggested that

vo'ice messages can be conceptualized ìnto two dist'inct channels,

verbal and vocal. The verbal channel ìs responsibìe for the trans-

mjssion of morphemes, Syllables, words, phrases, and sentences wh'ich

form the semantìc message conveying emot'ional and other ìnformation"

The vocal channe'l (tone of voice) carries i nformatì on on voi ce

qual ìty, 'intonation, stress, rhythm, tempo, and cont'inuity whi ch

const i tutes the 'i nf ormat i on on af f ect.

Numerous attempts have been made to assess the ìmpact of the

verbal and vocal channels on the perceptìon of emot'ion. It'is with

this body of information that the present study 'is concerned. A
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review of the pertinent information ì s presented 'in four maior

sections. These four sections facilitate a comprehensìve

understandìng of the emotion detection research area and demonstrate

how the present research expands our knowledge.

The fjrst section examines the various techniques which have been

employed in an attempt to'isolate the effects of the vocal channel

from the verbal channel.

The second major section brief'ly rev'iews a number of genera'l

topics. The fjrst of these is evidence indicating that the transm'is-

sìon of emotional informatjon can be accomp'lished reliably in the

vocal channel. The second exam'ines evidence whìch suggests that the

vocal transmission of emotion contains elements which are recognized

across different cultures. It also considers the relationship

between the abi'lity to perceìve vocally transmitted emotions, and the

ability to perceìve emotion in art and mus'ic. Finalìy, thjs sect'ion

brief'ly considers the physicai parameters responsible for the trans-

m.ission of emot'ion.

The thjrd major sectjon brìef1y examines those factors which

affect a subject's abi I ity to encode emotional messages vocal ly.

(Encodìng refers to the speaker's abi 1 ìty rel iab'ly to transmìt

vocally a desired emotional state.)

The final sect'ion consìders factors affecting the decodìng of

emotional messages ìn the vocal channel. (Decoding refers to the

l'is'L,ener's abiìity re'lìably to detect a vocally presented emot'ion" )

These factors are dealt vvith in two major subsectjons. The first

consis'bs of subject-related factors, including such variables as age,
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sex, I.Q., soc'ioeconomic status (S.E.S.), and psychopathoìogy' A

major emphasis is of course p'laced on age Since it is one of the

factors central to the present research'

The second sub-sect'ion cons'iders the effect of simultaneous input

f rom other channel s, ma'inly the verbal channe j '

In the third section, both the rationale and specific hypotheses

for the present research are considered'

Methods Used in the StudY of Decod i ng

Vocal I y Transmìtted Emotion

The study of the emotional content of speech can best be under-

stood if one has an appreciation of the various technìques used to

jsolate the vocal channel. Such an appreciation allows one critic-

al ly to evaluate the relat'ive merit of varìous research f ind'ings.

The techniques have shown an evolution with new ones replacing or

suppìementing older oneS. In retrospect it can be Seen that each

technique, although vajuable ì n providing cerUa'in types of

information,'is clearly limited in its applicatjon. t'Je will discuss

each technique, ìts assets and 1ìmitations, in the fo'llow'ing order:

first, nonsense verbal content; then, electronìc filtering, standard

content, and random sp1 ìcing; and final ly, some minor technìques

wh'ich have I ìmi ted use.

Nonsense Content

Gates (1927) attempted to understand how

means of voice. Obvious'ly one vvay we do thi s

we transmit

i s by the use

emot'i on by

of words,
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but often it is the "way" in whjch we state words that transmits the

emotional content. Hav'ing l'imìted techn'ical resources, Gates decìded

that he could remove the verbal content by havìng his speaker express

eight dìfferent emot'ions while reciting the alphabet. Subiects were

able accurately to detect 'intended emotion. Since the on'ly

d'ifference between the eight recitals was the vocal qualitìes of the

speech, information used by the subjects rnust have been contained in

that channel. E.9., subjects who heard the alphabet rec'ited jn an

angry tone reported that they perceived the message as angry. Other

investigators have used the a'lphabet to convey emotion in order to

study the following: 'its transmissjon (Dusenbury and Knower, 'l939);

which frequencies carry the emotional content (Knower, l94l); the

relatjonship between verbal and facial expression of emotion (Knower,

-¡945); subject sensitìvity to the detect'ion and emiss'ion of emotion

(Davitz and Dav'itz, .l959 b); the diff erence in sens'it'ivity to the

various emotions (Davìtz and Davitz, 1959 a); and training of

sensitìvity to emotional content of speech (Mabtìs, 1964). Thompson

and Bradway (.l950) have had speakers recite numbers ìnstead of the

alphabet 'in order to assess student clinicians' skìlls. Turner

(1964), meanwhì1e, used nonsense sentences in assessìng how well

sch'izophrenjcs as compared to normal subiects could ìdentìfy

emotjonal content. Sk'inner (1935) had subjects say "ah" after being

placed in a happy or sad emot'ional state in order to find if pitch

and intensity acted as carrìers of emotion.

The nonsense content technique has been used to address a w'ide

variety of research quest'ions. The interpretaton of results in th'is
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area, other than that the vocal channel can carry emotìon, must be

v.iewed with some skeptìcism. Several authors have suggested that the

technique conta'ins various contaminants (Soskin and Kauffman, l96l;

Davitz, 
-l964 a; Mehrabian and fiiener, 1967). The first of these is

that the verbal nonsense message jnterferes with the decoding of the

emotional message in the vocal channel. A second and more serious

crjtic'ism is that the nonsense content in the verbal channel severely

l'imjts the range of emotions which can be trasmitted. Fina11y, it

has been suggested that nonsense verbal ìnformation creates a totaily

artif ic'ial s'ituation which cannot tap the intricacies of naturaì ìy

occurri ng communìcatìons.

El ectronic F'i lteri nq

In an attempt to overcome some of the crjticisms levelled at

nonsense content techniques, Soski n ( 1953) began to develop an

electronic fi lteri ng technique for presenting onìy the tone of

vo'ice. He suggested that there were two channels ìn speech, the

semantìc, and the affectjve. French and Steinberg (1947 ) had

previously suggested that the upper frequencìes are responsib'le for

the intelligìbi1ìty of speech. This assumption was later confjrmed

by Ocha'i and Fukamura ( 1957). Soskin ( 1953) integrated previous

jnformation with work done at the BeII Laboratories and began usìng

band pass filters in order to aL,tenuate frequencies above 500 Hz. He

found that this decreased the intelligìbi1ìty to about 2% to 3% of

the total 'inf ormation present. lrJhat was lef t was speech whi ch

sounded as if heard through a wal l. Despite the lack of
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.interligìbility Soskin (1g53) found that subjects'listen'ing to the

tapes could st'ill detect the emotional state being conveyed by the

speaker.

Sosk.in's technique rapidly came into w'ide use because of its use-

fulness for measurìng the affect in naturally occurring samples.

Starkweather ( 1956a) , and Soskin and Kauffman ( l96l ) demonstrated

that f i ltered "real I if e" speech could be rel iab'ly judged as to 'its

emotional content. The tone conveyed by "real life" samples has been

used to assess prejudice (Cohen and Starkweather, l96l), hypersen-

sitìvity (starkweather, 1956 b), the relative amount of emotional

information carried by vocal as compared to vìsual channels (Burn and

Beier, 1975), the eff ect'iveness of counsel lors (tJaskow, 1965), the

effects of sch'izophrenia on emotion detection (Cohen, l96l), and

asserbiveness of subjects (Kimble, Yoshjkawa and Zehr, l9Bl ) on

transmìssion of emot'ion. Electronic filtering has also been used in

order to assess the contribution of emotionally conflicting messages

to dìsturbance ìn paüho'logical families (Beake1, 1971; Bugentai,

Love, Kaswan and Apri1, l97l). Stud'ies by McCluskey, Aìbas, Nìemi,

Cuevas and Ferrer (1975), and Albas, McCluskey and Abbas, (1976) have

used electronic filtering in order to aSSesS cross-cultural

dìfferences in the perception of emotion.

A common crit'ici sm of the concept that emot'ions are conveyed i n

speech 'is that although interjudge reliabìlities are good, there 'is

l itile or no correlatìon with external criteria. That iS, a'lthough

dìfferent people perceive emotional messages as the Same' there has

been a lack of evjdence to ind'icate that these messages have any
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effect on the behaviour of the percìever. Electronjcally filtered

speech has been used in an attempt to alleviate this problem.

M.ilmoe, Rosenthal, 131ane, Chafetz and t^iolf ('l96i) have shown that

tonal content of a doctor's voice js predìctive of his success in

havìng alcoholics enter a treatment program, while'bonal content of a

mother's voice ìs predìct'ive of the lZ-month-old child's attentìon to

human voices and faces, as weìl as irritabiìity and ìnsecurity.

Fina11y, the filtering process has also been used to rate the

emotional content of the vocal channel in naturally occurring inter-

actions in order to determjne if conflict is present between varìous

channels (Bugental, Love, Kaswan and April, 1971; Bugental, 1974)

among normal as compared to djsturbed subjects.

Electronic fj ltering cìear1y presents a powerful tool in the

study of naturally occurring emotional messages in speech, but like

al I technìques, it has some 'inherent problems. Krarner (.|963, 1964)

has been one of the most vocal critics of tnjs technique. He sug-

gested that the fììterìng process removes some emot'ional information

carrìed in the higher frequencìes. There 'is some experimental

evidence which suggests at least indirect'ly that quite a b'it of

emot'ional ìnformation js in fact lost during the fi'ltering process

(Kramero 'l964; Burns and Beier, 1973; McCluskey, 1974). For examp'le,

McC'luskey (19i4) found a significant decrease in the accuracy of

emot'ion detect'ion when constant content messages were passed through

an electron'ic filter. The second and converse criticism presented by

Kramelis that al though Soski n ( 
.l953) 

cl aims 2% to 3% detectìon of

the verbal message, a good deal more is actuaìly detected. This
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leakage may create a situation'in wh'ich the accurate detectjon of

emotional content in filtered speech is due to the perceptìon of the

semantic content. Kramer (1964) has found that after 26 exposures to

a fj ltered tape, adults can decìpher the entire verbal message.

F.inally Scherer (1972) has suggested that features of speech, such as

tempo, pauses etc., are not removed by the fjltering process, and may

be respons'ible for the conveyìng of emotions.

Despite the probìems with the electronìc filtering technique, it

still provides the most powerful tool both in assess'ing the voca'l

emot'ional content of "natural'ly occurring" audìtory mesSages, and'in

the measurement of accuracy of the vocal component 'in conflìcting

messages. The present study used electronic filtering to measure the

accuracy of the vocal component in conflìcting messages.

Standard Content

The use of standard content began shortly after the use of non-

sense content. The procedure involves using a standard word,

Sentence, or paragraph read by actors who portray various emotions.

Ihi s technìque has been used to ìnvest'igate research questions

inc'ludìng pitch characterist'ics of the vo'ice during emotjon

(Faìrbanks and Pronovost, 
.l939; Fa'irbanks, 1940) , "rea'l I if e" versus

actor produced emotional states (Grìgg, l958), the effects of person-

alìty on decod'ing abilìty (Davitz, 1964 b), the effects of audìtory

correlates on decodìng abiìity (Davìtz, l9ô4 c), the relationship

between ability to convey and the ability to understand emotional

messages (Levy, 1964; Zuckerman, Lipetzo K0'ivumaki and Rosenthal,
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l96b) and the effects of encoder-decoder compatability (Hornstein,

l964). The standard content technique has also been used to assess

the ef f ects of verbal and vocal channel s on pupì 1 responses ([.Jass,

1g74), the effects of prejudice on encoding (t'Jeìtz, 1972), the rela-

t.ionshjp between auditory and v'isual transmìss'ion of emotion

(Mehrabìan and Ferris, 1967; Gartner, 1972), and the speaker's social

status (Brown and Lambert, 1976). Thjs technique has also been used

to study developmental trends in emotional decoding abì I ity

(Dimitrovsky, 1962; Fenster, 1967; and McCluskey, 1974).

Although the use of standard content 'is more "life-Iike" than

nonsense content, it sti I I contaìns many of the same problems

(Kramer, 1964; Scherer, l97l). The more "natural" carrier provìded

by the standard content may contribute a contam'inating effect in the

f orm of an i nteract'ion between the verbal samp'le 
.chosen 

and the

particular speakers used (Scherer, l97l). That iSn speakers may

perceive the chosen "neutral" sampìes as representìng a partìcular

emot'ional state. This would cause their recordìng of that statement

to contaìn a social b'ias towards that emotional state.

There 'is, however, a spec'iaì use to which standard content can be

put that makes it a v'ital research tool in assess'ing transmission of

vocal emotion. The study of situations in wh'ich the vocal and verbal

channels each carry an emotìonal message 'is such a situatìon. These

two messages may or may not be the same emotjon. Numerous stud'ies

have assessed the effects of situatìons in which the two messages are

not the same. These have ìncluded assessment of adult decodìng ski'lì

(Mehrabìan and hlienero 1967; Mehrabian, 1970) , of chi ld decoding
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skill (01sen, 1967; Bugenta'1, Kaswan, Love and Fox, .|970; 
Bugental,

Kaswan and Love,1970) and of psychopatho'logical groups'decodìng

skill (Beakel and Mehrabian, 
.l969; Krebs, .l976). The technique has

also proved useful in assessing the effectìveness of auditory

reinforcers carried in the verbal and vocal channels (Brooks, Brandt

and tlJ'iener, 1969; Solomon and Yaeger, 
.l969; Bugental,1974), as weil

as the developmental trends involved in two channel decoding ski I I

(Solomon and A1ì, 1972).

To recapitu'late, the technique of standard content only partìa1ly

allev'iates ùhe prob'lems associated with nonsense content, but does

provìde a valuable research tool for the investigation of simulta-

neous emotional messages in the verbal and vocal channels.

Random Splfqfqg

Scherer (.l971) has devised the technìque of random splicìng in

order to overcome the problems'in filtered speech of verbal recogni-

tìon, and removal of the emotional ìnformation carried in the higher

frequencies. He took tapes, removed the pauses, and then cut the

tape into one and two inch p'ieces. Then the p'ieces of the tape were

resp'liced in a random order to form a single tape. The procedure

creates a jumbled sounding tape in wh'ich only short words such as

rr'itrr and rrifrr can be dist'inguished. The lìstener's comprehension

does not increase even after 25 exposures (Scherer, 197ì). It has

been demonstratec.l that the technique can be used in the study of

vocally conveyed emotìon (Scherer, l97l; Rosenthal et al., 1974). It
has also been used to study cross cultural differences'in personality
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(Scherer, 1972), as well as a iarge range of factors affecting the

decoding of vocal emotional messages (Rosenthal et ô1. o 1974) .

Scherer, Ko'ivumaki and Rosenthal (1972) have demonstrated that the

techn.ique is at least as effect'ive as electronic fì1tering.

Jhere are, howeVer, Some probìems assoc'iated with random spl'ic-

ing. First, it'is technica'l1y difficujt to doo requìring a speciaì

computerized system. Second, Since there is not a large previous

data base, one cannot rule out the possibiìity that this technique

.interacts with varìables such aS subiect Sex or subiect age.

Fina1ly, whjle el'iminating many of the same parameters as electronic

filtering, such as perceptìon of the semantìc content, random

splicing does not affect p'itch and loudness. it is possìb1e that

these variables may in themselves provìde highly reliable est'imates

of emotìon (Rosenthal et a'1. , 1974) .

Other Techniques

A number of other techniques have been used, but have not gained

w'ide acceptance, due e'ither to the fact that they conta'ined too many

contam'inat'ing f actors, or to the f act that they were used to obtai n

hìghly specif ic 'inf ormation. The f irst of these 'is the use of

foreign language samples. Aithough a number of authors have

ment'ioned the use of a foreign language (Soskìn and Kauffman, l96l;

Cohen and Starkweather, l96j; Kramer, 1964)o onìy Kramer (.l964) has

published data using this technìque in the ìdentificat'ion of

emotion. Although Kramer found that the Japanese language could

st'il I convey emotional content, it was poorer than e'ither f i ltered or
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unfjltered tnglìsh. Part of the reason for the lack of use of the

foreìgn'language technìque is that inflectional variations from one

language to another pose questì ons of " va1 id ìty" ( Soski n and

Kauffman, 1961). A second problem is that many foreìgn words have a

sjmilar sound to English words and, therefore, the verbal portìon may

convey the emotion being expressed (Kramer, 1964). Although the

techn'ique has several drawbacks,'it does provide a demonstration that

vocal transmission of emotions has some common components regardless

of the language used in the verbal channel.

A second method havìng limited use 'is sirnply to 'ignore the verbal

content. Subjects are instructed to attend only to the tonal compon-

ent. Th'is technique 'is usual ly used when the invest'igator ì s

interested in evaluatìng speech for pitch, rhythm, intonation, and

articulation (Goldfarb, Braunste'in and Lorge, 1956; Djttman and

I,jynee, l96l ) .

This technique has in a large part been repìaced by various elec-

tronic techn'iques wh'ich to not requìre the use of human raters.

These include speech spectroscopy (0stwald, l9b0), tìme averaged

spectrum analysìs (Starkweather, l96i), and multiple highly selective

filters which produce a frequency spectrum analysis (Starkweather,

1969). These are all used jn order to assess what it is about speech

that carries the emotional content.

Scherer (1974) has taken the concept of assessìng the various

parameters in speech to jts logical conclusìon by using the data

obtaìned to produce synthetic speech w'ith a "Moog Synthesìzer". In

doing this he has, by varying physicaì parameters such as pìtch,
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loudness, and timber, been able to create the ìmpression that various

emotions are being conveyed. He has also been able to change the

mood of var jous mus'ical p'ieces by systematical ly modifying some of

the Parameters'

0ne final techn'ique that merits note is the use of compressed

speech. It ìnvolves accelerating the speed of a speech sample while

maìntaining the same frequency range as the orìginal sample (0rr,

Friedman and tli ì ì iams, .l965; 0rr, l9ô8; 0rr and Friedman, l96B;

Goldhaber and [deaver, '1968; and Goldhaber, 1970) . Although thi s

technique i s prìmari ìy used to i ncrease the quant'ity of verbal

informatìon a person can receive in a given space of time, it can be

used to make the verbal message unintel 1 igìb1e. Sìnce 'it also

destroys several vocal cues, such as pauses, ìt may at some future

date be useful in helping to determ'ine which parts of the voca.l

information are responsible for the transmission of emotjon.

To recapitulate, basìcally four major methods have been used in

the study of the vocal transm'iss'ion of emot'ions. The first of these

ìs the use of nonsense material, such as numbers or letters in the

verbal channel. Thi s has basìca1 1y been rep'l aced by the use of

standard content i n order to overcome art'ificiaì ìty. Standard

content is especially useful in studying situat'ions where both the

verbal and vocal channels carry emotional information. The th'ird

major technique, electronic filtering, has overcome the probìem of

using "real life" samples of speech, as it removes the abìlity to

understand the verbal message. Fìna11y, random sp1ìcing has been
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introduced in an attempt to maintain the advantages of electronic

fjltering while overcom'ing problems of partial verbal recognition.

Now that we have considered the advantages and dìsadvantages of

the various research technìques uSed, it is appropriate to cons'ider

what informatìon vve have gained over t'he past forty years ìn respect

to the transmjssìon of emotional messages in the vocal channel'

Vocal Transmission of Emotion

As ¡1e have noted in the prev'ious section, numerous methods have

been used to study the transm'ission of emot'ion ìn the vocal channel-

Initìa1 1y the thrust of the research was to establ i sh that an

emotjonal state could be relìably transmitted and decoded in th'is

channel.

Dusenbury and Knower's (1939) experimental study of vocal trans-

missions of emotion is representative of studies done .durìng the

1930's and 1940's. Male and female speakers recorded e'leven

different emotions whìle rec'iting the letters A to K. These messages

were then rated by col'lege students as to the emotion they conveyed.

It was found that subjects accurateìy ìdentified the emotìons 82% of

the tìme. Sìmi lar stud'ies were done by Sk'inner (1935), Gates (1927) ,

Fairbanks and Pronovost (.l939), Fairbanks (.l940), and Knower (.l941).

Al I of these 'i nvestigations suggested that subjects could readi ly

identify the emotional message transmjtted even when nonsense words

or letters were spoken. These eariy studjes were encumbered by a

number of methodological shortcorn'ings, including the use of nonsense

material, lack of statistìcal analysis, and poor experimental desìgn.
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Soskin (1953) expanded the field with the 'introductjon of both

electron'ic f i'ltering, and a theoret'ical framework f or the

phenomenon. Numerous studies, using various technìques, have been

performed since that time. All of these stud'ies have ìndicated that

emotionai intent can be transm'itted and decoded in the vocal channel

(pfaff, 1952; Starkweather, 
.l956 a; Davitz and Dav'itz, .l959 

b;

Starkweather, 1956 b; Starkweather, l96l; Soskin and Kauffman, l96l;

Kramer, 1964; Davitz, .l964). It seems clear that the transm'issìon of

emot'ion vocally occurs quìte reìiab'ly. in f act, Kramer (.l963) jn a

rev'iew of the data in the area, unequivocally states "the

analyt'ic-experimental approach has by now verified that such a

relatjonship exists".

Not only has it been clearìy demonstrated that such transmission

occurs but a good deal has t¡een learned about the extent of the

phenomenon. 0ne way of assessing the extent of the phenomenon has

been to compare the abifity of various cultural groups to decode

vocally transmitted emotjons (Kramer, 1964; Scherer, 1972; McCluskey,

A'lbas, N jemi, Cuevas and Ferrer, 1975; Albas, McC'luskey and A'lbas,

1976). Two bas'ic f ìnd'ings have emerged. First, members of a

cultural group are better at perce.iving emot'ional mean'ing in speech

from a member of their own cultural group, compared to other cultural

groups. Davitz and Davitz ( 1959) have suggested that within a

"speech commun'itJ", there are stereotyped formal aspects of speech

assoc'iated w'ith the expression of particular feeìings which make

members of that community better at the perceptìon of feeling than

someone from outside the community. So, not only does one's ability
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to perceive emotion'increase when talking with someone from the same

country, but also perhaps from the same SES group.

The second finding, which bears directly on the question of the

uni versal i ty of the phenomenon, i s that desp i te a decrease ì n

accuracy, peopìe can perceive what emotions are being conveyed by

speakers of another culture. Kramer (.l964), for examp'le, found that

Americans could accurately detect which emotìon was being portrayed

by Japanese actors, despite the fact none of the Americans had any

know'ledge of the Japanese 'language. Thi s universa'lity suggests that

although "speech communit'ies" may have idiosyncratic cue systems

there i s a genera'l set of cues wh'ich range across geographì c and

ethnic boundaries.

A second method used to'investigate the extent of vocal transmjs-

sion of emotìon has been to exam'ine if the ab'i1ìty to encode and

decode such messages'is related to other aspects of the transrnìss'ion

of emotion. Beldoch (.l964) found that there was a significant cor-

relation between a subject's ab'i1ity accurately to perceive emotion

'in the vocal channel and in musìc samples. This suggests that the

abiììty to detect emotìon'in the vocal channel is related to the

detectjon of emotion jn various other modes. Rosentha'1, Archer, Dì

Matteo, Ko'ivumakì and Rogers ( 1974) have demonstrated that the

general abiìity to detect emotjon has a s'ignìficant positive rela-

tìonship !o the socìabi1ìty of people. It appears, then, that the

decodìng of emot'ion may represent an integral skill necessary for the

soc'ial wel l-being of an indìvidual. Detection of emotion 'in the

vocal channel is clearìy not an isolated idiosyncratic phenomenon.
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It spans various cultures and is related to a more general emotjonal

sensjtivìtY'

Since the in'itial demonstration that the vocal channel could be

used to transmit emotion, various authors have sought to determ'ine

exactly how transmi ssion occurs. There have been two bas'ic

approaches to answerìng thìs question. Fìrst, severaì jnvestìgators

have stud'Íed the pattern of errors made ìn recognizìng emotions.

This was done in order to determine ìf any psychologìca1 dimensions

of simììarity exjsted between the error and the intended emotìon. It
was felt that if such dimens'ions did exist, they would prov'ide

valuable informatìon as to how emotions are transmitted. A second

strategy has been to examine the various physicaì parameters of

speech to determine'if one or more of them differentiates between the

various emot'ions.

Pfaff (1954) was one of the fìrst experimenters to note that not

all emotions could be transmitted with the same accuracy, and that

errors made 'in detectjng emot'ions were not random. Davitz and Davìtz

(1959 a, .l96i ) were, however, the f irst systematica'l1y to exam'ine

these errors in order to determine if specìfic error patterns could

be found. Drawing on the data summarìzed by Schlosberg (1954), they

stud'ied the re I at'ionsh'ip between f our speech characteri s I i cs, ì oud-

ness, pìtch, timber, and rate; and the three dimensions of emotìonal

mean'ing: "valence" (pleasant-unpleasant)o "strength" (strong-weak),

and "activìty" (act'ive-passìve). Judges described each of fourteen

f eel ings in terms of the three d'imens'ions of emotional meaning which

were then correlated with the four speech characteristics. A
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strik.ing'ly posìt'ive I inear relationsh'ip was found between activity

level and the characterìstics, wìth correlations ranging from .59 to

.BB. Active emot'ions such as anger, were expressed with a loud

voìce, high pitch, blarìng tìmber and fast rate, wh'i le passìve

emot.ions, such as ìove, Were expressed with a low pitch, resonant

timber and slow rate. A number of studies have confirmed that errors

do occur along the activity dimension (Dìmitrovsky, 1964; Fenster,

1g67; McCluskey, 1974). There ìs also evidence suggesting that bhe

emotions at the negative end of the valence continuum may be

perceived with greater accuracy than those at the posìtive end

(Dimìtrovsky, 1964; Fenster, 1967; McCluskey, 1974, l9B0).

This I ine of research has 'ind'icated that with respect to gross

dìmensions such as activity, information may be carried simulta-

neously by several different physical characteristics of the speech.

Attempts to specify precisely which physical parameters are

'involved began when Skinner (1935) found that pitch refiably differ-

entiated between happìness and sadness. The expression of happiness

ìnvolved a higher pitch and greater force than that for sadness.

Fairbanks and Pronovost ( 
.l939), Fairbanks ( 1940) , and Faìrbanks and

Hoag'lin (1941) have stud'ied the physical parameters of speech used in

the expression of contempt, anger, fear, and grief. They reported

that these fee'lings may be differentiated by pìtch 'levelso pitch

range, pitch shìfts, rate of speech, and ratio of pauses to speech"

A number of other researchers have followed Fairbanks' lead and used

recent advances'in technology to explore the relationship of phys'ical

properties, especìaì1y frequency distributìons in speech. 0stwald
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(1960a and b) has developed speech spectroscopy methods ìn attempts

to explore differences j n the emotional aspects of speech.

Starkweather ( l96l , 1967 ' 1969) has also jnvestigated frequency

djstrjbutjons. Although these methods seem to have provìded some

evjdence that pathologica'l groups differ from normals in the physical

parameters 'involved 'in the transmj ssion of emotìon, they have f ai led

to extend Fairbanks orìginal fìndìngs.

The physical parameters affecting speech have also been'invest'i-

gated by removing various aspects of speech and seeing if the

emotional content still rema'ins. Knower (194.l) was the first to use

this approach. He had speakers act out eleven emot'ions wh'ile recit-

ing the letters A to K. He then had them do the same task except in

a whisper. He assumed that the whìsper restricted frequency modula-

tion and was 'interested to see. if emotions could stìll be recognìzed

without the full frequency range. The recordings were also played

backwards to h'is subjects to determ'ine if sequencing was the key

determinant in transmiss'ion of emotion. The whìspered samples were

still jdentified correctly over half the t'ime, while reversed samples

were recogni zed j ust under 50% of the t'ime. ldhen both whì sper and

reverse order were used, the percentage of correct ìdentifìcat'ion

dropped below the chance level. Knower had demonstrated that neither

frequency modulation, as suggested by Skìnner (1935), nor sequencing,

were soleiy responsible for the transmission of vocal emotìon.

Knower's results w'ith respect to whispering have been replicated by

Pollack, Rubenstein and Horowitz (1960). Pollack et al. have also
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noted that emotional content can be perceived in vocal sarnples as

short as 60 mi I I i seconds'

Soskin (1953), 'in developing the electronic filtering syst'em was

.inadvertently evaluatìng the effects of i:emovìng the frequency range

above 45OHZ. Although there 'is a loss of accuracy with the elec-

tronic filterìng techn'ique (Kramer, ì964; Burns and Beier, 1973;

McCluskey, 1974), 'it is clear that the emotional message ìs still

present in the vocal channel. The success of the filterìng technique

is a further example that frequency levels and range are not so1e1y

responsible for vocal transm'ission of emotion.

Scherer (.l971) designed the technique of "randomized spficing" to

determine if the "supersegmental speech variables rather than

characteristics of the lower frequencies'in the vojce spectrum were

responsible for the vocal transmissjon of emotion" (Scherer,

Koivumak'i and Rosenthal, 1972). He found that the removal of the

Supersegmental speech variables, of Sequence, rhythm and pauses,

appeared not to have more effect on the conveyance of the emotional

information than electronic filtering. Thjs indicates that these

supersegmental characteristics are also not total'ly responsible for

the conveyance of emotions.

F'inally, Scherer (1974) used the data avajlabìe synthetjcally to

procluce speech samples with a "Moog Synthesizer". This alIowed hìm

systematical ly to vary p'itch (leveì and variatìon) , ampl itude ('level

and variation), signal duratìon, and sample speed. He had subjects

rate hi s art'if ic'ia11y produced sounds as to the emot'ion they

conveyed. it is not appropriate to djscuss hjs complex results in
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detaj l, but it can be general ly stated, he found that several

physica'l parameters were systematìca'l1y 'involved in the conveyance of

groups of emotions. For exampìeo happiness' along with other

emotions, Was suggested by extreme and high pitch, upward contours,

fast tempo, and moderate ampìitude variations.

What this research clearìy suggests ìs that no one physìca'l para-

meter is responsible for the conveyance of either specific or generaì

emot'ional content. Rather, a complex interactìon between various

factors is responsible. Th'is complex ìnteract,ion expìaìns Why vocal

emotìon remains when one or more cues are removed.

A brief summary of the evidence presented jn thìs section would

be helpful at this po'int. First, it ìs clear from the data presented

that emotional 'information can be relìabiy transmitted in the vocal

channel. Secondn vocal cues used 'in the transmi ss'ion of these

emotions have a un'iversal base. Th'ird, decodìng ski I ls also appear

to be related to a general emot'ional sensitivity. Fi na'lìy, the

transm'ission of emotions'in the vocal channel seem to be mediated by

a large number of various physical parameters of speech.

Although all these factors are important in our understandìng of

the transmission of emotion, the major thrust of vocal research has

been towards 'iso'lati ng the f actors wh'ich aff ect the decodì ng and

encoding of emotional messages. Although decoding has received a

great deal more at,tention than encoding, we will discuss encodìng

fìrst.
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Factors Affecting Encodi nq of Vocally Transmitted

Emotional Messa es

0ne of the major facts known about the abì i ìty to encode

emotional messages in the vocal channel is that it is positìvely

related to the ability to decode such messages (Knower, 1945; Levy,

1964; Zuckerman, Lìpetz, Kojvumak'i and Rosenthaì, 
.|975). It appears

that this interrelationsh'ip between the two abi lit'ies produces

correlatjons in the range 0f.55 (Knowero 1945) to.63 (Levy,.|964).

Besides data showing an'interrelationshìp between decoding and encod-

ing, I ittle clear ev'idence ex'ists on the eff ects of various f actors

on the encodìng Process.

Sex of the encoder is probably the variable for which the most

data have been collected. Two studies have ìncluded the sex of the

encoder aS a ma'in variable of interest, whi1e several others have

included it as an auxiliary varìable.

Levy (.l964), had 77 graduate students (33 male and 44 female)

record l0 emotions using a standard content paragraph. These tapes

were then rated as to their emotional content by l0 judges. The

authors found no signifìcant effects due to the sex of the sender. A

second study exam'ining the effects of sex on the encoding vvas done by

Zuckerman and L'ipets (1975). They used 27 male and l3 female send-

ers who read a standard sentence portraying one of s'ix different

emotions. There were no overall signìfìcant differences between male

and female senders, although there Was a tendency for decoders to be

more proficient at deciphering emotjons recorded by a member of the

same sex. The failure to find signifjcant encoder sex djfferences
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has also been reported ìn stud'ies by Dusenbury ( 
.l939) and Levitt

,1962). Howevero not all studjes have reported negatjve findings for

the sex of the encoder. Dimìtrovsky (.l964), using 12 male and 12

female senders, found that ch'ildren ranging from five to twelve years

of age decoded the male voice significantly better than the female.

Zaidel and Mehrab'ian (.l969) and Bugental, Kaswan, Love and Fox

(1970) have reported females being significantly better vocal encod-

ers than males. They dìsagree, however, in that Bugental et al.

suggest females are better at both positive and negative communica-

tions, wh'ile Za jdel and Mehrab'ian (1969) state that f emales are

better only at negative emotìons.

Clearly the evidence is contrad'ictory, suggestìng that variables

other than those being controlled are responsìb1e for the results

obtained (Dav'itz, .l964) . It is high'ly possible that the sex differ-

ences or lack of them may be a function of the particular speakers

chosen. However, since the relationsh'ip between the sex of the

sender and encoding ability is not c1ear, th'is variable shou'ld a'lways

be control led.

0nly one available study has examined the effects of age of the

speaker on ability to encode messages voca1ly. Fenster (1967) had 20

adults and 20 children (10 to 12 years of age) record a standard con-

tent phrase while enacting several emotions. These record'ings were

then rated by three age groups, T to 9 years old, l0 to 12 years o'ld

and adults. Each age group consisted of equal numbers of male and

female subjects. Fenster found that there was no difference between

the accuracy wìth which emotional transmissjons were encoded by the
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groups. He did, however, f ìnd that the adults el'ic'ited more "anger"

responses than did chi ldren although overal I "valence" waS equal '

That iS, although the adult speakers were more often perceived aS

angry, there was no statistical djfference between adult and ch'iid

speakers in the number of positive and negative emotions conveyed.

This apparent lack of age trends ìs puzz'ling. S'ince it is clear that

age trends do occur for the decoding process (see pp 27-32)' one

would intuitìvely predict that they should also occur in the encodìng

process. The failure to fìnd such trends may be due to the fact that

the child senders were fairly old (10 to l2 years) and, therefore,

closely approximated the adults. Thi s study wi I I be d'iscussed 'in

greater detail ìn the subsequent section "effects of age on the

decod'ing process" .

The final factor which has been investigated, with respect to the

effectiveness of encodìng, ìs training as an actor. The ear'ly exper-

imenters study'ing vocal transmjssjon of emotion, such aS Fairbanks

and Pronovost (.l939), used professìonal actors to produce the mes-

sages on the assumption that the actors should be best at producìng

such messages. There has been I ìttle evidence to support thi s

assumption. Bugenta'1, Kaswan, Love and Fox (1970), reported pì1ot

study data wh'ich suggested that actors do not ìn fact produce better

emotìonal transmi ss'ions than un'iversity students. In f act the actors

tended to create "artificjal and stereotyped" performances. This

sing'le study represents the only data ava'ilable on the eff ects of

acting experience on the production of vocal transmissions of

emot jon. Howevern l¡'lì I I iams and Tolch (.l965) have f ound that actors
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are not better than university students in production of facial

expression of emotions'

The ev1dence revìewed on encoding suggests that no variables have

been found which clearly affect encoding. Despite this it 'is

commonly known that there are large djfferences jn the accuracy w'ith

wh'ich various encoders are perceived correctly (Davìtz, 1964 a). It

seems 1ike1y that the failure to fjnd relevant varjables in the

encodìng process is due either to poor design, such as small sample

size, or to the fa'ilure to choose the approprìate variables.

Factors Affectinq Decodìnq of Vocally Transmitted

Emot'ional Messaqes

The majority of the investigations conducted on the vocal trans-

mission of emot'ion have focused on the factors affecting decodìng of

messages. The present section concerns two main research areas. The

first of these 'is subject-related factors. This section incjudes a

discuss'ion of such decoder factors as âge , sex, I.Q., socìoeconom'ic

status (SES), the presence of psychopathoìogy, and other factors.

The second main area explores the effects of input from other

channels on the encoding of vocal messages. Theoretìcally th'is could

'include verbal, Visua'1, tactile, and olfactory channels (Duncan,

1969). Since the focus of the present research was the auditory

channel, other channels are omìtted with the exceptìon of infrequent

ref erences to the v'isual channel. These were only used 'in order to

supplement ìnformation about the aud'itory channel when necessary.

This section 'is further subdiv'ided 'into d'iscuss'ions of general
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decodìng processes, developmental trends for two channel

communìcatjons, confìicting meSSageS and auditory reinforcers, and

the relat'ionship between conflicting messages and psychopathology.

Subject-Related Factors Affectinq the Decod i nq

of Vocal Emotional Messages

The study of subject factors related to the decoding process has

proven to be one of the most rewardìng areas of research" A number

of relevant varìables affecting the accuracy with which a subject

decodes vocally transm'itted emotional meSSageS have been reported.

In the following discussjon major emphasis ìs piaced on the effects

of age since it is a key factor in the present research.

tffects of Aq e on the Decodinq Process

It has been known for some time that children as young as six

months of age respond differential'ly to varìous types of vocalization

(Lewì s, 1936) . Barrear and Maurer ( lgBl ) have demonstrated that

children as young as three months d'ifferentìate smiling and frowning

maternal faces. Starkweather (1961), has suggested that prìor to

language acquisit'ion, parent-chi 1d communicatìon occurs largely

through the use of nonverbal social cueS. Bates, Camaion'i and

Volterra (.l975) have obtajned observational data which provide some

support for this suggestion. He found that children withìn the first
year of lìfe rely on nonverbal cues for commun'ication (e .9., smi'ling).

Probab'ly the most striking eVidence on the use of nonverbal cues by

very young chìjdren has been presented by Miìmoe, Novey, Kagan and
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Rosenthal (1974). They found that the undergraduate student rat'ings

of a mother's vocal jnteractions with her child (positìve, neutral,

negatjve) in the first year of a chìld's life correlated w'ith

subsequent behavi our of the chi I d. Thì s apparent importance of

nonverbal cues for the child m'ight lead one to speculate that at a

very early age chi ldren possess some nonverbal commun'icatìon sk'i I I s.

Gates (1927) was the first author to examine developmental trends

for vocally transmitted emotional messages. He had one adult speaker

recite the a'lphabet f rom A to l( wh'ile express jng the emotions of

happiness, unhapp'iness, anger, fear, surprise, scorn, defiance, PìtY'

and surprise. These record'ings were judged by 640 children in grades

t,hree through to eight. Gates (1927) found that the abì1ity cor-

rectly to identify the emotions steadily increased with increas'ing

age'

A more rigorous exam'inatìon of age trends in the perception of

emotion was undertaken by Dimitrovsky (1964). She had l2 male and 12

female speakers recite a standard paragraph (Beldoch, 1964) while

they expressed anger, happìnesS, 1ove, or sadness. These rec'itals

were rated by adult judges and those which were correctly identified

above a chance level (g< 0.0t ) were used as st'imul i . Her subjects

cons'isted of 28 males and 28 females 5 to 12 years of age for a total

of 224 chìldren. Each child recejved an "Ammons Full Range,Picture

Vocabu'lary Test" in order to aSseSS the effects of general verbal

abì1ìty on task performance. The subjects were then presented wi'bh

the recording and rlvere asked to choose wh'ich of the "stick fìgures"
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represented the emotjon beìng presented. She found that there was a

gradual but steady increase in the ab'ility correct'ly to'identify the

appropriate emotion as the age of the subject increased. She also

found that compared to adults, children responded wìth a greater

number of negative judgements. Chì1dren, like adults, were also more

accurate in the'ir perceptions of negative emot'ions (sadness and

anger).

F'ina1ly, Dimitrovsky (1964) noted that errors tended to be aìong

the activity dimens'ion. Subiects confused the actìve emotion of

anger with happ'iness, and confused the passive emot'ion love with

sadness.

Fenster ( 1967) has partial ly rep'l ìcated Dimitrovsky's ( 
.l964)

results. He t,.ras partìcu1ar'ly 'interested in Dìmìtrovsky's (1964)

fìnd'ings that a preponderance of negative responses were emitted by

chìldren. He had 30 male children l0 to 12 years of age and 30

adults rate the neutrality of a standard sentence to ensure that jt

was free of emotional content. He then had 33 male children l0 to l2

years of age and 33 male adults read the standard neutral sentence

wh'ile expressing anger, contentment, fear, happiness, 1ove, sadness,

or a neutral tone. The stimul'i were presented to 30 children 7 to 9

years of age, 30 children l0 to 12 years of age and 30 adults. Each

of the subjects'indicated by a code wh'ich of the s'ix emotions were

being presented. Fenster found that there was a general increase 'in

the accuracy of detection as age'increased. He also found that all

subjects Were more accurate in their recognjtion of "negat'iVe" aS

opposed to "posit'ive" emot'ions. Furthermore, there was no dìfference
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between the valence of adult and child responses to either emotional

or neutral expressì ons. Fenster' s ( I 967) resul L,s supported

Dimitrovsky's (1964) finding that decodìng abìlity jncreased wit'h

increas'ing age and that negative emotìons were detected w'ith greater

accuracy. He did not, however, find that there was a greater number

of negative responses produced by chìldren aS compared to adults.

Because Fenster's use of a neutral condition represents a major

refinement of Dimitrovsky's method, it Seems reasonable to grant

greater we'ight to Fenster's findings that neither children nor adults

show an excess of negative guesses.

McCluskey (.l9i4) also examined the probìem of age differences in

the detectìon of vocal 1y transmitted emot'ions. He had female

actresses record the same four emotions used by Dimitrovsky (1964),

usìng Beldoch's (1964) standard content phrases. He then presented

these to a total of 100 male ch'ildren, age 6 through 1l years, and 20

adults. Half of the subjects at each age level were presented with

either a filtered or nonfiltered vers'ion of the readings. Subiects

were required to indjcate whìch of the four emotìons had been

portrayed by pointìng to one of Dimitrovsky's (.l964) stìck figures.

He found that there was an increase'in accuracy of judgements as

subject age 'increased. He also f ound that al I subjects 'in both

fìltered and nonfiltered cond'itions made more negative than posit'ive

choices. It ìs also of ìnterest to note that in the filtered

condit'ion ch'ildren did not produce more negative responses than

adults. This result partìal1y supports Fenster's (1969) contentìon

that Dim'itrovsky's (1964) findìngs were a funct'ion of the "neutral"
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phrase used. It may also be that the neutral phrase used (Beldoch,

1964) contaìns propertìes which, even under filtering, elicit a h'igher

rate of negative responses from all subjects.

Several other researchers have reported ìncreased accuracy of

vocal message detection with increased subiect age (Wass, 1973;

Rosenthal, Archer, D'i Matteo, Koivumakj and Rogers, 1974; McCluskey,

Albas, Niem1, Cuevas and Ferrer, 1975; McCluskey, 1980.)

Parenthetical ìy, the author would I ike to note that aìthough

cleartrends have been established for effects of age from chjldhood

to adulthood, little evidence 'is available on the changes that occur

from adulthood to old age. 'furner ( 
.l964) 

ì n a study of

schizophrenics found that h'is control group consisting of hospìta1

patients ages 20 to 53 years, showed a decrease'in accuracy with

age. Thìs result has been partìa11y supported by Elias and

Kinsbourne (.l97a) and McCluskey (1980).

In summary, 'it is clear that the abìlity to accurately decode

vocally transmitted emotional messages jncreases with age to adult-

hood and then appears to decrease w'ith the onset of old age.

It has also been firmly established that subjects are more accur-

ate 'in their detect'ion of negatìve emotions. l¡lhether or not

subjects, and especialìy children, show a hìgher number of negative

responses in theìr errors is st'ill open to question. Fenster's

( l96i) use of superior methodology (prejudging of sentences and

inclusion of a neutral vocal condìtìon) suggests that his findings

should be accepted. Finally, it has also been found that subjects

t,end to make errors along the act'ivity dirnension.
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Sex f Decodero

McCarthy ( 1953), in a general review of sex differences and

language developmento has suggested that females are slightly better

than males'in a1l aspects of language that show developmentaì trends.

He further suggests that these differences, aìthough always present,

sometimes do not reach statjstical sign'ificance. As the discussion

below shows, this general statemenb ìn many ways represents the

relatjonshìp between sex of the subject and the ab'iìity accurately to

decode vocally conveyed emotions.

Dimìtrovsky (.|964) found that females, over a wìde age range'

demonstrated a slightly better abì'lity to decode vocally conveyed

emot'ion than males. This findÍng has been partially supported by

pfaff (1954). Aithough Pfaff found adult females better decoders,

thìs djfference did not occur for junior high school students.

Support is also provìded by data from studies carried out by Dusenbury

and Knower (1939); Rosenthal, Archer, D'i Matteo, Koivumaki and Rogers

( 1974); and Zuckerman, Lìpets, Koivumakj and Rosenthal ( 1975) .

Although caution must be used when cons'idering the Rosenthal et al.

(19i4) data, since onìy female speakers were used, a mass'ive amount

of data, Bl out of 94 studies, have indicated that females are more

accurate decoders than males.

Desp'ite the apparent superìority of females as decoders, not all

studies have yìe1ded such differences. Lev'itt (1962) and Levy (.l964)

found no s'ignìfìcant sex dìfference'in the decodìng process.

tnle jtz (1974) has suggested that a 'large proportion of cross-sex

ìnteract'ions rely heavily on nonverbal cues. If her suggestion'is
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correct one would predjct that decoders should be more accurate at

perceivi ng vocal messages f rom a speaker of the opposite sex. tnJhi le

thjs may be t,he case with the visual channel (Zuckerman, Lìpets,

Koivumaki and Rosenthal, 1975, and E'isenstat et al. l97B) 'it appears

that for vocal commun'ication, decoders are better at perceivìng vocal

messages from speakers of the same sex (M'ilmoe, Rosenthal, Bìane,

Chafetz and t,'loìf, 1967; Zuckerman et a'I., 1975).

In summary, ìt appears that fema.les are slìght1y better decoders

than males. There 'is also evidence suggesting that more accurate

decod'ing occurs when the encoder and decoder are of the same sex.

Decod i nq of Vocal Emotional Messaqes and I.Q.

As early as 1927, Gates suggested that I.Q. is positively related

to the ab'ility to decode messages in the vocal channel. Pfaff (1954),

for example, suggested that I.Q. was responsible for some of the wide

variabilìty that he found in h'is subjects'abiì'ity to decode vocal

emot'ional messages. Early stud'ies of thi s type, however, f aì led to

control for many other factors, makìng their contentìon of an I.Q"

relatìonshìp tentative.

Dìmitrovsky (.l964) conducted a study, reported 'in the previous

section on age (p. 28), in which she evaluated the relat'ion between

decoder I.Q. and accuracy of emotion 'ident'if ication. The obtained

correlation was 0.67. Sìgnìficant positìve correlations between

verbal ìntelligence, as measured by various tests, and accuracy of

ìdentificatjon of vocally portrayed emot'ions have also been reported

tiy Davitz (1965 b) , Levy (.l964), Beldoch (j964) and Rosenthal,
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Archer, Di Matteo, Koivumaki and Rogers ( l97a) . Levy ( 1964) assessed

not only the correlation between verbal I.Q. and accuracy of decoding

but also between I.Q. and the accuracy of encod'ing. She found that

the Vocabu'lary Test - G. T. (Thorndike, 1942) correlated with both

decoding and encod'ing (0.39, and 0.45 respectìveìy). These results

suggest that both encod i ng and decod ì ng of vocal 1y transmi tted

emotions are affected by the subject'S general verbal competency. In

fact jt appears that decoding ability may simpìy be one aspect of a

general verbal comPetencY.

It.is clear that since verbal ability has a substant'ial impact on

decoding performance¡ it represents a possìble contaminatìng variable

that shou I d be contro I I ed f orin a study 'i nvo'lv'ing the vocal trans-

mi ss'ion of emot i on.

Socioeconomic Status and the Decodin Proce s s

Numerous authors have discussed the relationship of language to

socioeconomìc status (SES). Sampson (.l959), in a longitud'inal study

of language development, noted that the father's occupation had a

d'irect bearing on the child's language development. Bernstein (1962,

1965) has found that a low SES group uses "restricted" language while

the middle SES group uses an "elaborated" ìanguage sy1!_em. Davitz

and Davitz (1959a) have suggested that nonverbal communi.ltion should

be better between members of a group, such as an SES segment, than

between members of different groups, because "in general, accuracy of

commun'icat jon seems 'lìkeìy to be positive'ly reìated to the f ami lanity

or soc'ial d'istance of the persons involved in the communìcatjon"
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(p.66). Kramer (1963) and Lewis and Page (1974) have echoed Davitz

and Davitz's assumption that "total affect ìanguage" may be djfferent

for varjous SES groups. Despite the theoretical confidence placed in

these assumptions little d'irect evìdence is available on the effects

of SES on accuracy of decoding vocally transmìtted emot'ions.

The most direct evidence on the effects of SES on the decodìng of

vocal communìcation has been presented by Brooks, Brandt and l¡Jiener

(.¡969) . They had lower and m'iddle class kìndergarten ch'ildren

participate in "the marble game". The authors verbally reinforced

each child's game performance. Their verbal re'inforcers consisted of

a pos'itive or neutral message in the verbal channel and a poSìtìveo

neutral or negative message in the vocal channel. They found that

there vvas a comp'lex interaction between SES and the two channels

used. Basìca11y, the lower class children needed the presence of

inflect'ion to benefit from the messages whi le the middle class

children did not. The mìddle class chìldren, however, could not

benefit from messages when the channels contained both a pos'it'ive and

a negati ve message. The deta'i I s of thi s study are d'iscussed i n the

subseq uent section on Conf l'ict'inq messaqes and verbal rei nf orcers.

Although th'is study dealt wìth multipie messages it does suggest that

vocal communications are used d'ifferently by different SES groups.

The other data avaìlable are tangential'in that they either deal

with productjon of nonverbal cues by various SES groups, or with non-

verbal behaviour other than vocal product'ions. Since the direct data

is so lìmited, a brief note on these other results may be helpful in

assessing the role of SES.
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Mjlmoe, Novey, Kagan and Rosenthal (1974) found that there were

complex SES differences in the effects of the tone of a mother's

vo jce on very young ch j ldren. Sìmi 1ar'ly, Schmidt and Hore (1970)

found SES-related differences'in physica'l contact, body'incl'ination,

and g.lances between mothers and preschool chìldren. Bugentai, Love

and Gjanetto (1971) have found that the middle class mothers of

school age children produce more smiling faces which are incongru-

ent with vocal and verbal messages than do the'ir lower class counter-

parts. Norton (1975), also using school age children, has found that

SES affects the way in which the chìld perceives the teacher's non-

verbal behaviour.

In summary, although dìrect evidence is meager, Brooksn Brandt

and l¡i'ienert s (-l969) results do support, the assumptìons that SES dìf-

ferences occur in the decod'ing of vocal messages. This contention js

partìa'l1y supported by the evidence suggesting that such differences

also occur in other nonverbal channels.

It is clear that s'ince SES affects decoding performance, it
represents a possible contaminating variable that should be

controlled for ìn any study ìnvolving the vocal transm'ission of

emoti on "

Psv ch OD atho I oOV and Vocal Commun'icat'ion

The interest i n the relat'ionship between psychopathology and

vocal commun'icat'ion has evolved because of two factors.

The first has been the genera'l belief that the speech patterns of

normal and psychopathologìca1 groups djffer. This bel'ief has led to
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the development of extensive category systems wh'ich have been used'in

an attempt to 'isolate differences between normal and pathoìogìcal

groups (Moses, 1941, 1942; Jones, 1942). Although it is commonly

bel'ieved that such djfferences do exist, attempts to quantify them

have met with only l'im'ited success (Starkweather, 1967, .|969;

0stwa1d, 1969 a, b; Cohen, l96l). Despìte the lack of emp'irìca1

support, the bel'ief that such speech dìfferences do exist has led to

the assumption that psychopathologìcal groups also diffelin their

ability to decode vocal emotional messages (Turner, 1964).

The second factor which has focused jnterest on the relat'ionsh'ip

of psychopathology to vocal decoding sk'ilIs is the "double bind"

theory (Batesono Jackson, Ha'ley and l.leakìand, 1956) . The theory

bas'ically asserts that s'imultaneous conflicting messages presented to

a ch'ild by its parents play a part 'in the etiology of schìzophrenia.

The theory has rec'ieved on'ly minìmal support (Bergero 1965; Schuham,

1967; Milmoe, Novey, Kagan and Rosenthal, 1974) but it has generated

'interest in both verbal-vocal conflictìng messages, and the link

between psychopathology and vocal decoding skilìs.

Despite 'interest in the lìnk between pathology and decoding

sk'iìls, there have been only a few studies evaluating the effects of

psychopathology on the decodìng of vocal messages. One notable study

was conducted by Turner (1964). He had actors portray s'ix emotions

while they read nonsense sentences. These were rated by 30 male

schizophrenics and 30 medical patìents in a veterans' hospita'1. He

also had the subjects complete a control task in order to control for

dif'Ferences in subject motivation. His resulbs showed that no
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signif.icant difference occurred when the control procedure ¡¡as

jncluded. He also found no signifìcant decodìng differences between

va¡ious schìzophreni c sub-groups. These results are somewhat

surprisìng since Goldfarb, Braunstein and Lorge ( 1956) have found

schizophrenics to devìate from normal in their volume, p'itch, rhythm,

and 'intonation 'in the vocal channel.

A second study 'investigating a psychopathological group was

conducted by Starkweather ( I 956 b) . He assessed the decod'i ng

abilit'ies for subjects rated as h'igh or lower hypertensive. Thirty

airforce capta'ins who varied on hypertension rated electronìcal ly

filtered emotional messages. He found no dìfference in decoding

skills between the two groups.

Finally t,Jiìg and Harris (197a) found that 17 learning-dìsabled

adolescents Were poorer at decod'ing than lT "normal" adolescents.

This findìng has been supported by a study conducted by Vìsco (.l973)

whjch suggested that learnìng dj sabled youngsters are poorer at

evaluating pitch, loudness, and rhythm. It 'i s dìffjcult to assess

the signìf icance of these f indings since both studies used a l'im'ited

number of subjects ìn each group and the subiects were not matched on

all relevant variables.

0veral i, with the except'ion of data on learning-disabled

children, evidence'is lacking to support the contention that psycho-

pathologìca1 groups are diff erent f rom normal groups 'in their abi'lity

to decode vocally transmitted emotional messages. The failure to fjnd

expected differences between normal and pathological groups may be

explaìned by the results of a study conducted by Rosenthal, Archer,
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Dj Matteo, Koìvumakj and Rogers (1974). They have reported that

psychopathoìogical groups only show differences from normals when the

vocal messages were part of vocal-verbal conflicting messages. A

discussìon of the relationship between psychopatho'logy and conflict-

ing messages will be presented in a subsequent sectìon on conflict'ing

messages.

Miscellaneous Factors Affectinq the Decodinq of Vocaliy Transmitted

tmot i ons

Th'i s secti on w'i I I brì ef ìy exam'ine a number of other mi nor vari -

ables whjch have been found to correlate with vocal decoding abìlity.

Grigg (1958) found practìcum training increased the sensìtivìty

of Ph.D. students to vocal emotional messages. Mattis (.l96a) has

also found that sensitivity to decoding of vocal emotional messages

can be increased with train.ing. Similar results have been found by

Rosenthal, Archer, Di Matteo, Koìvumak'i and Rogers (197a).

Rosenthal et al. (1974) have also reported that good social

skills are correlated with decod'ing abilìty. This relat'ionship

appears to be curv'il ìnear, however, w'ith very sensitive decoders

having poor social skills. Hornstein (1964) has also found that

social 'inter-relations aff ect decodìng ab'i1ity. He reported tha'[

compatabìlity between the speaker and rece'iver increased the accuracy

of the decoder. He found a curvjlinear relationshìp, similar to that

found by Rosenthal et al. ( 1 974) , between speaker-recei ver

compatib'iì'ity and accuracy of vocal emotion identif ication.

Increased decoder accuracy as a function of social interrelation has
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been reported for Cree Indian speakers and decoders, and worki ng

class white speakers and decoders (Albas, McCluskey and A1bas, 1976).

Numerous attempts have been made to find personality correlates

of decodìng abjl'ity but these have not proven fruitful (Davitz, 1967

a' b)'

Dav'itz (-l965, b) has, however, found that several perceptual and

cognit'ive variables correlate wìth decoding abi 1ity. These 'include

auditory descrim'ination, knowledge of vocal characterì st'ics, abì I ìty

to ìdentìfy emotional meaning and ability on the Raven's Progress'ive

Matricies.

In summary, ìt is clear that a number of subject-related factors

affect the accuracy w'ith whìch an individual can decode vocally

transmitted emotions. The age of the subject and his I.Q. appear to

be the most significant of these factors; however, SES, sex, and

psychopathology also appear to be of some jmportance.

Effects of Emot'ional Messaqes Present in 0ther Channels

Bateson, Jackson, Ha'ley and l,'leakland ('l956) have suggested that

messages which carry contradictory demands may be ìnvolved in the

etioiogy of schìzophrenia. A'lthough this "double bjnd hypothesis"

has received lìttle empirical support, ì'b continues to be wìde1y

accepted as an explanation for various forms of psychopatho'logy

(Schuham, 1967). Schuham (.l96i) has suggested that the persìstence

of th'is theory, despìte the lack of research evidence, may indicate

that conflicting messages do play an important part in psychopathology
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a'lthough not necessarì1y jn the form presented by Bateson et al.

(1e56).

In order to assess the effects of conflìcting messages on psycho-

pathology one nlust first have an understanding of basic mechanisms

used 'in the production and decoding of such messages.

A number of studies have been conducted that assess whìch mechan-

'isms operate when conf l'icti ng messages are presented sìmultaneously

ìn two or more channels. The present discussion p'laces emphasis on

the verbal and vocal channels. The v'isual channel is only mentioned

when 'it adds to the understand'ing of these two channels.

Before beginning to exp'lore the data avajlable in thìs area it
would be heìpfu'l to define differences or simijarities which occur

between channels. A "multip'le" message is defined as any emotional

message wh'ich is simujtaneously being presented ìn more than one

channel. A "congruent" message is defined as one 'in which the

emotjonal message ìn both channels is the same. A "noncongruent"

message is defined as one in wh'ich the emotìonal messages presented

'in the two channels are dissimilar but not opposite. This group

would include the special s'ituation in wh'ich a neutral message is

conveyed'in one channel, while an emot'ion is conveyed in the other

channel. Fina'1ly, an "incongruent" message is defined as one in

which the messages presented in the two channels are opposìtes.

Considerable data are available concerning the transmissjon of

multiple emotional messages. The present di scuss'ion cons'iders thi s

jnformat'ion in four separate sections. The first sect'ion involves
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The second section represents an examination of the developmentai

trends involved in the perception of conflicting messages. The third

sect.ion contains data on the effects of mult'iple meSSageS on the

percept'ion of social re'inforcers. The last section represents an

exam'ination of the occurrence of conf I icting messages 'in pathological

fami I ies.

Data from each of these groups ìs described in some detail since

they are central to the present study. The findings from the various

studies are then ìntegrated and suggestìons for further research are

made.

Understand i ng Two Channel Communication

Mehrabian and l¡'Jìener (1967) began the study of multichannel mes-

sages by consìdering the two audìtory channels. Their stìmuli

consisted of nine singìe words which formed three d'ist'inct groups.

These groups had been des'ignated as hav'ing posìtive, neutral or

negative affect. The n'ine words were then read by two female

speakers who emp'loyed a positi ve, neutra j , and negat'ive tone f or each

of the words. Th'irty universìty students were separated into three

equa'l groups. Ten subjects were jnstructed to attend to the word and

the tone, l0 were ìnstructed to attend on'ly to the tone, and l0 were

instructed to attend only to the word being used. The subjects were

then asked to estìmate how they thought the speaker felt towards the

person whom she vvas addressing. Their iudgements vvere made on a

scale ranging from -3 through +3, with the extremes of the scale

representing negatìve and positive attitudes, respectively. The
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authors reported that a positive or negative tone caused subjects to

rate the message as positive or negative, respectively, when the

subjects were'instructed to listen only to tone and that there was a

s.im'ilar signif icant eff ect f or content when the subjects i'istened

only to content. !'Jhen the subiects attended to both the tone and the

content, theìr judgement tended to be based on the tonal information"

That iS, if the tone was negative the stimulus received a negative

rating regardless of which word was used. This c'learly suggests that

informatìon in the vocal channel plays a key role in subjects'

decoding of conflictìng messages.

The results from th'is research should be viewed with some reser-

vatjons s'ince the apparent predomìnance of tone over content may have

been funct'ion of the content consisting only of a sìngle word ìnstead

of a more naturaì1y occurrìng sentence. Fukimoto (1972) has, how-

ever, provìded partial support for Mehrabjan's concept that vocal

ìnformation js important ìn resolving conflictìng messages. He found

that when verbal and vocal messages were incongruent, the vocal

message was most often detected.

Mehrabìan and Ferri s ( 1967) used a sim.i lar design to that of

Mehrab'ian and [nJiener (196i) to assess the interact'ive eff ect of the

vocal and verbal channel s on subject accuracy. Facì al sti¡nul i

consjsting of photographs and recorded vocal stìmui'i were prejudged

as negat'iveo neutral, or positive. Twenty female subjects rated each

of the comb'ined facjal-vocal stimuli. The results suggested that

both the facial and vocal emot'ional information affected the emotion

perceived by the subject. The informatìon from the two channels d.id
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not, however, 'interact. The facial-vocal informatìon tended to add

in a linear fashìon with the facìal component rece'ivìng 3/2 the

weight of the vocal component. These results partìally support

Mehrabìan and i¡liener's (1967) contention that 'Bhe voca'l channel

provides'important affect'ive'informat'ion. Qne criticism of Mehrabian

and Ferr.is,s study 'is that it is diff ìcult to evaluate the relat'ive

importance of the varìous channels because it is impossjble to equate

the quantity of informat'ion present'in each of the channels' A

further criticism pertains to their use of a l'ike-dislike scale to

descri be the i ntended emotionar message: i t i s possi ble that

subjects confused their personal lìke or disl'ike of the message

(subjective reaction) with an obiective evaluat'ion of the message

presented bY the sPeaker.

Despite these shortcomings it 'is clear f rom th'is study that the

vocal channel plays an ìmportant part not only in the decod'ing of

verbal-vocal conflicting messages, but also in the decoding of vocal-

visual conflicting messages.

Mehrab'ian (1970) has found that vocal-verbal messages wìth a

pos'itive vocal message are preferred over vocal-verbai messages with

a negative vocal message. He began by rating sentences as positive

to negative on a +3 to -3 scale. These statements were then recorded

with intonations varyìng from strongly negative to strongly

positive. His fìnaj stimulì consjsted of messages lr\,'ith a strong

posìtive content with negat'ive intonat'ion, a strong negative content

with a pos'itive intona'L,ion, a moderately positive content wjth

moderately posìtive intonation, and a moderately negat'ive content
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w'ith moderately negative intonatjon. Female speakers prepared the

material presented to female subjects whìle male speakers prepared

the material presented to male subjects" Mehrabian then conducted

four experiments ìn whìch he had subjects ìmagine that the message

was bei ng spoken by themsel ves to addressees of varyi ng soci al

status. They also ìmagined that these conversatìons occurred in

varying socìal sìtuations. The subiects then ljstened to the st'imuli

and rated them as to their degree of preference for using such

statements. He found that i n al I s'ituatjons subjects preferred

cons'istent messages to 'inconsi stent ones. Subiects al so showed a

preference for negative incons'istent messages as compared to pos'itìve

inconsìstent messages. That is, they preferred 'inconsistent messages

in which the verbal content was positive. In summarizing h'is data

Mehrabian suggested that the verbal portion of the message conveys

attitudes towards the actions of the addressee, whereas the nonverbal

portìon conveys att'itudes towards hi s person. That i S, 'if the

subject is asked to estimate how the speaker feels personally about

the subject, a much greater reliance ìs placed on'informatjon present

in the vocal channel.

The final study wjthin this group was conducted by Bugental

( 1974). She examined how people perceived multiple messages

presented 'in the vocal and verbal channels. She used video samples

of famìljes to obtain audio messages that were positive or negative

'in verbal content, positive or negative in vocal content, and high or

low in potential credib'i1ity cues within the verbal and vocal

channels. Potent'ial credibì I ity cues 'in the verbal channel were
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def-ined as extremeness on e'ither end of a 7 poìnt frìendly-unfriend'ly

rating scale. Potential credib'il ity cues 'in the vocal channel were

def.ined by the amount of congruence which occurred between the visual

message and the vocal message. The tapes were then judged by ìB male

and lB female undergraduates on a seven point friend"ly to unfrìend'ly

scale. The results suggested that'incons'istency between the channels

rr'tas resolved by "channei-discounting" if the vocal channel was h'igh

in credibility cues. That iS, when the vocal message was hìghly

credible the content was ignored. !ühen the vocal message was

moderate in credib'iììty cues a "valence-discounting" process

occurred. That iS, when a moderately cred'ible verbal message was

paired with a moderately credible vocal message, positive components,

regardless of channel, carrjed a di sproportionate we'ight in the

subjects' judgements. If, however, a verbal message WaS extreme in

credibìlity, the negative components, regardless of channel, carried

a disproportjonate weight in subjects' judgements.

This study suggests that ìt 'is 'important to be aware of the cred-

ib.ility of cues ìn both the verbal and vocal channels in order to

understand results whìch are obta'ined, since message credibì l'ity

affects the process a subject used to decode the messages. It also

suggests that ìn the case of highly credìble vocal cues the verbal

channel (content) is ignored when one is assessìng whether the

speaker i s friendly or not. Thì s provides some support for

Mehrabi an' s ( I 9i0) suggestion that the vocal channel conveys the

speaker's feel i ngs towards the person whì I e the verbal channel

conveys evaluative informat'ion about a task.
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To recapìtulate briefly, it is clear that when emotional messages

are present in both the verbal and vocal channel, the vocal channel

p'lays an'important parb in the way'in which the message is decoded.

It'is also evident that the vocal channel retains th'is importance

even when ìnformat'ion frorn the visual channel ìs present. The way'in

which the decod'ing process is accomplished'is somewhat complex. The

type of question aslced of the subject has a bearing on the relat'ive

weìghts g'iven to the information present'in the verbal and vocai

channels. The vocal channel is cons'idered more ìmportant when one is

asked to determ'ine how the speaker feels about the addressee, whììe

more'importance is given to the verbal channel when one is attempting

to assess the speaker's feelìngs about the addressee's performance on

a task. The second factor whjch affects the decodìng process is how

credible the vocal and verbal cues are. Ù'lhen vocal messages are

highly credible (strong) the message is solved by d'iscounting orìe

channel. Low verbal cred'ibility (weak) messages are solved by

choosing the pos'it'ive message, while high credibility verbal messages

are solved by choosìng the negative message.

Deve I opmenta I Trends in the Decodinq of Multiple Commun'ications

An understand'ing of how the abi I ity to decode confl ìcting

messages deve'lops in ch'ildren would provide valuable informat'ion as

to possìble mechanisms by which these skjlls are acquired. it would

al so serve to suggest how constant bombardment with confl icti ng

messages may facil'itate the development of psychopathoiogy in the

chì ld. A number of studies have attempted to assess the
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developmental trends jn the decoding of conflicting messages. 0lsen

(196l) presented congruent and incongruent verbal-vocal messages to

100 children equa'l1y dìstributed among age leve'ls 5, 7, 9, ll, and l3

years. Equal numbers of males and females Were used at each age

level. The subjects were required to indicate both what the speaker

was feelìng as wel.l as what the speaker was attempting to convey.

Responses made by the subjects were pìaced ìnto l4 categories, B of

whjch represented "integrative" responses. An integrative response

was one which reflected an interaction between vocal tone and verbal

content. 0lsen found that as age increased so did the use of

ìntegrative approaches. Thìs meant that aS age increased the vocal

content became more ìmportant. Desp'i te the i ncrease i n the

importance of the vocal channel, the verbal channel accounted for the

majority of the subjects' responses at all age levels. 0lsen's data

suggestìng predomìnance of the verbal channel appear to contradict

the data of Mehrabian and tnJ'iener (1967), Fuiimoto (1972), and

Bugental (1974). Hìs multiple category systemo however, makes it
djfficult to assess what it'is that the subject vvas judging. That

'i S, if the subject was judgi ng whether the speaker was feel ì ng

pos'itìve or negative towards a task done by the addressee, then one

would expect h'igh reliance on the verbal channel (l4ehrabian, 1970).

Bugental, Kaswan, Love and Fox (1970) conducted a study of con-

f1 icting messages in which they evaluated a much more preciseìy

defjned set of variables. They constructed vìdeotapes using univer-

sìty students as subjects. The tapes contajned emotional jnformation

ìn the vìsual, Vocal and verbal channeìsn with eìther posìtìve,
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neutral or negat'iVe emotìon in each of the three channels. These

tapes were then presented to 120 middìe class children, ages 5 to lB

years, and to their parents (N = 40). The subjects were requ'ired to

rate the pos'itiVeness or negatiVeness of the message on a l3 point

scale. Th'is scale rivas represented by l3 colours ranging from bright

yel1ow-orange (hìgh'ly posìtìve) down through 'lìghter shades to white

(neutral), and finally through grey to black (highly negat'ive). The

colour scale WaS used in order to f ac'il'itate the young chi ldren's

abì1ity to do the ratìng task. Bugentaì et al. found that ne'ither

subject sex, nor subject age affected decoding proficiency. They did

fì nd, however, that the emotion present j n the three channel s

affected the judgements made by the subjects. There vvas also less

effect of the vjsual channej on judgements of children as compared to

those of adults. Th'i s decreased effect of the vi sual channel

occurred because the child subjects rel'ied more on the vocal and

verbal channels than on the v'isual channel.

Bugental, Kaswan and Love (1970) further explored two findìngs in

the study described above. They were interested in how a subject

ìntegrated the informatìon from the three channels, and what Was

responsible for the fìnding that chi ldren dìsregarded the visual

channel. They constructed videotapes consìst'ing of posit'ive or

negative Script, voìce, and p'icture. Messages Were produced by both

two male and two female senders. All portions of the messages were

checked for clarity of intended message by judges.

Subjects were divided into two age groupsn children aged 5 to 12

years (N = B0), and parents (N = B0). Subject age and sex were
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balanced for all treatment conditjons, and all subjects were from

mjddle class backgrounds. Each subiect saw and rated four scenes

representìng one combinat'ion of the various channel inputs. Subiects

aga'in rated the scene on the l3 point colour scale rangìng from

high'ly pos'itive to highly negative.

Sim'ilar to the prev'ious f ind'ings by Bugental, Kaswan, Love, and

Fox (1970), there was no effect of age on accuracy of decoding the

combìned vocal-verbal-vìsual message. Despìte the lack of an overall

effect for age, children Were poorer than adults at decodìng messages

ìn the v'isual channel. Th'is result was due to the fact that ch'ildren

disregarded posìtive 'input f rom f emale f aces. That 'is, a smì 1i ng

female face was ignored by children if negative messages were present

ìn other channels. Female senders were also iudged as more negative

than male senders for other various channel combinations. These

results suggest that ch'il dren show a general tendency to d'iscount

positìve visual input from females if a negative'input ìs present in

one of the other channels. This strong script by voice i,nteractìon

was not present in the prev'ious study by Bugental, KaSWan, Love and

Fox (1970). Perhaps this dìscrepancy with previous stud'ies was due

to ìndividual differences'in the female encoders used in the two

stud'ies. Bugentaln Kaswan, Love and Fox (.l9i0) also found that the

effect of vocal and verbai messages on subject accuracy combìned in a

l'inear add'itive fash'ion and that the vocal input was more important

if it 1aas negative. Finally 'it vvas found that "joking" messages

(negative scripto negative tone and posìtive pìcture) were'inter-

preted as s'ignificantly more negative by children than by adulbs.
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It appears that the data presented above on the developmental

trends for multiple messages does not clearly indicate if there are

jn fact any substantive developmentaì trends. The fa'i lure of

Bugental and her co-workers to find a developmental trend seems to be

jn direct conflict with data presented earlier jn the section deal'ing

wjth the decodìng of vocal emotions. It may be that d'ifferences in

methodology between multiple messages studies and single message

studìes account for developmental trend differences. Unlike sìngle

channel stud'ies, most studies on muìtìp1e messages do not consjder

specìfic emotions, but evaluate the total message on a bjpolar

positìve-negative meaning scale. it may be that this method of

scaling masks any increase in sensjtivity to the vocal channel.

Further research on the role of age on decoding of confl ìcting

meSSageS, whìch exam'ines Various methods, wouid help to c'larify

whether or not Bugental's results are a function of the methodology

used.

Confl ictinq Messaq es and Audjtor.y Reinforcers

As noted above, the maiorjty of the studies on confl icting

messages have assessed the ìnput from various channels on the basis

of a bipolar positive-negative d'imens'ion. Evaluatìve messages

(auditory reinf orcers and punìshers) are very s jm'ilalin that they

can be conceptual'ized on a bipolar posit'ive-negatìve dimension. The

only difference iS, that ìn the case of evaluative messages' the

speaker ì s addressi ng a second person other than the subiect.

Precisely how the evaluat'ive content of a confììct'ing message'is
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decoded has been studied ìn order to understand how the ìnputs from

verbal and vocal channels affect their social reinforcing properties.

Three studies have used this technique: Solomon and Yaeger (.l969),

Brooks, Brandt and t^liener (1969), and Solomon and Al'i (1972) .

Solomon and Yaeger (1969) made the assumption "that the effect of

a verbal re'inforcer depends on the ìndividual's perceptìon of the

reinforcer'S meanìng". They chose l2 comments that were prejudged by

l5 adults as positive, neutral or negative'in their evaluative mean-

ing. These 12 comments biere then recorded by actors who depìcted

posit'ive, neutral or negative evaluatìve tones of vo'ice for each of

the comments. Adequacy of tonal message was subjective'ly judged by

the authors. The stimuli were judged by 61 undergraduate un'iversity

students. They were asked to answer three questions about the tape

they heard. First they were asked to rate "what did the teacher

mean? the drawing 'i s ( I ) very bad ( 5) very good".

Secondly they also rated "horlv does the child feel (l) very unhappy

. (5) very happy',. Fìnally they were asked to assess "does the

teacher like or disljke the child (l) dislikes him very much

. (5) likes hìm verY much".

The results indicated that both content (verbal channel) and

intonatìon (vocal channel) had a s'ignìficant decreasing effect across

the three questions. The largest effect occurred for the question

,'what did the teacher mean", wh'i1e the smal lest eff ect occurred f or

the question "does the teacher like or dislike the child". At the

same t.ime the vocal portion of the message had relatively greater

i mpact on the quest i on of whether the teacher I 'i ked or d i s I 'i ked the
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ch j ld, as compared to the quest'ion "what d'id the teacher mean".

These results are support'ive of Mehrab'ian's (1970) contention that

the Verbal channel carries evaluat'iVe jnformation about "th'ingS"

whi le the vocal channel carri es eval uati ve i nformation about the

addressee. Solomon and Yaeger (1969) noted that the effect of a

neutral vocal message raas to "Weaken or nullify" the Verbal content.

These data support Bugenta'1, Kaswan and Love's (1970) contention that

the verbal and vocal channels function in a linear additìve fash'ion.

That 'iS, a posit jve message 'in one channel combined wìth a neutral

message in the second channel would yield a Score of one' wh'ile

posìtive messages in both channels would y'ie1d a score of two.

Brooks, Brandt and !,Jiener (1969) evaluated the eff ect of

socjoeconomic status (SES) on the perceptìon of auditory soc'ial rein-

forcers. In the first of two experiments l0B k'indergarten children

were asked to perform on a Gewirtz and Baer marble game apparatus.

Th'is initial group was subsequently reduced to 20 male and 20 female

students who were matched for inclusion'in either the lower or upper

socioeconom'ic class. The'ir performance lvas reinforced w'ith the words

',gOOd', and ,,f i ne" , OF " f ight" and "COf reçt" , USi ng a neUtf al Of

positìve tone. Five male and five female subjects'in each SES group

were used in each of the four tone-word conditions. Subiect perform-

ance WaS rated on marble game board performance. They found that low

StS children responded best to verbal re'inforcers which included

'inf lect'ion. There was no simj lar f inding f or middle class ch'ijdren.

in the second experiment they used l68 kìndergarten chjldren and

essentia'lly repeated the first experiment except that both a negative
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tone and negative words were 'included. They found that middle SES

children responded equally well to positive or negative reìnforcers

sajd with congruent tone or neutral 'inf lection. The lower SES

chi 1dren, however, responded only to congruent condit'ions. t'lhen

faced wjth jncongruent messages middle SES children showed no system-

atic response pattern, while low SES ch'ildren responded to the verbal

message and ignored the vocal message. Brooks et al. (1969) attempted

to exp'laì n the d'if f erences f ound between the groups i n terms of

Bernstejn's (1962, 1965) "reStrict'iVe" and "elaborated" language

codes of the lower and middle classes.

Solomon and Alt (1972) evajuated the effects of increasjng age on

the perception of verbal reinforcers. Theìr 294 subjects were drawn

from kindergarten, grades 2, 4, 6, B, 10, and 12, and second year

university classes. The method waS the same as that used in a

previous study (Solomon and Yaeger, 1969) discussed before. They

found that the relative use of jntonat'ion (vocal channel) increased

w'ith increas'ing age, and that as in the prevìous study by So'lomon and

Yaeger (1969) there was an increase'in the use of the vocal channel

from questìon one to three. Despite the'increase in the use of the

vocal channel, the verbal channel Was responsible for the majority of

variance accounted for under virtual'ly all sjtuations. The finding

that the verbal channel accounts for the majority of subject

responses has been supported by l¡lass ( 1973) 'in a study of three

channel (vocal, verbal, v'isua'l) communjcations wìth chìldren.

A brief recap'itulation of the major fìndings in the studies of

the vocal channel on verbal reìnforcers would be appropriate at this
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point. Solomon and Yaeger (1969) have suggested that for adults the

relatjve input of the verbal and vocal channejs is a function of the

type of jnformatìon the subjecb is asked to decipher. As Mehrab'ian

(-¡970) has suggested, they found that the subjects assessed the

jnformation about the task from the verbal channeì, while the vocal

channel was used to a greater extent when subiects assessed how the

speaker felt towards the addressee. Solomon and Al i (1972)

repl'icated these results, and also found that children tend to place

.increasing emphasis on the vocal channel as age increases. There is

also evidence from these two studies that, as Bugental, Kaswan and

Love (1970) have suggested, the jnformation'in the verbal and vocal

channel add ìn a I inear f ashion, with the relat'ive weights ass'igned

to each channel being a function of the quest'ion asked.

Fi nal ly Brooks, Brandt and t¡lìener (.l969) have shown that the

relative eff ects of each channel 'is a comp'lex f unct'ion of the task

and the StS of the subiects being used. It is interestìng to note

that for middle class subjects, tone was of little importance ìf ìt

was congruent or neutral, whìle 'it had a major ìmpact 'if ìt was

contradictory. Lower class subjects needed the congruent tone

present to make use of the reinforcer, but Were able to "discount"

the tonal 'information ìn the'incongruent messages.

Multiple Messaqes and Psvchooatholoqy

As noted at the beginning of this section, interest 'in incon-

gruent messages in a'large part stems from the concept that they may

cont¡ibute to the et'iology of various psychopathologica'l d'isorders
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(Bateson, Jackson, Ha'ley and l'Jeakland, 1956) . There 'is only a iittle

evidence available dealing directiy with confljcting verbal and vocal

messages and pathology, as most data deal w'ith the visual and

auditory channel. The three studies presented below provide an

jnd'ication that 'incongruent messages do occur in farnilies of

djsturbed children. Although the maiority of the data deal w'ith the

vjsual channel, the evidence which 'i s avai lable for the auditory

channels suggests that conf I ict'ing vocal-verbal messages do occur,in

famjj'ies of disturbed children.

Beakel and Mehrab'ian (1969) investigated the messages produced by

families of 2l disturbed adolescents. The familìes were ranked by an

expert as to the severity of the pathology and pìaced ìn a high or

low disturbance group. Four to six statements were gathered for each

parent. These were judged as to their emotional content for both the

v'isual channel (video only), and the auditory channel (vocal plus

verbal). Ratìngs were gìven each portìon of the communicat'ions on a

Seven po'int SCale ranging from "extreme negative" tO "extreme

positiVe". It WaS found that a mother's communicat'ions are more

incongruent than a father's commun'ications. Also, mothers of the

less d'isturbed group tltere more inconsistent'in theìr communications

than either the mothers of the more disturbed group or fathers of

both groups. Both parents of the more disturbed group showed greater

negat'ive attitude in their verbalizatìons than did those of the less

disturbed group.

It is unf ortunate that a "norrnal" group of f am'ilies was not also

used to generate stìmuli, as the results are diffìcult to'interpret
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wjthout these data: it may well be that "normal" famjlìes show just

as many 'inconsistent messages as Beakel and Mehrabìan's (1969) sample

of "d'isturbed" fam'il ies.

Bugental, Love and Gianetto (.l971) a'lso investìgated the ìnforma-

tion presented i n the vi sual and audi tory channel s by f am'i I 'ies of

d.isturbed children. A disturbed child vvas defined as one who had

been referred to an agency for behavioural or emotional prob'lems.

Ihey used 20 familìes containing a d'isturbed child and 20 normal

control fami I ies. The trl'to groups were matched for socioeconomic

compositjon. The video portion of the tape lvas rated'independent'ly

of the transcripts by three undergraduate iudges. The'ir data indìca-

ted that when a father was seen sm'iling he made more positive verbal

statements, while a mother's verbal statementS were ìndependent of

whether or not she was smì'ling. l¡lhether or not a child was d'isturbed

dìd not affect the conflict'ing srniling behav'iour of their parents.

These results would Seem to contradict those of Beakel and

Mehrab'ian (.l969) wh'ich suggested that the amount of negat'ive verbal

statements were related to the presence of psychopathology in the

chi ld. It should be notedo however, that s'ince Bugenta'1, LoVe and

Gianetto (1971) were interested primarily 'in the presence or absence

of sm'iling, they removed from their orignal v'ideo samples many tapes

which may have contained pertinent informat'ion about the quantity of

negative verbal statements.

Bugental, Love, Kaswan and Aprì1 (1971) extended the prevìous

study by considering the vocal channel as welj as the verbal and

v'isual channels. Video tapes were made of 20 djsturbed and l0
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control group f ami l 'ies. A "di sturbed" f am'i 1y waS agai n def ined as

one which contajned a child lvho had been referred to an agency for

behavioural or emotional probjems. The groups were matched on socio-

econom'ic status, I.Q., and sex of problem child. The problem children

were rated by two clinical psycholog'ists on four independent behaviour

djmens'ions: aggression, poor attention control ' insecurity, and

hyperactìvity. Independent ratings were made of each of the three

channels on a scale from +6 to -6 with ze:o representing a neutral

point.

The data indicated that a higher proportìon of the disturbed

parents produced conflicting messages than did the normal parents.

Thj s difference only reached significance for the mothers. The

confl'icting messages produced by the mothers occurred between the

v.isual and verbal channels and between the verbal and vocal channels

but not between the v'isual and auditory channels (verbai and vocal

comb'ined) . There was a trend for "aggress'ivenesS" rates to be higher

for children of trothers who showed a tendency to use conflictìng

messages.

Bugental, Love, Kaswan and April (.l971) suggested that these data

prov'ide Support for the "double-bind hypothes'is" s'ince there vvas a

great frequency of incongruent messages present ìn the disturbed

famì I ies.

Bugental (1974) has cited unpublished data to support the conten-

tion that incongruent messages between the verbal and vocal channels

are more ìikely to be present'in famil'ies of disturbed children than

normai fami I ies.
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McCluskey (1980) invest'igated subiect reaction to congruent and

contradictory verbal-vocal mesSageS. The messages were spoken by

bilingual Canadìan and Mex'ican females. Two groups of male youths

decoded the messages. The two groups consisted of an equal number of

,'distUrbed" antl "normal" SubjeCtS. He fOund that "disturbed" SUb-

jects reacted more negatively to the contradictory statements than

the normal subjects.

In summary ìt appears that there are distinct d'ifferences between

the frequency of occurrence of conflicting meSSages presented by

mothers of disturbed children and mothers of normal children. it

also appears disturbed subjects react more negat'ively to contradic-

tory messages. it i s unclear whether these d'ifferences are a

functìon of increased stress on the fam'ily of the disturbed child' or

whether the h'igher rate of conflict'ing messages is involved in the

etiology of the chjld's Problem.

Mult'iple Messqge Summary

Now that we have considered data from each of the research areas

on conflicting message it will be useful to attempl to'integrate this

knowledge into a more comprehens'ive pattern in order (a) to cìarify

the mechanisms operat'ing 'in the decoding of conf I icting messages, and

(b) to 'indicate areas where further research would be useful.

The first point that can be made is that subjects can and do

re so I ve 'i ncongruent me ssages by d ì scount'i ng one of the messages

(Mehrabian and f'lìener, 1967; Mehrabian, 1970; Solomon and Yaeger,

1969; Bugental, 1974). Mehrabian and tl'iener (1967) have suggested
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that s'ince incongruent meSSageS can be solved, the double-bind

hypothesis'is weakened since it requ'ires'bhat conflicting messages

present insoluble s'ituations. It should be noted, howeVer, that

simply because some conflicting messages can be solved does not rnean

that al I such messages can be solved. Brooks, Brandt and [¡Jiener

(.¡968) have in fact shown that incongruent reinforcers are

ineffective wìth young middle class ch'ildren.

A number of suggestions have been presented aS to how a subject

resolves a conf l'ictìng message. Mehrab'ian and l¡Jiener (.|967)

suggested that the tone of vo'ice is used to make judgements the

majority of the time. Bugental (.l9i4) has suggested the process ìs

more complex, and whìch channel ìs used is a function of the level of

credibility of each channel. That is, 'if the vocal channel 'is highìy

credible, only the vocal channel is bel'ieved, while when the channel

ìs low in cred'ibiììty a "Valence discounting" process occurs.

Subjects who used "Valence dìscounting" process resolved low

credib'il'ity ìn the vocal channel by acceptìng posìtive components

when the verbal channel waS moderate, and negative components when

the verbal channel was exúreme. The discount'ing process used by the

subject creates a s jtuat'ion in wh'ich the overal l response to a

conflicting stimulus'is an addìt'ive weighted function of the verbal

and vocal channel s (Bugental, Kaswan and LoVe, 1970; Solomon and

Yaeger, 1969). As Bugenta'l (1974) has suggested, the weights given

to each channel are dependent on many factors, and one channel flôY,

in Some instances, rece'iVe a strong enough weight that the other

channel j s total ly d'iscounted. Factors other than channel
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credjb'i1ìtyn such as the age of the subject and the question asked of

the subject, also affect the weìghting given the two channels.

Mehrabjan (19i0) has suggested that the type of i.nformatjon the

subject is asked to extract from the message also affects the weight

given to each channel. if the subject 'i s asked to assess the

speaker's evaluation of another's act'ions, the verbal components

receive the greatest weight, whì'le if the subject is asked to assess

evaluat'ive attitudes conveyed to himself the vocal channel receives

greater weìght. Solomon and Yaeger (1969), Solomon and Alì (1g72)

and Bugental (.l9i4) have provided evidence to support Mehrabjan's

( I 970) content i on.

Subject age may also affect the we'ights assìgned to the various

channels in conflicting messages. Younger subjects may tend to place

a greater weight on the verbal channel than on the vocal channel

(0ìsen, .l969; 
Solomon and Ali, 1972). These developmentaì changes

create a situat'ion'in which there is a general .increase ìn the weight

given to the vocal channel in conflict'ing messages as age increases"

This process 'is cons'istent wjth f ind'ings that abiì'ity accurately to

perceive'information presented in the vocal channel'increases with

age (Dimitrovsky, .l964; Fenster, 1967; and McCluskey, 1974, l9B0).

The differing verbal inputs that parents of various socioeconomjc

levels gìve their chìjdren also appear to have an effect on the

weìghting the child g'ives the vocal and verbal channels (Brooks,

Brandt and i,rJ'iener, 
.|969) . Unf ortunate'ly the study by Brooks et al ,

(1969) can only provide tentative suggestions as to how SES operates

across various ages because of the limited age range of their subjects.
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Compared to our know'ledge about the factors whìch affect sub-

jects' abìlity to decode conflìctìng messages, little is known about

subjects' impress'ions and react'ions to multiple stimul i.

Mahrab'ian (1970) found 'bhat adult subjects "preferred" congruent

to incongruent messages. A second interesting finding, a'lthough'it

deals w'ith the v'isual and verbal channels, is that subjects perceive

a speaker as confused or unstable if he/she presents ìncongruent

messages (Argyle, Al kema and Gi 1more, 1970) . Beyond thi s I ìmited

information little else is known about how subjects react to such

stimulj. Th'is clearly represents an area where research is badly

needed

Studies of the occurrence of conflicting messages ìn patho'logical

f amìl ies have supported the content'ion that there are an j ncreased

number of such statements ì n pathological fam'i I ies. Bugental,

Kaswan, Love and April (1971) and Bugental (.l9i4) have found that

there are 'in fact more conflictìng messages present in fam'ilies

conta'inìng a disturbed child than in "normal" famìljes. The extent

to whjch thìs phenomenon occurs and'its relatjonshìp to the pathology

of the child are areas which require further study.

Although we have gained a great deal of knowledge about conflìct-

ìng messages, there are still a number of obv'ious areas which require

further research. In virtua'l1y all of the research in this area,

subjects have simp'ly rated messages as posit'ive or negatìve. No

effort has been made to extend research on the identificat'ion of

specific emotions'into the conflìcting message s'ituat'ion. The use of
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specific emot'ions would have two advantages over the system

prevìous'ly used. F'irst 'it would al low an exam'inat'ion of the process

used in integrating spec'ific ìnformation from the two channels.

Secondly, it would help jn the integrat'ion of available 'information

on factors affecting decoding of vocal emotjons with ìnformation on

the decodìng of conflicting messages.

Further explorat'ion is also needed on the developmental aspects

of decoding of conflicting messages in the verbal and vocal channel

sjnce the data at present are few and contrad'ictory. The study of

subjects' react jons to conf l'icting st'imul'i also represent an area

where further research would help develop our understanding of

conf l'ict'i ng messages.

Fina11y, it would be of interest to assess if the higher number

of confl ìctìng messages rece'ived by psychopathologicaì chi ldren

affects the way 'in whjch they handle such messages. It may be that

these children differ e'ither in their ability to decode conflicting

messages orin their subjective reaction to these messages.

Statement of the Research Problem

Stud'ies us'ing the vocal channel have produced a number of clear

results. 0ne wide'ly supported result ìs that the vocal channel ìn

speech is largely responsible for the transm'iss'ion of affect. Not

only has jt been established that thjs channel carries affective

information, but also that among adults, emotions can be encoded and

decoded i n thi s channel w'i th substantial accuracy (Starkweather,

l96l; Davitz, .l964; Krarner, 
.l963; 

Duncan, 
.l969 and Dittman, 1972).
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Two supplementary vocal results are first, that children as well as

adults are more accurate in their decoding of negat'ive vocal emotions

(Dimìtrovsky, 1962; Fenster, 1967 and McCluskey, 1974), and second,

that errors for both children and adults tend to occur along the

activity d'imens'ion (Davitz and Davìtz, 1959 b; Dìmìtrovsky, 1964 and

McCluskeY, 1974).

A second major result is that the ability of a child to decode

emotional messages in the vocal channel increases with age (Gates,

1927; Dimitrovsky, 1964; Fenster, 1967 and McCluskey, 1972).

A third result is that female subjects are more accurate at

decodìng vocal messages (Pfaff, 1954; D'imitrovsky, 1964; Rosenthal et

ô1., 1974; and Zuckerman et ôlo 1975), although not all studies fìnd

this effect (Levitt, 1962 and Levy, 1964).

Clarity of results is not nearìy as ev'ident in s'ituations where

emotional messages are present both i n the verbal and vocal

channels. It has, however, been demonstrated that adults can and do,

despìte theory to the contrary (Bateson et ô1., .l956), effectiveiy

decode and soive confl'ictìng messages (Mehrabian and [rJiener, 1967;

Mehrabian, 1970; Solomon and Yaeger, 
.l969 

and Bugental , 1974).

The present study constituted an attempt to extend the methods

found to be effectìve in the invest'igation of vocal channel messages

to mult'iple channel messages w'ith specific emotions of varyìng

degrees of congruence presented s'imultaneous'ly in both the verbal and

vocal channels. It was generally hypothesìzed that if such methods

r,ltere usedn the same results would be found for multiple channel
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messages as have been found for vocal channel messages. A number of

specìfic hypotheses were forumulated.

First, as previously noted ìn this section, 'it has been clearly

demonstrated that in the detection of vocal emot'ional messages, both

adults and ch'ildren are more accurate in decoding negative emotions

as compared to positìve emotions (Dimj'Erovsky,.l964; Fenster,1967

and McCluskey, 1974, l9B0). No evidence is available with respect to

the occurrence of th'is phenomenon in multiple verbal-vocal messages.

If , however, effects f or the two channel s jtuation are s'irnì lar to

those for the vocal channel sìtuat'ion, one would predict that greater

accuracy ìn the detectìon o't negative emotions would also occur for

the vocal portion and perhaps the verbal portìon of mu'ltiple

messages. Therefore, it was hypothesìzed (a) that there would be

greater accuracy in decodìng negative messages. This would occur for

the vocal channel and perhaps the verbal channel.

A second expected result concerned the occurrence of errors aìong

the activity d'imensìon. For detect'ion of simple vocal emot'ional

mesSageS, it has been found that subjects make errors aìong the

actìvity dimensÍon (Davitz and Davitz, .l959 b; Dimitrovsky, 
.l964; 

and

McCluskey , 1974). Although no data are avai lable on errors in

vocaj-verbal mesSages, ìf mult'ipìe messages are decoded in a fashion

s'imi lar to vocal mesSages, one would predìct that th'is phenomenon

would also occur for at least the vocal portion, and perhaps the

verbal portion, of the multiple message. Therefore, 'ib was hypothe-

s'ized (b) that errors which occurred would be lnade along the act'ivity
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d'imension for at least the vocal channel, with for example subjects

confusing angry wìth happy, and sad wìth lov'ing.

Third, deve'lopmenta'l trends have been clearly establ ished f or the

abif ity to detect emotìonal content when only the vocal channel 'is

present. A number of studies have shown that subiects are more

accurate at detectìng vocal emotions aS age increases (Gates, 19271'

Dìmitrovsky, 1964; Fenster, 1967; McCluskey, 1974; and Rosenthal et

al. 1974; McC'luskey, l9B0). Developmental trends for the decoding of

mult'ip1e messages, however, are uncìear, probably because of the use

of Varjous strategies. 0n the one hand, Bugental, Kaswan, Love and

Fox (1970) and Bugental, Kaswan and Love (19i0) used a sììding scale

technique in wh'ich subjects rated the posìtiveness or negativeness of

messages by choosing one of l3 colours. They found that the age of

the subject did not affect either the way'in which subiects decoded

conflìcting messages, or the accuracy with which they decoded the

messages. 0n the other hand, 0lsen (.l967), Solomon and Al'i (197?),

and McCluskey (1980) used a f orce cho'ice techn'ique 'in which subjects

jndicated the intended message by choosing a specific category. They

reported that there is 'increased use of the vocal channel as age

i ncreases.

The use of specific emotions in multìpìe verbal-vocal meSSages, a

method better suited to detecting age differences, should produce

developmental trends sim'i lar to those found for the decodìng of

sìmple vocal emot'ional messages. It was hypothesized (c), therefore,

that there would be a s'ignif icant 'increase in the use of the vocal
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channel w'ith increasing age. Conversely, there would be a decrease

in the use of the verbal channel w'ith increasing age.

Further, s'ince adults are better than children at detecting vocal

emotions, 'it waS hypothesìzed (d) that there would be a genera'l

, --.: f -.^^jncrease in accuracy of decoding with increasing age evidenced by

fewer total errors. That iS, older subjects would make less choìces

that were incorrect for both the intended vocal and the intended

verbal messages.

Fourth, the sex of the subject has an effect on decoding accuracy

when only the vocal channel is heard. Females are more accurate than

males at detecting the vocal message (D'imitrovsky, 1964; Rosenthal et

ô1. , 1974). Because of the lack of data for mult'ip1e channel

messages, 'it is not clear whether thìs female decoding superìority

occurs when confl icting messages are presented. However, on the

basis of data for the vocal channel, ìt was hypothes'ized (e) that

female subjects would be sìightly better than male subjects in

decoding multiple messages. This would be evident for at least the

vocal portìon of the messages.

F'inally, the present study was also conducted in order to fìnd

how the informat'ion in the two channels'interacts to affect the

accuracy of the subject's final perception. No specifìc data are

avaì lable on how multiple messages contain'ing specif ic emotional

messages are perceived. However, data from ava'ilable stud'ies bearìng

most directly on the issue (Mehrabian and Ferris, 1967; Bugental,

1974) suggest that havìng a different emot'ional message in a second
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channel does detract from the accuracy with which the originai

fnessage 
'i s percei ved.

Bugental',s (1974) data also suggest that when messages in two

channels are h'igh1y dissim'ilar the accuracy of detecting each message

decreases significantly. Solomon and Yaeger (1969) have shown that

even the presence of a neutral message 'in the vocal channel detracts

from the verbal message. Therefore, 'it appears that the presence of

a noncongruent message in a second channel should detract from the

ori gi na1 message. Further, 'i t appears that the greater the

d'ifference between the messages, the greater the jnterference. Thus

it was hypothesized (f) that the accuracy of decoding messages in

ejther the vocal or verbal channels would be dependent on the degree

of congruency of the message in the other channel. That iS, for

example, if "happy" waS present in both the verbal and vocal

channe'ls, we would expect the greatest number of subiects correctly

to identify the emotìon being portrayed as "happy", but if "happy"

was presented in one channel and "sad" in the other channel, subjects

would make more incorrect 'identìf ications.

Briefly to recapitulate, the spec'ifìc hypothesis'in Experiment I

v\lere:

a) There would be greater accuracy in decoding negative messages.

b) Errors which occurred would be made along the act'ivity
d'imension.

c) There would be an increase in the use of the vocal channel

w.ith'increasing age. Conversely, there would be a decrease

in the use of the verbal channel wìth increas'ing age.

d) There would be a generaf increase in accuracy of decoding

wibh increasing age evidenced by fewer reSponSeS whjch were
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correct for neither the intended vocal or verbal message

(total errors).
e) Female subjects would be more accurate at decod'ing multìp1e

messages.

f) The accuracy of decoding of the message ìn e'ither the verbal

or vocal channel would be dependent on the degree of

congruency of the message in the other channel. That iS,

greatest accuracy would be achieved when the same emotion was

present in both channels, whjle poorest accuracy would occur

when definitiona'l opposites occurred in the two channejs.

The major concern of the second study was with subjects'

emotjonal reaction to multìp1e messages' a topic for wh'ich there ìs

very I ittle information. Mehrabian ( 1970) has provjded the on'ly

ev'idence on subjects' reactìon to vocal-verbal conflìcting messages"

He found that they preferred congruent messages to 'incongruent oneS.

Sìnce an underly'ing assumptìon about the role of conflictìng messages

jn psychopatho'logy is that the presence of these messages creates

uneas'iness jn the rece'iVer, 'it seemed important to aSsesS how a

subject would feel if the message was be'ing directed at hìm/her.

Desp'ite the paucity of data available on subjects' react'ion to

multìp1e messages, it waS poSS'ible, on the bas'is of Mehrabian's

(1970) data, results of stud'ies on discrimination, and deduct'ion, to

hypo'bhes i ze resu I ts that wou I d be obtai ned .

Mehrabìan (.l970) found that subjects "preferred" congruent to 'in-

congruent messages. His results lead to the expectat'ion that subjects

would report an increased negative react'ion to multip'le messages when

the sjmi larity between the two emot'ions presented decreased"
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Therefore, it was hypothes'ized (a) that ìncongruence between the two

channels would produce a negat'iVe response from the subiect.

Data on discrim'inatjon showing that adults make greater use of

the vocal channel than do ch'ildren (Gates, 1927; Dimitrovsky, 1964;

Fenster, 1967 and McCluskey, 1974) suggest that adults would be more

aware than chìldren of the dissimi'larity between the messages present

jn the two channels. This in turn would cause them to exhib'it a

greater emotional react'ion to multiple messages. Therefore, 'it was

hypothesized (b) that since adults make greater use of the vocal

channel than children, the confl'ict between channels would be more

evident to adults, producing an increase 'in negative react'ion to

incongruent and noncongruent messages as a function of age.

Finally, with respect to the sex of the speaker, it has been

demonstrated that females tend to produce more conflicting messages

ìn naturally occurring s'ituations than males (Beakel and Mehrabìan,

1969; and Bugental, Love, Kaswan and Apri l, l97l ) . Bugental, Love

and Gianetto (l9il) have also demonstrated that there'is a tendency

f or conf i'ict'ing portions of multìp1e messages produced by f emales to

be 'i gnored by subiects. These results suggest that confl ictì ng

messages produced by females would be perceived as less val ìd

compared to those produced by ma1es. That is, conflicting statements

from males are gìven more weight by subiects. Because male speakers

are seen as more cred'ible, subjects shouid show a greater emotional

reaction to a male speaker producing a conflicting message than a

femal e speaker produci ng the Same meSSage. Therefore, i t waS

hypothesìzed (c) that subjects would exhib'it a greater negat'ive
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reactjon to conflicting statements produced by male speakers than to

conflìcting statements produced by female speakers.

0ne f inal expected result was that on'ly chì ldren would exhib'it a

difference in react'ion to conflicting messages from male and female

speakers--an expectation based on Bugentalu Kaswan and Love's (1970)

finding that only children discounted female speakers' contradìctory

input from the visual channel. Therefore, it was hypothesized (d)

that the effect of sex of speaker noted in hypothesis "c" immediately

above, would be greater for child subiects.

To summa¡ize, the specific hypotheses for Experiment II were:

a) Incongruency between the two channels would produce a nega-

tive response from subjects. More specìficaliy' the hìgher

the degree of discrepancy between the emotìons in the two

channeis, the more negative would be the reaction of the

s ubj ect .

b) Sj nce adults make greater use of the vocal channel than

childreno the conflìct between channels would be more ev'ident

to adults, produc'ing an jncrease jn negative reaction to

incongruent and noncongruent messages as a function of age.

c) Subjects would exhibit a greater negative reaction to

conf I ì ct i ng statement s produced by ma I e speakers than to
conflìcting statements produced by fema'le speakers.

d) The effect of the sex of the speaker would be greater for
chi ld subiects.
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CHAPTER I I

EXPERIMENT I

Despite the fact that substant'ial research has been conducted on

the use of the vocal channel for the detection of emotion, l'ittle

research has been conducted on the simultaneous use of the vocal and

Verbal channel s f or the detection of efnot'ion. Experiment I 1aaS

conducted in order to assess two general questions. The first

quest.ion tnlas whether or not results c'learly establ'ished 'in vocal

channel studies would occur when both the vocal and verbal channeis

contained emotional messages. The second question was whether or not

the effect of the ìnteract'ion between the vocal and verbal messages

could be explained on a theoretical basis.

There are a number of factors, aS noted jn the previous chapter'

that have a significant effect on subiects'accuracy in decodìng

vocal messages. These include greater subject accuracy in decoding

negative messageS, errors occurrìng a'long the act'ivity d'imension,

ìncreased accuracy of detectìon with'increased subject ô9ê, and the

superiority of females 'in decoding vocal messages. It was generally

hypothesized that'if methods proven to be effective in vocal channel

studies were employed in vocal-verbal channel studiesn the Same

effects should be found. in order to have results comparable with

sìngie channel studies, five specific emotional messages were used:

'lovìng, angryn happyn sad, and neutral. Further, the subiect response

method developed by Dimìtrovsky (1964), which does not requìre a
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spoken response, was utilized because of ìts previous successful use

with child subjects'

tJithjn the framework of these two procedural approaches, specific

hypotheses, a to e (p. 69), were put forth in an attempt to establ'ish

t1,.. presence in vocal-verbal commun'ication of the same processes

found'in vocal communication.

The use of specìfic messages ìn both channeJs also allowed for an

examination of the theoret'ical basis on which the message in one

channel 'interacts with the message in the other channel. The

expectation vvas that as messages exhibited greater dìss'imi larity'

subjects would become more confused and therefore make more errors

(hypothesis f, p. 69).

METHOD

Subj ects

Subjects consìsted of 40 university students enrolled ìn an under-

graduate psychology course and 120 children drawn from the lll'innipeg

School system. Adult subjects had a mean age of 23 +2 years. The

chjldren were equally divìded among three age groups, seven, n'ine and

eleven years of age 16 months. Ch1 ld subjects were drawn from urban

ld'innipeg schools having relatively equal middle class socioeconomic

levels as determ'ined by school admìnjstrat'ion. Adult subjects

rece'ived course cred'it for participating in the experìment. Each age

group cons'isted of 20 male subiects and 20 female subjects" Ten male

and ten female subjects at each age level Were randomly ass'igned to

lìsten either to a male or to a female speaker.
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ApParatus

The original speech samples Were recorded on a Sony tape recorder

model TC-230 L,l. Samp'les used f or judgement of vocal content were

recorded dìrectly from one recorder deck onto another deck. The

output from the f irst deck was passed through a "Fourth 0rder

Chebyshev" act'ive electronic fìlter and then ìnto the second deck.

The fjlter removed a1'l fequencjes above 450 Hz'in order to render the

verbal content unintellig'ible. A schematic diagram of the filter

used is Presented in APPendìx A.

The production of the final sample tapes was accomplished by

direcbly connecting two tape decks vìa a shielded cable. The master

tapes were played on the one deck wh'ile rerecording of segments of

the master tapes was done on the second deck.

Samples vvere presented to the subiects using external speakers

(Candel air suspensìon external speaker system model) and a General

Electric tape deck (Model 3-5l2lB).

Production of Verbal Sbimuli

The author and four other graduate students each produced five

statements. The five statements represented one of each of the five

emotional states of anger, happìnesSe loving, sad and neutral. Th'is

y'ielded an in'itial pool of 25 statements. The final five statements

chosen from th'is inìtial sample were selected using three crìteria.

F'irst, they had to portray the emotìonal state intended. Secondly,

they were representat'ive of comrnon statements made from one person fo

another. Finally they were not to contaìn the emotional label which

:l

l
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def i ned that category. That i s, a statement used i n the angry

category could not conta'in the word angry. All statements were from

6 to l2 words ìn length-

In order to ensure that the final statements met the f irst

cr.ite¡ion, the initial 25 samp'les were placed'in a random order and

printed on m'imeographed sheets. 0n the sheets, beside each statement

vvas I isted a choice of f ive emotional states. Th'is I ìst 'is

reproduced ìn APPendix B.

The initial sample of 25 statements was rated as to their

emotjonal content by an ìntroductory psychology class consisting of

l2 males and l3 females. After each student had received a copy of

the statements they were given the followìng'instruct'ions:

0n the sheets you have been 9ìven there are 25

statements. I want you to 'indicate what emotion each
of them conveys. You wìll note that there are five
emotìons opposite each statement. check whjch of these
f.ive emoiioñs each statement conveys. The neutral
category should be used for statements wh'ich portray no

partìcular emotìon. Are there any questions?

For each of the 25 verbal samples the percentage of raters who

agreed with the 'intended emotional category was calculated. The

ratings received by the 25 statements are presented in Appendix C.

Any statement which 1aas not agreed upon by B0% of the raters was

rejected. Qne verbal stàtement waS chosen at random from the

rema'ining statements for each of the emotional categories: angry'

loving, happy and sad. The exceptìon Was the neutral category, for

whìch the statement with the highest percentage of subiect agreement

vvas chosen (100%). This was done to ensure that the neutral state-

ment was free of any emot'ional information. The final five verbal
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statementS, one for each of the five emotional categories, i s

presented in APPendix D.

Production of Vocal Stimuli

An 'initìaj pool of vocal st'imul i was produced by f our male and

four female graduate students in psychoìogy. They were allowed to

study the five verbal stimul'i 'in order to become famjl'iar with them.

Ihey were then asked to rec'ite each of the f ive verbal stimul'i whìle

expressing one of the five vocal emotional states of anger, happì-

ness, love, sadness and neutrality. The orderin which the speakers

portrayed the five vocal emot'ional states was randomìzed, with males

and females receiving the Same order. The randomization was res-

tricted such that no more than two of the Same sex speakers could

start with the same emot'ion. The order vvas d'iff erent f or al I same

sex speakers. The spec'ifìc ordering is presented 'in Appendix E.

Speakers then repeated the procedure untìl they had recited the five

verbal statement in each of the five vocal emotional states. For

each speaker this procedure thus yìelded 25 st'imuli consisting of all

poss'ible combinations of the five emotions presented in Ihe verbal

and vocal channels. Speakers were allowed to practìse any verbal-

vocal combinatìon unti I they were satì sf ied w'ith the'ir perf ormance,

at which poìnt a recclrding r,vas made. Speakers were instructed to

make all recordìngs as natural as possible and to'imagine that they

were making the statement to another person in whatever sìtuation

they preferred. Th'is yielded four male and four female recordings

for each of the 25 verbal-vocal paìr stìmuli, for a total of 200
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verbal-vocal pair stìmul'i. These stìmuli were rerecorded in a random

order onto a master tape. During the rerecording process the samples

were passed through a low band paSS f i lter to render them

un.intel l ìg'ibìe. A ten-second pause was lef t between the end of one

sample and the beginning of the next samp'le.

The master tape was played to 20 male and 20 female raters who

were asked to specify what emot'ion was bei ng portrayed by the

speaker. The raters were all drawn from undergraduate psychology

courses. The percentage of raters who agreed w'ith the intended

emotional state was calculated for each of the 200 speech samples

(Appendìx F). From these samples two final sets of 25 verbal-vocal

pairs were drawn for the fjnal stimuli, one having a male speaker and

the other a female speaker. The final 25 verbal-vocal pairs' one for

each of the possible Verbal and vocal emotion combinatìons, Were

chosen uS'ing two criteria. Firstn an attempt was made to choose the

sample which showed the h'ighest agreement between the intended and

perceived emotion. This was done to ensure that the vocal communica-

t'ions were hìgh'in audib'i'lìty and credibility. Since the measure of

leakage (correspondence with information 'in other channels) used by

Bugental (1974) was not avai lable ( see I ntroduct'ion p. 46-47),

accuracy of portrayal (agreement between 'intended and perceìved

emotion) was used as a measure of credjbi 1ìty of the vocal

communication

The second crìterion ìn choosing the final sampìes r,las that male

and female samples have approxìmately the Same level of agreement

between the intended and perceived emot'ion. Thìs was done to remove
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the possibility that differences would be found between the male and

female speakers that were due to differences jn the accuracy of por-

trayal of the vocal emot'ions. The final 50 samples (25 with male

speakers and 25 w'ith female speakers) were rerecorded from the

original "speaker tapes" in a random order onto two final stimulus

tapes, one w'ith a male speaker and the other wìth a female speaker.

A ten second inberval was left between speech samples. The order in

wh'ich the samples were placed on the tape ìs presented in Append'ix G.

St i ck F'iq ure Drawinqs

Dimitrovsky (1964) has developed a successful method for obtain-

'ing judgements of perceìved emotional content of speech when using

ch j ld subjects. She suggested that the use of an adject'ive checkl'ist

'is ìnapproprìate with children since the cornp'lex'ity of the task is

not sujtable for young children. Instead she used five stjck figures

representing her four emot'ional states. McCluskey (1974) has also

used these stick fìgures and supported D'imìtrovsky's contention that

these figures represent an efficient method which may be used with

ch'ildren. McCluskey (,l974) has also suggested that Dimitrovsky's two

figures represent'ing loving are not necessary and that onìy the

figure showing the adult with h'is or her arms around the child 'is

necessary. 0n the basìs of these data onìy the one "'lov'ing" fìgure

was usedn y'ieldìng a set of four figures, one representing each of

the four emotìons of 1ov'ing, angry, sad, and happy. A second modjfi-

cat'ion was made to Dimìtrovsky's (.l964) origina'l f igures. As noted

previ ous'ly i n the Introduct'ion, Fenster's ( l96i) use of a neutral
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category 'increased interpretability of results. In order to incor-

porate this "neutral" category, a fìfth f igure was produced dep'icting

a man or r,rtoman who was "just standìng there talking and who'isn't

angry, Sad, lovìng, or happy". The five figures were reproduced on B

1/2', x I l" paper. Under each f igure was typed the emot'iona1 category

whjch the figure represented. Separate sheets were used to depict

five female stick figures or five male stick fìgures. These are

shown 'in Appendix H and Appendix I, respectively. The stick figures

Were presented, from left to right, in five dìfferent random orders.

Procedure

Five ìndependent varjables were used in Experiment I. The

variables were: emotion present in the verbal channel (happy' angry'

lov'ing, Sad and neutral), emotjon present ìn the vocal channel

(happy, angry, loving, sad, and neutral), sex of speaker, sex of

subject, and age of subject. Emotion present 'in the verbal channel

and emotion present ìn t,he vocal channel were lvìthin subject factors

wh'ile sex of the speaker, Sex of subject, and age of subiect were

between subject variables.

Subjects Were Seen'in small groups usually containìng two males

and two females.

A pretraining procedure used by McCluskey (1974) was'implemented

jn the present study to accustom the subjects to listen'ing to taped

messages. All subjects, regardless of whether they were assigned to

the male or female speaker group, were requ'ired to lìsten to record-

ings of an adult ma1e, adult female, a male ch'ild, and a female child
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saying: "I am go'ing out nowrr. Subiects were required to 'indicate ìf

the person speaking was a man' womane boy or girl.

Subjects were then shown sheets containìng the f ive st'ick

figures. They were told that these figures 1aere "a happy man

(woman), ôr angry man (woman), a sad man (woman), a lov'ing man

(woman), and a man (woman) who was iust standìng there ta'lking. He

(she) wasn't angry, happy, sad, or loving". The subiects were then

tra'ined to associate each of the fìve pictorìa1 representations wìth

the appropriate emotional category. This was accomplished by asking

them to point to the happy man (woman), loving man (woman), angry man

(woman), sad man (woman), and the man (woman) who 1aas just ta'lking"

Thìs procedure was repeated unt'il a criterion of two correct identì-

ficatìons of alI five drawings was reached.

Adult subjectsn un'l'ike ch'ild subjects, were informed that these

'instruct jons were 'intended f or ch'ildren and that the ìanguage used

would seem overly s'implistic at times. Al1 subjects were, however,

instructed to f ol low the 'instructions as close'ly as possìble' as

fol lows:

You are now going to hear a man (woman) say a number of
different things. They will say the same thing more
than once but wìll say it in different ways. Some of
the thìngs they say will sound happy, some sad, some

angry, :omq 
'lovi n_g and some w j I I sound as though the

person is iust ta'lking or reading out. loud. Listen to
each one and poìnt to the man (woman) it sounds like'
That 'is, does'it sound like the happy lady (man), the
sad l ady (man, the I ov'i ng 'lady (man) , the angry I ady
(man) or the lady (man) who is just stand'ing there
talkìng.

To ensure the subjects understood the task they were then asked:

Now whì ch f igure woul d you poì nt to 'if the man (woman)

saì d " I am añgry at you'i . !,lhi ch one if the man (woman)
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said "I love you". ['lhich one ìf they said "I am

happy". t,'Jh'ich one ìf they said "The sky is blue".

Before the recordings were presented the subiects were told:

Now I am goìng to play a tape w'ith people speak'ing. I
want you Lo point to the figure it sounds like. Ljsten
both to what the person says and how they say it.

The recordings were then presented to small groups consist'ing of

four subjects. After the task was completed the subjects were asked

ìf they found the task easy or hard in order to assess ìf fat'igue was

affecting the subiects' performance.

The emotional category chosen by each subject for each taped

message r^tas recorded. Two dependent measures were obtained from

these raw data. The fìrst was whether the subjects'choìce of

emotion on the st'ick figures was the same as the jntended verbal

emotional content. The second was whether or not their choice on the

st'ick figures was the same as the intended vocal ernot'ional content.

These measures were used in order to ensure that all three possib'le

outcomes of a subjects' choice were recorded. These poss'ib1e

outcomes were: correct w'ith respect to the verbal emotion presented,

correct wjth respect to the vocal emotjon presented, and'incorrect

w'ith respect to either of the emot'ions presented.

0n the day foliow'ing completion of Experiment 1, the adult sub-

j ec L,s were admi n'i stered the " Qu'i ck tnJor^d Test" I eve I 2 ( Borgatta and

Corsini,1964) to obtain a measure of verbal intelligence. This

partjcular measure was used since'it ìs the most appropriate group

verbal ab'iìity measure available for universìty students (Anastasi,

1968) . The scores f rom thi s test were used as a con'brol f or '[he

effect of verbal ability on the decodìng of emotional messages.
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Ch'ild subjects were gìven the "Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test".

The score derjved from the "Peabody" constìtuted a means of measurìng

verbal ab'ility in order to remove the effects of this factor as a

possible contaminating vari able. The "Peabody Picture Vocabu'lary

Test" was used since'it is the most commonly used test of children's

verbal abiIìties. The "Quick Word Test" lvas not used s'ince no form

exists for the age range of the subiects used.

RESU LTS

For ease of comprehension the results are presented 'in three sec-

t'ions. The first consists of a brief discussion of the rationale for

the main anaiys'i s used, and of the rules used for graphical

presentation. The second section conta'ins the portion of the data

obtajned in Experìment 'l in which subjects' judgements were analyzed

for accurancy'in detectìng the intended emot,jonal message presented

in the vocal channel, subsequentìy referred to as the vocal meSSage.

The third sect'ion contains the data from Experìment i in wh'ich the

subjects' judgements were anlayzed for the accuracy jn detecting the

'intended emotional message presented in the verbal channel, referred

to as the verbal message.

Results in section 2 and 3 are presented with emphasìs on the

main effects and two-way interactìon sjnce these contain the majority

of informat'ion important in understanding the present research.
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Rat'i onale for Anal sis and Rules for Gra hical Production

Si nce Experiment I had two dependent measures, accuracy of

detectjon of the vocal ly presented emo'bìon, and accuracy of

detection of the verbal ly presented emot'ion, at f irst a mult'ivarìate

technique would Seem most appropriate. However, when the Same

emotion is present 'in both channels there is a h'igh correiation

between the two dependent measureS. This renders the use of the

multivariate techn'ique, analyz'ing the two dependent measures

simultaneous'ly, inappropriate, and means that each of the dependent

measures should be treated separately, us'ing univariate analyses.

The between-subject,s factors were tested as a univariate fac-

torial design, with the dependent variable being the sum of the

accuracy scores over the 25 combjnat'ions of verbal and vocal messages.

This is exactly what is done in a trad'itional Repeated Measures

analys'is (e.g. BMD P2V) to analyze the between-subject factors. How-

ever, sjnce the assumption of symmetry of the variance-covariance

matrix vvas almost certain to be violated, traditional repeated

measures ana'lysis of variance Was not really appropriate and might

have been seriousiy b'iased. Therefore, to ana'lyze the withìn-subject

factors and their interactìons wjth the between-subiect factors, a

multivariate analysì s of covariance (MANCOVA) was used. The

inclusjon of the covariate was the control 'tor verbal 'intellìgence.

The hypotheses tested were exactìy the same as those tested in a

un'ivariate repeated measures ANCOVA. However, a multivariate tech-

nique of anaìysìs was used to test them.
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The mult'ivariate analysis'involved creating nerlr variables which

Were dìfferences among levels (emot'ions) of the w'ithìn-subjects

factors. The number of these contrasts created among the levels

(differences between accuracy on different emotions) vvas determined

by the number of degrees of freedom. These contrasts represented the

new dependent variables. Each main effect and jnteract'ion of with'in-

cells factor was treated aS a "package" of the dependent variable

contrasts which were created to compare their various levels. A

¡v|ANCOVA test of the between-subjects effects on the dependent

variable package, compri sìng a ma'in effect or the interactìon,

yielded the test of the with'in-subject effect as the test of the

grand mean. The interaction of the wìthin-subjects factor's 'inter-

act'iono with each between-subject factor, plus each between subject

interaction, ¡vas the test of that between-subiects effect on the

package of variabjes defìn'ing the within-subjects effect.

Bes'ides avoidìng the b'ias wh'ich resulted from anaiyzing the

design inapproprìate'ly wjth a un'ivariate repeated measure ANC0VA,

this anaìysis had a pract'ical advantage: since indiv'idual Helmert

contrasts comprìsing the ìnteraction effect were of a priori 'inter-

est, MANCgVA's univariate Fs corresponding to the ind'ividual tests of

the contrasts among cells would produce the approprìate tests auto-

mat'ica1ly. That iS, the contrasts provided ìnf ormat'ion wìth respect

to the effect of the congruency between the emotìonal message

presented'in the two channels on the accuracy of subiect detectìon of

the emotions presented.
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For a f urther d'iscussì on of the use of mult'ivarì ate techni ques i n

repeated measure designs, the reader i s referred to excel lent

artjcles by Finn (1969), Poor (1973) and Bock (1975)

For clarity of presentation a number of convent'ions were followed

.in the product'ion of the graphs. F ìrst, f or unif ormity of presenta-

t.ion the Y ax'is on al1 graphs was produced using the "mean proportion

correct responses". A second convention was that untransformed data

were plotted in all cases. This was done desp'ite the fact that the

data for within-subject factors were transformed 'into contrasts

during the analysis as descrìbed above (Appendìx M). Th'is conventìon

was adopted for ease of explanation of the effects in the ma'in

analysis. A more detajled evaluatìon of the contribution of the

spec'if i c contrasts i s presented ì n the sectì ons deal'ing w'ith a-pri ori

comparl sons.

Accurac v of Detect'ion of Voc allv Presented Emotion

Twenty-f ive judgements of the emot'ion portrayed by the speaker

were obtajned for each of the 120 subiects. These represented one

judgement for each of the 25 poss'ible paìrs of verbaliy/vocally pre-

sentecj emotions. Each judgement was given a Score of one if the

vocaì.ly presented emotion had been correctly identified, or a Score

of zero if the emotion had been ìncorrectìy'identified. This y'ielded

25 scores of e'ither one or zero for each subject.
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tvlaj n Anal sls

A multivariate analysìs of covariance (Fìnn, 1976) was conducted

on the raw scores. The design contaìned three between factors: sex

of speaker (two leve'ls), sex of subject (two levels) and age of sub-

ject (four leve1s) and two with'in factors: message presented ìn

verbal (five ìeve1s) or vocal channel (five levels). There was also

a covariateo verbal I.Q. of the subiect.

There were l0 subjects in each of the cells. The 25 raw scores

were transformed into a serìes of comparisons in order to produce a

new series of varìables for the within-subject variables (Append'ix

M). The new variables were produced due to the constraìnts outlined

at the beginning of this chapter. An initial analysìs for subject

accuracy was conducted to evaluate the effect of the covariate on the

between and withìn subject variables. Mult'ip1e r values of 0..l7,

0.06,0..l5, and 0.07 were obta'ined for the between subiect varìable

effects, vocal channel effects, verbal channel effects, and vocal X

verbal channel'interaction effects, respectively. Table I ind'icates

that bhe covarì ate was s'ignifjcant for both the between-subject

variables (t = 4.33, g < 0.05) and for the one w'ith'in-subject

variables, message presented in the verbal channel (L = 2.93,

p( 0.05). Accordìngly, subsequent analysis of the between-subject

varìables and the one wìthìn-subject varìab1e, the covariate of

verbal I.Q. was included. However, the anaìysis for the other

w'ithin-subject varìabìe, message in the vocal channel, and the

vocal-verbal channel interact'ions d'id not include the use of the

covari ate.
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The mult'ivariate analysis of covariance vvas conducted applying

the covariate as noted above. The results of the analysis are sum-

marjzed in Table 2. As noted earlìer the results are described in

terms of those factors which had either statist'ical or theoretical

sìgnificance.

Main Effects

Voca I Channel Messaqe

Fìgure 1 suggests that the fjve messages presented ìn the vocal

channel were perceived wìth djfferìng degrees of accuracy. The main

anlaysìs of covariance supported this suggestion, yìeldìng a highly

significant effect for the vocal channel (F = 87.94, g<0.0001). It

appears that the negative emotions (angry p'lus sad) were perceived

more accurately than the positìve emotjons (loving plus happy). The

mean proportion correct responses for jntended vclcal message WaS

0.540 for the negative emotìons, angry pius Sad, presented in the

vocal channel. Thìs tl,¡as in sharp contract to only 0.3044 for the

positive emotìons, loving plus happy, when they were presented'in the

vocal channel. An a-priori univariate analysis of variance corrobor-

ated this impression, yìe'lding a highly sign'ificant main effect for

thìs comparison (F = 269.77, p- < 0.0001).

Further exam'ination of Figure I also suggests that the act'ive

emot'ions (angry and happy) were more accurately perceived than their

passive counterparts (sad and loving). Tukey H.S.D. post hoc

compar.isìons of the means for angry VerSuS sad and happy versus

'loving supported thìs effect, yielding stat'istically sign'ificant

differences (p. < 0.05)
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TABLE I

F Values for the Test of Hypothes'is on No Assoc'iation Between

the Dependent and Independent Variables (tffect of Covariate)

VOCAL ACCURACY

FACTOR df

I,.l43

4, 
.l40

4, 140

16, I 28

L
I

4. 3360

0.6631

2.9343

0. Bt 34

!.

0.0391 *

0 . 6187

0.0229*

0.6684

I

Between Subiect

Vocal Channel Message

Verbal Channel Message

Vocal x Verbal Channel

* 8'<0.05
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TABLE 2

Main Analysìs of Variance for Vocal Accuracy

SOURCE

BETtIEEN 
+

Sex of SPeaker (E)

Sex of Subiect (S)

Age

SexExSexS

Sex L x Age

Sex S x Age

SexExSexSxAge

df F p.

I,143

l,143

3, 143

1,143

3, 143

3, 
.l43

3, 143

0.3388

4.7762

52.5431

0.0032

0. I 944

2.3409

1.4978

.561 5

.0305*

.0001*

.9554

.9001

.0759

.2177

I^JITH IN

Vocal o

Vocal x

Vocal x

Vocal x

Vocal x

Vocal x

Vocal x

Vocal x

Sex E

Sex !
Age

SexExSexS

Sex t x Age

Sex S x Age

Sex E x Age

4,141

4,141

4,141

12,373

4,141

1'2,37 3

12,373

12,373

87.9424

6.3',¿84

l.l3B4

4. I 661

0.7419

0.7 422

I .0594

I .3805

.0001*

.002*

"3410

.0001*

.5650

.7099

.3935

.17 25

+ w'ith covariate o w'ithout covariate
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

hIITHIN

Verba I

Verbal

Verba I

Verba I

Verba I

Verba I

Verba I

Verba I

+

x Sex

x Sex

x Age

x Sex

x Sex

x Sex

x Sex

E

df

4,140

4,140

4,.l40

12,370

4, 140

12,370

12,370

12,370

t
1.1827

24.8293

1.3077

2.07 57

1.6225

l.ll55

0.4958

1.1373

p.

.3211

.0001*

.2701

.01 78*

.17 19

.3457

. 9170

.3281

S

ExSexS

ExAge

lxAge
ExSexSxAge

Voca I

Vocal

Voca I

Vocal

Voca l

Voca I

Voca I

Voca I

X

X

X

X

X

Verbal o

Verbal x

Verbal x

Verbal x

Verbal X

Verbal x

Verbal x

Verbal x

Sex

Sex

Age

Sex

Sex

Sex

Sex

E

16,129

16,129

16,129

48,384

16,129

48,384

48,384

48,384

169.3326

6. 7633

1.2506

2.2870

I .037.|

1.2139

0.9598

1.1733

.0001*

.000 l*

.2394

. 000 l*

.42?9

.1654

.5525

"2094

S

ExSexS

ExAge

SxAge

ExAge

+ w'ith covariate o without covariate
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Figure 1

Effect of the message present in

the vocal channel on the mean

proportìon of correct responses

as scored by intended vocal message.
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V I Channel Messa

The mean proportion correct responses for the five verbally

presented emotìons, loving, angry, happy, sad and neutral ' Were

0.3655, 0.3836, 0.4625, 0.3962 and 0.4350, respectively. it appears

that the d'ifferences between these levels were rather small when com-

pared with the djfferences for the vocal channel. The main anaìys'is

in fact yìe1ded a non-s'ignificant result for the verbal channel (l =

l.lB, g) 0.3000). Thjs result ìs not surprising in light of the

vocal/verbal message'Ínteraction d'iscussed below: the vocal channel

message interacted w'ith the verbal channel in such a way that Some-

t'imes the verbai message enhanced the accuracy with whjch the vocal

message vvas perceived, while at other t'imes the verbal message had

the opposìte effect.

Age of Subiect

Figure 2 suggestsn as predicted, that the informatìon in the

vocal channel became more important jn the decoder's perception of

the message present as subiect age increased. That iS, older sub-

iects seemed better at correct'ly identifying the vocal message than

did younger subjects. In support the main ana'lysìs yìelded a highly

sìgnificant main effect for age (F = 52.54, g < 0.0001).

Additjonal analysis exam'ined bhe contrjbution of finear, quadra-

tìc and cubic trends to the overal'l age trend observed. Inspect'ion

of Figure 2 suggests the presence of a strong l'inear component.

Analysìs of variance supported this contention yìe'lding a highly sig-

nìficant linear trend (F = 142.31, p < 0.0001). Deviation from a
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F ì gure 2

Effect of subject age on the mean

prclport'ion correct responses for the

intended vocal message.
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straight linear trend Seems ev'ident in Figure 2, and furthern that

thjs dev'iat'ion was of a cub'ic nature rather than quadrat'ic. Analysìs

of variance supported th'is contentìon yielding a significant cubic

component (t = 11.25, p < 0.01 ) and a non-significant quadratic

component (t = 2.66, g> 0.1).

Sex of Su ect

Figure 3 suggests that the sex of the subiect had an effect on

the accuracy with which the vocal message tlvas perceìved. The figure

suggests that female subjects, aS hypothesized, more accurate'ly

detected the emot'ional message presented ìn the vocal channel. In

supporto the unjvariate analys'is of variance yìelded a highly sìgni-

f icant main effect for sex of subject (.L = 4.77, P-< 0.05).

Two t'Ja.y Interactions

Verbal Channel x Vocal Channel Interact'ions

In the Introduct'ion 'it was suggested that there would be a strong

'interact'ion for the message presented'in the vocal channel and the

tnessage presented in the verbal channel. Inf onnat'ion presented in

the two channels aS a function of vocal accuracy is presented in

Figure 4. The fìgure suggests there was compiex interaction between

the messages presented 'in the two channels. This was especially

not'iceable'in the cases where the emot'ional message was the same in

both channels. The ma'in analysis of variance supported the conten-

tion that there vvas an interaction between the vocal and verbai

messages (F = 169.33, g <0.001).
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F ì gure 3

Mean proportion correct responses of

intended vocal message by male and

female subjects.
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Figure 4

Effect of interaction between vocal

and verbal message on the mean Pro-

portion correct responses, intended

vocal rnessage.
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As noted earlier, it was decìded to test a set of a p¡iorì com-

parisons between d'ifferent groupings of emotional messages. This was

done in order to construct a framework which Would help explaìn the

.interaction between the messages presented 'in the Vocal and verbal

channels. The comparisons Were computed aS an integral part of the

majn analysis. The spec'ific comparisons used are presented'in

Appendix L. Means for ali pairìng used in a priori analysis are pre-

sented 'in Append'ix M. The results of these analyses are presented 'in

Table 3.

0n a theoretìcal basìs, it lvôs hYPo thesized in the Introduction

that When the Same emotion was present ìn both channels (congruent

message) the subject would be more accurate at identifying the

intended message than when ìncongruent messages were presented jn the

two channels. The mean proportion correct responses for the intended

vocal message was 0.9203 in the congruent s'ituation and on'ly 0.2725

ìn the incongruent s'ituat'ion. These figures were in the expected

d'irection w'ith congruent appearing greater in magn'itude than'incon-

gruent. The analysis of variance supported this contention, y'ieldìng

a high'ly signifjcant difference between the lnean proport'ion of

correct responses for the congruent pairìng and the incongruent,

pairìng (F = 1126.91, g<0.00i).

There were several other emotìonal pairings possible which did

not belong to ei ther the congruent orincongruent categories. These

non-congruent pairìngs consisted of the emotion'in the vocal channel

be'ing paired with a neutral emotional message in the verbal channel,

an activ'ity'matched (passive to active) emotion in the verbaj
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TABLE 3

A Prìoni Univariate Analysis

of Variance

(SCORED ACCURACY iNTENDED VOCAL MESSAGT)

s0!RcE*

SAME VS. OPPOSiTE

NEUTRAL VS. SAME

( VERBAL )

NEUTRAL VS. OTHER I & 2

( vERBAL )

OTHER I VS. OTHIR 2

NEUTRAL VS. SAMT

( \/0cAL )

NEUTRAL VS. OTHER 1 & 2

( \/OCAL )

ANGRY + SAD VS. HAPPY + LOViNG

( v0cAr )

ANGRY + SAD VS" HAPPY + LOViNG

( \/ERBAL )

df

4,141

4,.l41

t
1126.9146

B0ô. I 091

!_

0.0001

0. 000 I

4, I 4l l6 . 2310 0.0001

4,141

4,141

10.2691

1093.2852

0.001 7

0.0001

4, l4l 1 .9447 0. I 654

4,)41 269 .7 7 49 0.0001

4, l4l 4.7 Bl9 0.0304

* Nomenclature descrìption can be found in Appendix M.
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channel, and a valence-matched (posìtive to negative) emotion in the

verbal channel (see APPend'ix L).

It 'is of i nterest to note that when a vocal emot'ion was pa'ired

with a neutral emotion in the verbal chantrel, the mean proportion of

correct responses (0.3565) was smaller than when the vocal emotion

was paired wjth a congruent emotion ìn the verbal channel (0.9203).

It appears that the presence of the neutral emotional message caused

a signifìcant decrease in the level of accuracy with which the vocal

message was perce'ived. The a prìori ana'lys'is supported this notìon,

yìelding a highly sìgnificant djfference (F = 806.10, g <.0001).

It js of further interest to note thatthe presence in the verbal

channel of a valence-matched or act'ivìty-matched emotìon, instead of

a neutral emotion, did not have the same degree of impact on the

accuracy with wh'ich the vocal emotion was perceived. t'/hile match'ing

with a verbally neutral message yìe1ded a mean proportion correct

responses of 0.3565, matching with the valence and activity pairings

yielded a mean proportjon correct responses of 0.2875. The analysis

of variance supported thìs contentìon, yieìdìng a high dìfference

(F = ì6"23, g < 0.0001)

A comparison of the effects of a valence match versus act'ivìty

match suggests that these two matchings did affect the accuracy with

which the vocal emot'ion was percìeved. When the vocal emot'ion was

paìred with ìts activity match the mean proportion correct responses

was on'ly 0.2546, wh'ile it was 0.3203 when paired w jth i bs valence

match. The significance of this djfference rntas corroborated by a
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sjgnjf.icant difference between act'iv'ity and valence matching (!- =

ß,?6, g < 0'00.l7)'

Two other comparì sons that were of interest concerned the

sjtuat.ion in which no act'ive emotion was present in the vocal channel

(neutral). Neutral vocal was compared e'ither to a congruent pairing

or to the activity plus valence pairing

whi le the mean proportìon correct responses f oLintended vocal

message was 0.9203 wìth congruent paìrings, it was only 0'2609 when

the neutral message 'in the vocal channel WaS paired wìth the four

other possìble emotìonal messages in the verbal channel' The multi-

variate analysis of variance corroborated

difference (F = 
.1093.28, 

P-< 0.0001)'

Fi na1 lY, when the combined for the

the sìgnif icance of th'is

(0.2875) l¡Jas compared to the mean proportion of correct responses for

neutral present in the vocal channel (0.2609), it appeared that there

l/\las no d'ifference in the level of accuracy with which the vocal

ernotion v\las detected. The analysis confirmed thìs not'ion (F = 0'52'

g> 0.1).

Interaction of Su b.iect Aqe and Channel Messaqe

Figure 5 illustrates the interaction between vocal message and

subject age. The figure suggests that the effect of bhe five vocal

messages changed dìfferentia'l ly with age. That i S, subjects'

.increased accuracy in detect'ing the vocal message dìd not progress

w.ith age i n the same f ashion f or al I f ive emotioñs. The main

analysis of variance supported this notion, y'ieiding a highly

acti vi ty-valence match
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sjgnifjcant vocal channel x age of subiect jnteraction (t 4.16,

< o.oool).

It appears that accuracy with whìch all emotions were detected

.increased between the youngest subjects and the oldest subjects'

post hoc comparìsons of means (Tukey H.S.D.) between the youngest and

oldest age groups for each of the five emot'ions y'ieided signifìcant

(!. <

The exception vvas loving, whìch yielded a non-significant increase

(p. >

emotions were detected by an age group varied from emot'ion to

emotjon. For example, seven year o1d subiects judged neutral' happy

and loving with the same level of accuracy (!. >

sad at a greater level of accuracy than neutral (g <

happy w'ith the same l eve l of accuracy (P. >

greater accuracy than neutra I ; and I ov'i ng w'ith I ess accuracy than

neutral (p. <

The interact'ion of the age of the subject and the message 'in the

verbal channel'is presented in F'igure 6. The fìgure illustrates the

amount of interference the various verbal 1y presented emotìons

produced'in the detect'ion of the vocal emotion. The figure suggests

that there was a marginally d'ifferent effect for the various emotìons

by age pairings. The main analysìs supported this contention yìeld-

ing a signif icant result (I = 2,07, P <

theoret'ical sign'if icance, this eff ect wi I I not be d'iscussed f urther.
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Figure 5

Changes in the 'level of accuracy of detection

of the five vocally presented emotjons

with change in age of subjects.
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F'igure 6

Interaction effect of age of decoder

and message presented in the verbal channel

on the accuracy with which vocal message was

perce i ved .
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I nte act'io n Effects of Sex of S eaker with Channel Messa e

Figure 7 illustrates the effect that the sex of the speaker had

on the level of accuracy with which each of the five vocally present-

ed emotions were perceived. The figure suggests that not all five

emotions Were perceìved with the same degree of accuracy when spoken

by a male as compared to a female. The ma'in analysis supported th'is

notion, Jìe1d'ing a signìfìcant vocal channel x sex of speaker

interact'ion (I = 6.32, g ( 0.05) .

It appears from Figure 7 that ìov'ing and neutral were perceived

with equal accuracy regardiess of the sex of the speaker, wh'ile angry

was perceived much more accurately when spoken by a male. Female

speakers appeared to be perce'ived more accurately when speaking

e'ither sad or happy. These results were supported a post-hoc (Turkey

H.S.D. ) test for these means. That i s, significant djfferences

(g< O.OS¡ were found when comparing male and female speakers for

angry, sad, and happy. Non-signif icant d'ifferences (g > O.OS) were

found for lovìng and neutral. Any ìnterpretation sf these test

results must be made with care sjnce an attempt WaS made in the

desìgn to remove the effect of the sex of the speaker.

The effect of the interaction between sex of the speaker and the

verbal message on the accuracy of detect'ion of the vocal message is

presented'in Figure 8. It appears that the effect of the message

presented 'in the verbal channel llvas jnfluenced by the sex of the

speaker. The majn analysis in fact yielded a signìficant etfect for

the verbal message x sex of speaker interaction (L = 24.82,

p < 0.000'|). Examinatjon of Figure B further suggests that when
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Figure 7

Effect of sex of speaker on the

effect of message presented 'in

vocal channel.
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F'igure B

Interaction effect of verbal message

and sex of speaker on the accuracy

wi th whi ch vocal message was 'ident'if ied.
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angry vvas presented in the verbal channel by a male speaker it de-

creased the accuracy of the intended vocal message more than when

spoken by a female Speaker. Conversely, the neutral statement

interfered more With the'intended vocal message when presented by a

female speaker than by a male speaker. The remain'ing verbal emotions

appear to have had roughly equal effect on the accuracy with wh'ich

the Vocal message was perceived. These results were Supported by

Tukey H.S.D. post hoc comparìsons. That 'is, sìgn'ificant differ-

ences (g < 0.OS) were found when comparing male and female speakers

for angry and neutral. Non-sign'ificant differences (p> 0.05) were

found for the other emotìons.

Interact'ions of the Between Subiect Variables and the Vocal x Verbal

I nteract i on

Fìgure 9 shows the three way ìnteractìon between the sex of the

speakern the verbal channel message and the vocal channel message.

The fìgure suggests that the interactìon between vocal and verbal

messages lvas affected by the sex of the encoder. The analysis of

varjance supported this observation, yie'lding a sìgnificant three-way

interactjon between the message presented 'in the vocal channel, the

message presented in the verbal channel, and the sex of the encoder

(F = 6.76, g<0.000.l). As noted earlier, the design attempted to

equate the level of accuracy for male and female speaker. The fact

that equating was done means that the results obtained for the sex of

the speaker may have been due to the procedures employed and'

therefore, had no theoret'ical or practical ìmportance. Due to the
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Fìgure 9

Effect of sex of speaker on the

i nteract i on between the 'inf ormatì on

present 'in the vocal and verbal

channel s.
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above mentioned desìgn factors, these results will not be discussed

further.

F'igure l0 demonstrates the three way 'interaction between the age

of subject, voca'l channel message, and verbal channel message. it

appears that the way the messages in the two channels interacted was

different for subjects of dìfferent age levels. The analysìs of

variance supported thìs contention, yìelding a hìgh1y sìgnìficant

t,hree-way interactìon (F = 2.28, p <

not djscussed further because they do not bear directly on the

quest'ions addressed ìn thjs thes'is.

Additional Analyses

Two hypotheses were not directly tested by the main mulL,ivariate

analysìs of covariance. The first was tha'b total errors (where the

subject did not correctly ident'ify the emot'ion present in either the

vocal or verbal channel) would occur along the activity dimens'ion.

Th'is effect was assessed by comparing whether or not errors occurred

on the actìvìty djmension. Neutral was excluded. if incorrect

choices were random, error distribution should have been equal

(random) among al I emotions. Table 4 presents the expected and

observed frequency of errors. It'is clear from the table that the

d'istribution of errors did not coincide wìth a random d'istribution

and as hypothesìzed, errors were in fact made along the actìvity

dìmensìon. A Chi Square test conducted on the frequencies of the
t

observed and predicted distributìons yìe1ded support (X' = 54.74, P.
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Figure 10

Effect of age of subiect and the

ìnteract'ion between the messages

presented in the vocal and verbal

channe I s.
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TABLE 4

Expected Versus Obtained Number of Errors

(Activity Match vs. Mismatch)

ACTIVITY

MATCH

ACTI V ITY

MiSMATCH

TXPECTED * 63.6 127 "3

OBSERVED 112 79

* Since there are twice as many possìble mismatch choices

as match choices, the expected frequency of mismatch

errors is tw'ice as hjgh as that for match errors.

I
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The second hypothes'js also related to total errors. It was hypo-

thesjzed that the number of total errors would decrease with

.increasing subject age. Tatrle 5 presents the obta'ined and expected

(random) djstribution of total errors by age of the subject" The

table suggests that the obtajned distributjon of errors d'id not

djffer in any s'ignifjcant way from a random dìstribution. A Ch'¡

Squared test supported th'is notìon, yield'ing a non-signìfìcant result
t(X'= 0.53, p. >

the total number of errors made.

Accuracy of Detection of Verbally Presented Emotion

Twenty-fìve judgements of the emotion portrayed by the speaker

were obtained for each of the 120 subjects. These judgements

represented one judgement for each of the 25 possible pa'irs of

vocal 1y-verbal ly presented emot'ions. Each judgement was given a

score of one if the verba'l1y presented emotìon was correct'ly

identifìed or a score of zeyo if the emotion was incorrectly

identifìed. This procedure yìelded 25 scores of either one or zero

for each subject.

[qì n Analysì s

The main analysis of the data for accuracy of detectjon of the

verbal'ly presented emot'ion was conducted i n an ìdentical manner to

that used, f or the accuracy of detect'ion , of the vocal'ly presented

emotion djscussed prevìously.
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TABLE 5

Distribution of Total Errors

by Age of the Subiect

AGE

(YEARS)

EX PECTE D

(RAND0lvlI OBTAI NED

7

9

1l

23

163

163

163

163

'l60

l6l

160

171
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Multìp1e r values of 0.10,0.06,0.11 and 0.'10 were obtained for

the between subiect var.iables effects, vocal channel effects, verbal

channel effects, and vocal x verbal channel interaction effects,

resPective'lY.

Tabl e 6 'ind i cates that the eff ect of t,he covari ate was not

significant for between subject variables (F = .|.39, 
P.> 0..|), the

vocal channel message (F = 0.55, g> 0.1), the verbal channel message

(F = 1.83, p> 0.1), or the vocal by verbal channel interaction (F =

1.44, !. ) 0.1). Thus, for the subsequent analysis of the verbal

accuracy data, the covariate of I.Q. was excluded.

The results of the analysis excluding the covarjate are presented

in Table 7.

The results are descrìbed aS noted prev'iousìy ìn terms of those

factors whìch had e'ither statistical or theoretical significance.

Emphasìs is placed on the main effects and two-way'interact'ions as

well as a priori comparìsons since they contain the majority of

'informatjon of theoretical irnportance.

Main Effects

Vocal Channel Messaqe

Figure ll illustrates the effect that the vocal message had on

the accuracy wìth which the verbal message was detected. It appears

that the vocal messages 'interf ered w'ith the detect'ion of the verbal

message to varyìng degrees. The main analys'is supported this notion,

yield'ing a hìghly signìfjcant main effect for the vocal channel (I =

24.76, p. <
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TABLE 6

F Values of the Test of Hypothes'is of

No Association Between bhe Dependent and

Independent Variables (Effect of Covariate)

SOURCE

V Between

E Subiect

R

B Vocal

A Channel

L Message

df T g

0.2401l,143 1.3917

4,140 0.5582 0.6934

A

L

L

U

R

A

c

Y

Verba I

Ch anne I

Message 4,140 l.B3ll 0.1262

Vocal and

Verbal

Channel 16,128 1.4478 0. I 300
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TABLE 7

Main Analysis of Variance for Verbal Accuracy

(w'ithout covariate)

Source

Between

Sex Speaker

Sex Subiect

Ase (12)

Sex E x Sex

Sex E x Age

Sex S x Age

Sex E x Sex

df F P

(E)

(t)

1,144

1,144

3,144

I,144

3,144

3, 144

3, 
.l44

5.2124

0. I 283

27 .7 582

0.4479

0.21 9B

3.7tBl

0.5324

.0239*

.7 208

.0001*

.447I

. BB26

.0 I 30*

.6ô08

I

SxAge

l¡li th'i n

Vocal Channel

Vocal x Sex E

Vocal x Sex S

Vocal x Age

VoalxSexxSex

Vocal x Sex Age

VocalxSexSAge

VocalxSexExSexSxAge

4,.l41

4,141

4,14.l

12,373

4,141

12,373

12,373

12,37 3

30.3249

20.3399

2.?677

5.27 41

0. 3383

1.7992

I .6498

0.63 lB

.000.l*

. 000 l*

.0649

.0001*

.851 B

.0466*

.0762

.81 52
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TABLE 7 (Cont'd)

Source df F P

Verba I

Verba I

Verba I

Ver ba I

Verba I

Ver ba I

Verba I

Verba I

Channe I

xSexE

xSexS

x Age

x Sex x Sex

x Sex x Age

xSsxAge

xSexExSexSxAge

4,141

4,141

4,l4l

12,373

4,141

12,373

12,373

12,373

24.7663

8.2030

1.9962

I .681 3

2.9319

t. t 20l

0.9536

0.2667

.000 l*

.0001*

.0984

. 0688

.0230*

.341 9

.4933

.9937

Vocal x Verbal

VxVxSexE

VxVxSexS

VxVxAge

VxVxSexExSexS

VxVxSexExAge

VxVxSexSxAge

VxVxSexSxSexExAge

16,129

16,129

16,129

48,384

16,129

48,384

48,384

48,384

63 .7 671

5.8646

I .6954

3.9597

I .3641

1 .7 677

0.977 4

1.2670

. 000 l*

.0001*

.0552

.000 I *

.1698

.0020*

.5195

.IIBB
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presence of loving'in the vocal channel interfered the least with

correct identìficatjon of the verbal message, whì1e presence of happy

.in the vocal channel interfered the most. A planned comparison lvas

conducted to assess if negative emotions (angry and sad) were

perceived more accurately and consequently interfered more than

positive emotjons (1ovìng - happy). The figure suggests this d'id not

happen. in support the analysi s of va¡iance yìeìded a non-

signifìcant effect (F = 1.00n g >

Verbal Channel Message

Fìgure ì2 suggests that the five emotions presented'in the verbal

channel were not detected with the same level of accuracy. In

support, the main analysis of variance y'ielded a hìgh1y significant

main effect for the vocal channe'l message (l = 24.76, I ( 0.0001).

Further examinat'ion of the figure suggests that the posìtìve emotjons

(1ovìng and happy) were perceived with greater accuracy than the

negative emotions (sad and angry). in support, the a priorì analysis

yìelded a hìgh1y signif icant effect (F- = 81.90, g < 0.0001) . Th'is

effect occurred despite the fact that when judged in wrjtten form,

the verbal statements had equal strength.

Aqe of Su bj ect

Figure l3 suggests that, as predicted, the ìnformation'in the

verbal channel became less ìmportant in the subject's judgement as

subject age jncreased. That iSo younger subjects seemed better at

correctly jdentìfying the verbal message than djd older subjects.
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Fìgure l1

Effect of message present in the

vocal channel on the mean propor-

tìon correct responses, intended

verbal message.
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Fìgure 12

Effect of verbal message on the

mean proportion correct responses,

intended verbal message.
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The main analysìs confirmed the age trend, yield'ing a hìghly signifi-

cant ma'in effect for age (t -- 27 '75, P- < 0'0001)'

The contribut'ion of the linear, quadratic and cubic trends for

the overall effect of age on the accuracy of detecting the verbal

,nessage was evaluated. Examination of Fìgure l3 suggests that a

strong I 'inear component was present. The ana'lys i s of vari ance

supported this notìon, yieìding a significant effect for the ljnear

component (I_ = 78.87 , g < 0.0001) . Exam'inat'ion of the f igure al so

suggests that there was a mild deviation from the ljnear trend, but

the cubic trend was not signìficant (F = 3.54, g > 0.05).

Sex of Speaker

F'igure l4 demonstrates the effect that the sex of the speaker had

on the accuracy with which the verbal message was perceived. The

fìgure suggests that female speakers were more accurately detected in

the'ir portraya'l of the emotional message presented ìn the verbal

channel. In support, the univariate analysis of variance y'ie'lded a

significant majn effect for sex of speaker (F = 5.21, p-< 0.05).

It js of interest to note that this effect occurred despite the

fact that verbal messages read by male and female encoders were

ìdentical.

Two-Way Interactìons

Verbal Channel x Vocal Channel Interactìon

In the introduct'ion 'it was suggested that there would be a strong

interaction between the messages presented in the verbal channel and
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F'igure 13

Effect of age of subject on the

proportion correct responses,

intended verbal rnessage.
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Fìgure 14

Effects of sex of speaker on the

mean proportìon correct responses,

intended verbal message.
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Figure l5

Effect of ìnteract'ion between verbal

message and vocal message on the mean

proportion correct responses, intended

verbal message.
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tne vocal channel. Figure l5 provides an iljustrat'ion of the

interact'ion between the messages presented in the two channels. The

effect WaS espec'ially noticeable in the cases where the message

presented'in both channels was the same. In genera'l support the main

analysìs yielded a signif ìcant 'interact'ion (I = 63.76, Y < 0.000.¡).

As noted earl'ier, 'it was decided to conduct a set of a p¡iori

comparisons between Various pairings of the Verbal channel-vocal

channel messages. The results of the a priori analyses are presented

in Table B.

The comparì son between the congruent pairi ng ( same message

present in both channels) and the ìncongruent pairing (defined

oppos'ites ìn the two channels) was, as noted previously, of primary

theoretical concern. The mean proportion of correct reSponSeS was

0.9203 for the congruent situation and 0.4328 in the incongruent

s'ituatìon. These values were in the expected direction wìth the

congruent pairing perce'iVed more accurately than the incongruent

paìrìng. This notion was supported by a highly significant a priorì

analYsis (l = 540..|3, g < 0.0001).

There were several other emotional pa'irings whjch did not belong

to either the congruent or incongruent categories. These non-

congruent pa'irings consiSted of the emotjon in the vocal channel

be'ing paired with a neutral emot'ional message in the verbal channel,

an act'ivity match in the verbal channeln and a valence match in the

verbal channel (Appendix L).

It is of interest to note that when the emot'ion present,ed in the

verbal channel was paired with a neutral message i n the vocal
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TABLE B

A Pri ori Un ì vari ate Analys'i s of Vari ance

(scored accuracy ìntended verbal message)

SOURCE*

Same vs.OPPosite

Neutral vs Other 1 + 2

( Verbal )

Neutral vs. Same

( Verba 1 )

0ther vs. Other 2

Neutral vs. Other I + 2

( Vocal )

Neutral vs. Same

(Vocal)

Angry + Sad vs. Happy + Loving

(Voca1)

Angry + Sad vs. Happy + Loving

( Verba 1 )

df T

540. I 331

270.9881

g

0.0001

0. 0001

4,141

4,141

4,141 234.598 0.0001

4,141

4,14)

5. I 454

0.5949

0.0248

0 . 4418

4,141 351.3201 0.0001

4,141 0.0000 I .000

4,141 81.9026 0.0001

* Nomenclature description can be found 'in Appendix M.
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channel, the mean proportìon of correct responses for the intended

verbal message was 0.6-l88 as compared to 0.9203 for the congruent

condjtion. Again it appears that subjects were more accurate when

perceiv'ing the emotion presented 'in the congruent condition. in sup-

port, the a priorì ana'lysìs yie'lded a hì9h'ly sìgnifìcant effect (F =

234,59, g< 0.0001).

pairing of the various verbal emot'ions with neutral in the vocal

channel yielded a mean proportìon of correct responses of 0.6lBB.

This was langer in magnitude than that obta'ined when the emotion in

the verbal channel was paìred w'ith ìts activity or valence match

(0.5227). An a-priori analysis supported thìs notìon, yielding a

highly signìf icant d'iff erence (F = 27 .98, g < 0.0001) .

For vocal accuracy data, there Were signìficanL d'ifferences

between pairing with a valence match or an activity match. In the

case of verbal accuracy data the mean proportion of correct responses

was 0.5484 for the actìv'ity match and 0.4969 for the valence match.

This suggested that the presence of a valence match interfered more

with the correct'identificatjon of verbal messages than an act'ivìty

match. An a-priorì analysis supported this notion, yìelding a hìgh1y

signif icant d'iff erence (I = 81.90, _P_ 
( 0.0001).

l,lhen the vocal emotion was paired with neutral ì n the verbal

channel, the mean proportion of correct responses for the intended

vocal message was 0.5063. !,lhen the vocal emotion was paìred with a

congruent message j n the verbal channel, the mean proportion of

correct responses was 0.9203. It appears that pa'iri ng w'ith the

neutral emotional message 'in the verbal channel decreased subiect
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accuracy more than the congruent pairing. The a priori ana'lys'is sup-

ported this notion, y'ield'ing a highly signì'Ficant difference

(F = 351.32, p < 0.0001).
\i-

I nteract i o As e with Vocal Channel Messaqe

Fìgure l6 illustrates the interaction between the age of the sub-

ject and the message presented i n the vocal channel . The f i gure

suggests that the 'interference of the vocal message with percept'ion

of the verbal message was not equal for all age groups. The ma'in

analysis supported this contentìon, yieldìng a significant age x

vocal message interaction (t = 5.27, g < 0.000.l). These results are

not discussed further since they represent a mirror image of the

effect of vocal channel message on vocal accuracy.

Sex of Sub.j ect x Sub.iect Aqe Interact'ion

Figure 17 shows the effect of the age and subject sex ìnteract'ion

on the accuracy with which the verbal emotion was detected. It
appears that the d'ifference in the accuracy w'ith which male and

female subjects detected the verbal message changed with age. In

general support the main analys'is yielded a significant sex of

subject x age of subject interaction (F = 3.71, g ( 0,05).

Examinatìon of the fìgure further suggests that only at the nine year

old level were the differences signìficant, with males be'ing more

accurate in their judgements. Th'is was supported by post hoc (Tukey

H.S.D.) comparisons of the means for male and female subiects at each

age level. Only the n'ine year comparison vvas sìgnificant (p < 0.05).
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Figure l6

Ìi

:

I

I
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Effect of age of subiect and vocal

message on the mean proportion correct

responses, ìntended verbal message.
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Fìgure l7

Combjned effects of sex of subject

and age of the subject on the mean

proportion of correct responses,

intended verbal message.
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Figure 1B

Effect of the sex of speaker and

vocal message on the mean

proportion of correct responses,

'intended vocal message.
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Sex ofS aker x Channel Mess e Interactions

Fì gure lB j I I ustrates the i nteractìon between the sex of the

speaker and the vocal message. The figure suggests that ìn some

cases the female speaker's message interfered more with the detection

of the Verbal message than the male speaker's message. An example of

thìs was the posit'ive vocal emotions (loving and happy). Conversely,

jn the case of the negat'ive emotions (angry and sad), the male

speaker's message appeared to 'interfere to a greater extent. The

main analysis supported this notion, yielding a hìghly signìficant

effect for sex of speaker x message present in the vocal channel

(F = 20.3399, g ( 0.0001). Caution must be exercised in evaluatìng

these results since the vocal st'imuli were originaliy chosen'in such

a way aS to equate the level of accuracy for male and female

speakers. This equating for accuracy means that all ef'tects of the

sex of the speaker described below may s'impiy have been a function of

the procedure.

Figure l9 i llustrates the interactìon between the sex of the

speaker and the message presented 'in the verbal channel. The fìgure

suggests that female speakers' verbal messages were perceìved more

accurately than male speakers' messages for Some Of the emotìons,

while the reverse WaS true ìn other cases. In support, the ma'in

analysis yielded a signìficant effect for the interactjon between the

sex of the speaker and the verbal message (F = 8.20, !. < 0.0001).

Comparison of means for male and female speakers for each of the

five emotions (Tukey, H.S.D.) yielded signifìcant effects (g< 0.05)

for loving and angry and non-significant effects (p <0.0S) for the
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thyee other emot'ions. These results ind'icate that only females vvere

significantly more accurate in convey'ing the verbal emotions. These

djfferences must, howevero be cautjously interpreted due to the

prevìously noted match'ing of vocal stìmuli for sex of speaker.

Three and Four-1,'l a.y Interacti ons

Fi gure 20 'i I I ustrates the three way ì nt.eraction among sex of the

speaker, sex of the subject, and the message present in the verbal

channel. The ma j n analysi s y'ielded a signìf icant eff ect f or the

three way ìnteraction (F = 2.93, p < 0.0230). There appears to be no

systematìc way'in wh'ich the interact'ion occurred.

Figure 21 illustrates the three-way interaction between the sex

of the speaker, verbal message, and vocal message. As 'it suggests,

the three components affected the accuracy with which the verbal

message tllas detected (F = 5.86, p < 0.0001), but in a complex

uni nterpretabl e manner.

Figure 22 shows the three way interaction for age, vocal message,

and . verbal message. Aga'in, the three components interacted ìn a

complex manner (F = 3.95, !. < 0.0001).

0n1y one four way interaction, age of subject, sex of speaker,

vocal message, and verbal message, vvas sign'ificant (F = ì.76,

g < 0.000.l). This highly complex 'interaction is not illustrated.

Since all of the three and four way interactions were complex and

do not lend themselves to interpretation, they wiì1 not be djscussed

f urther.
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Figure 19

Effect of the sex of speaker and

verbal message on mean proportion

correct responses, intended vocal message.
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Fìgure 20

Effect of the sex of speaker, sex of subject

and verbal message on the mean proportion

correct responses, intended vocal message.
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Fìgure 2l

Effect of the interact'ion between verbal

message, vocal message and sex of

speaker on the mean proport'ion

correct responses, intended vocal

message.
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Figure 22

Effect of the interact'ion between verbal

channel, vocal channel and age of

subject on the mean proport'ion

correct responses for the intended

verbal message.
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D I SCUSS ION

Experiment I had two basìc objectìves. The first was to bridge

the gap between the large pool of publ ished results obta'ined us'ing

on'ly the vocal channel, and the smaller body of publìshed data on

emotional communication using both channels, in order to consoljdate

and expand the'informat'ion in the field. It was hoped that by using

the present design, it could be demonstrated that the effects that

occur when only the vocal channel ìs present also apply to situations

'in which both channels are used. That ìS, effects found in the

present study should have been the same as those establ'ished for

vocal channel stud'ies. At the same t'ime ìt was of interest to see if
the effects found for the vocal channel also occurred for the verbal

channe I .

The second major objective was to develop a theoretical basis for

understanding the interactìon which takes place between vocal and

verbal messages. The theoret'ical basis was constructed by evaluat'ing

a prìori planned comparisjons for various pa'irings of vocal and

verbal channel messages.

S'imilarjt.y of Sinq le Channel and Multiple Channel Effects

As noted above, one of the major objectives of the present study

was to establish that consistent effects reported jn stud'ies of the

vocal channel also applied when both the vocal and verbal channel

contained emotional messages. The similarity of the present effects

to those reported for vocal channel studies ìs d'iscussed in terms of

those occurri ng for the vocal channel messages, verbal channel
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ilessages, the age of bhe subject, the sex of the subiect and the sex

of the speaker. The d'iscussìon of each of these inìtìal1y focusses

on the hypothesized results. 0ther results which are cons'istent with

prev'ious singìe channel stud'ies are also dìscussed.

Verbal and Vocal Channel tffect

Hypothesis rrarr was that, as with single channel studies, subjects

would be more accurate at detect'ing negative emot'ional messages.

Results from the present study supported the hypothesis'in that, for

the vocal message, the negat'ive emotions (angry plus sad) were more

accurateìy detected than the pos'itive emotions (happy plus ìovìng).

This result is in accordance w'ith the single channel studies showing

that subjects are genera'lly more accurate in decoding negat'ive vocal

messages than pos'it'ive vocal messages (Dimitrovskyo 19641' 
.Fenster,

1967; McCluskey, 1974 and McCluskey, l9B0). Th'is finding represents

one instance'in wh'ich results previously found'in studies using the

vocal channel were repl ìcated in the present study using both

channe I s.

Hypothesìs rra¡r also suggested that a sìmilar result should occur

ìn the verbal channel. Results from the present study failed to

support this hypothesis. In fact the reverse was true, with the

pos'itive verbal messages (happy plus lov'ing) beìng more accurateiy

detected than the negative verbal messages (angry plus sad).

it would appear there are two maior possibìe explanations for

this reverse effect in the verbal channel. The first is that

although verbal statements were all judged to be o'f approxìmately
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equal strength when presented jn wrjtten form, a ceiling effect may

have merely made them all appear equa1. S'ince all statements were

chosen on the bas'is of beì ng accurately identi'f ied at least B0% of

the time, differences between the various emotions were smal l.

However, When the statementS were presented Wìth a competing vocal

message, differences in the strengths of the various statements may

have become more evident. That iS, the presence of the vocal message

may have enhanced differences between the verbal statements by makìng

the'ir overal I ef f ect weaker. It seems unl ì ke1y, however, that on'ly

the two posìt'ive emotions would have been enhanced by thìs process.

The second possibi ì ìty ì s that the verbal channel serves a

djfferent function than the vocal channel. That 'iS, subiects may

tend to use the jnformation in the vocal channel more when judging

the negative content of a message and the- information 'in the verbal

channel when judging the positive content of a message. Such a

channel specificìty explanation would expla'in subjects' superior

ability to decode the posjt'ive verbal messages.

If the second exp'lanat'ion is correct, it places Fenster's (1967)

"Surv'iVal Value" exp'lanatìon of the superiority of negative vocal

emotions 'in doubt. Fenster has suggested, or the basis of vocal

channel studies, that the reason subjects are better at detectìng

negat'ive emotions is because such detection'is of greater "survival

value". That iS, subjects are more accurate at detecting negat'ive

messages sìnce'incorrect ident'ification of these messages may have

d'ire consequences. If h'is explanation ì s correct, subjects should

also be better at detecting negative emotional messages ìn the verbal
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channel. The present results suggest the opposìte i s true and,

theref ore, f a'iì to support h'is expl anation. It appears that subjects

use the two channels for detect'ing dìfferent types of messages.

Further research, usìng a variety of verbal phrases, would be

useful in cìarifying whether or not the verbal channel 'is in fact a

prìmary source for subiect detect'ion of pos'itìve emotjons. It would

be necessary to use a'large number of positive and negative phrases

to ensure that subjects' superiority ì n decoding posìtìve verbai

messages occurs regardless of the specifjc message used.

The present results also supported Hypothesis "b", that errors

would occur along the activity dimension. When a subject made an

incorrect ident'ification of a vocal emotìon, the error vvas more

likely to be an emotion that was an activity match to the emot'ion

being judged. That iS, jf a subject incorrectly identified angry,

he/she was more like1y to choose ìts act'ivìty match happy than sad,

lovìng or neutral. Th'is result has been previously demonstrated by

stud'ies using only the vocal channel for transmission of emotion

(Davitz and Davitz, 1959 b; Dìm'itrovsky, 1964 and McCiuskey, 1974)-

These results represent a further instance where a phenomenon found

'in s'ing1e channel vocal studies occurred when both the vocal and

verbal channel contained emotional messages.

Age of Subject

It was hypothes'ized that'the present study, by using response

methods found to be effective'in sìngle channel studies, might

produce clear developmental results using multiple channel messages.
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The present results supported Hypothesis rrcrr ìn that as subject age

increased, there waS an increase jn the accuracy u¡ìth which the

subject decoded vocal messages.

The increase ìn accuracy was, however, not totally linear. A

deviation occurred for the n'ine year old group. The age trend in

fact was not only lìnearin functjon but ajso contained a sign'ificant

quadrat'ic component. There appears to be no clear reason why this

deviat'ion occurred. It seemed to be a function of one small group in

the nine year o1d sample.

Despite the quadratic deviat'ion, 'it 'is clear the present f indings

of an age-rela'Led increase in abilìty to detect the vocal message

supports the ìarge body of single channel stud'ies cited in the

Introduction which show sìm'ilar results. The present developmental

results are also s'imi lar to those f ound 'in some previous multìpie

channel stud'ies (0isen , 1967; Solomon and Ali, 1972; McCìuskey,

1974). These results suggest that the failure of Bugental, Kaswan,

Love and Fox (l9B0) and Bugentaì, l(aswan and Love (l9i0) to find

developmental trends jn the multiple channel sjtuation may weil have

been due to the ambiguìty of their 13 poìnt colour scale for subject

responses.

It js of f urL,herinterest to note that the developmental increase

in accuracy occurred at a djfferent rate for the five emotions. It

is diffìcult to determ'ine'if thìs was due to the varying in'itial

strength of the emotions, or if it was related to the valence of the

emotions (angry and sad, increased more than 'loving and happy).

Regardless of what the explanatìon 'is, it is clear that all the
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emot'ions, with the exception of loving, showed a significant'increase

with age'

Sìnce a subject was forced to choose between the vocal and verbal

messages, and since vocal accuracy should increase wìth â9ê,

Hypothesìs 
rrcrr suggested that as subject age increased, accuracy'in

detecting the verbal emotional message should have decreased. The

present results, showing age-related decreases in verbal accuracy,

supported thìs hypothesis. The decrease in subject use of the verbal

channel informat'ion found in the present study is simjlar to that

found in prevìous studìes (01sen, 1967; Solomon and Ali, 1g72),

it seems 1 ogical that the present age-rel ated decrease i n

accuracy was due to the subjects' 'increased use of the i nf ormat'ion

presented ìn the vocal channel, and not due to a loss of the ability

to utilìze the ìnformation presented in the verbal channel. The

retent'ion of verbal decod'ing skills by adults ìs supported by the

fact that adult subjects were able to easily idenIify the emotions

conveyed during the st,andard'izatiotr of orìgina1 verbal samp.les.

Al though 'i ncreased vocaI accuracy may be responsi b1 e for the

decreased verbal accuracy, it should be noted that the age trend for

verbal accuracy was not sìmp1y a mirror image of the age trend for

vocal accuracy. Components of the age trend for vocal accuracy were

not only strongly linear, but there was also a signìficant quadratic

trend present, whi le the components of the age trend for verbal

accuracy lvere strictly Iinear. Accuracy in detect'ing the various

emotions'in the verbal channel decreased with age at sjmilar rates.
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F.inal'ly, HypothesìS trdrr stated that there wouid be a decrease in

the number of total errors made as subiect age 'increased. That is,

older subjects would be less likely than younger subiects ìncorrect'ly

to identify the emotion presented in e'ither the vocal or verbal

channel. The present study failed to support thìs hypothesìs. In

fact, for subjects between Seven and twenty-three years of age, there

was no d'ifference in the number of total errors made. These results

suggest that the sk'il I of detecting emot'ional 'inf ormat'ion does not

change within this age range, but that the channel used for detection

changes. Younger children appeared to use the concrete informat'ion

ava'ilable in the verbal channel, whìle adult subjects made greater

use of the more subtle information present ìn the vocal channel.

Both groups, however, made the same number of total errors. It

appears that the cons'istency of errors across age represents a caSe

'in wh'ich, although a developmental trend did not occur for the final

act (total errors), the processes used by subiecbs to arrive at the

act (vocal and verbal accuracy) djd change with ìncreasing subject

age.

There are, 'in summary, several points which can be made about the

effect of subject age on the accuracy with which vocal and verbal

emotional messages are detected. First, it is clear that the general

increase in accuracy of detect'ion of the vocal message found in many

s'ing'le channel studies occurred in the present study. Thi s eff ect

occurred despìte the f act that i nf ormat'ion vvaS presented 'in both

channels. Secondly, it 'is also cjear that the accuracy wìth whjch

Verbal messages were detected decreased with ìncreasing subiect age.
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fhirdly, it appears that older subjects did not lose this abil'ity'

but the'ir increased use of the vocal information channel decreased

thejr use of the verbal channel 'i nformatìon. Fourthly, younger

subjects djd not make more total errors than older subjects, but

simply based the'ir decisions on the more concrete ìnformation

avajlable in the verbal channel. Final'ly, the present data obta'ined

for developmental trends suggested that the use of both channeis did

not ì nterf ere w'ith the general processes that occur when on'ly the

vocal channel ìs present.

Sex of Sub.iect

As expected, the present results supported Hypothes'is "e" ìn that

female subjects were more accurate at decoding the vocal message.

Th'is female superiority indicates that the use of emot'ional'informa-

tion 'in both channels d'id not interfere wìth female subjects'

superìor abì1ity to decode the vocal message. It should also be

noted that female subjects' superiorìty contjnued to be signifjcant

even though subjects'verbal i.Q. yvas covarjed. Since controll'ing

verbal I.Q. did not elim'inate the superìority of female subjects, it
appears that the female subjec'bs' superiority at the decoding task

was not a simple function of the superìority of theìr verbal I.Q.'

but included other factors. It is of further interest to note that

females' decoding superiority occurred across age levels since no sex

of subject by age interact'ion was present. Thjs means that female

subjects were better at decodìng regardiess of thejr age. The

present finding of female decodìng superiorìty is in accordance w'ith
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the majority of the vocal channel evidence whjch supports the notion

that females are slightiy better decoders of vocalìy encoded messages

(praff,1954; Dìmitrovsky, 1964; Rosenthal et a'1., 1974; Zucherman et

al., l9i5) '

There'is no informatìon in the iiterature to suggest what effect

the sex of the subiect would have on t,he accuracy with which the

verbal emotìonal was decoded. No effect for the sex of the subiect

on verbal accuracy was found in the present study. A signìfican'b

effect was found, however, for the interactìon between the sex of the

subject and the age of the subject. This 'interact'ion was produced by

what seems to have been an anoma'ly at the nine year old level.

Therefore, it appears that the female superiority evidenced in the

decoding vocal messages did not occur for the verbal message.

These findings for sex of speaker again supported the notìon that

basjc rules found when only the vocal channel is present also occur

when emot'ional ìnformat'ion ìs presented in both channels.

Sex of the Speaker

The sex of the speaker is a factor that has been extensiveìy

'invest'igated . As was noted in the Introduct'ion current evidence on

the effect of the sex of the speaker is contradictory. Some studies

suggest females are better vocal encoders than males (Dimi L,rovsky,

1964; Zaidel and Mehrabian, 1969 ahd Bugental, Kaswano Love and Fox,

l9i0), whì1e others have suggested that sex of the speaker has no

effect on the accuracy with which the message is perceived (Levy,

1964; Zuckerman and Lipets, 1975). The present study used four
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dìfferent male and four different female speakers in an attempt to

ensure that id'iosyncratic characteristjcs of the speaker did not

generate d'ifferences between male and female speakers. The ratìngs

of the init'ial speech samples (Appendìx F) indìcated that the female

speakers were generally more accurate in theìr portrayals of happy'

sad and loving, while the male speakers were more accurate jn their

portrayais of angry and neutral. Since the f inal vocal speech

samples chosen were approximately matched for the accuracy w'ith which

male and female speakers Were perceived,'it seemed ìike'ly that no sex

of speaker differences would occur. The lack of an effect for sex of

speaker appears to be supported by the nonsìgnificant tnain effect for

Sex of speaker. HoweVer, evaluat'ion of the signìficant SeX of

speaker by vocal channel jnteraction indicated that female speakers

were more accurately perceìved for happy and Sad, while males were

perceived more accurately for angry.

it i s very djffìcult to evaluate these specìf ic differences

because on the one hand, accuracy of match'ing was attempted for the

origina'l male and femaje messages; while on the other hand, precise

match'ing of male and female speakers was not possible for all of the

25 stimul'i. It 'is then diff icult to determine the exact reason f or

the Sex of speaker by vocal stìmul'i effects. Because spec'if ic

d'ifferences found between male and female speakers vvere probably due

to procedures rather than the sex of the speaker, they will not be

dìscussed further.

It should be noted that the sex of the speaker also had an effect

on the accuracy with which the verbaj messages were perceived.
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Female speakers were generally more accurately perceìved than the'ir

male counterparts. That is, despite the fact that both male and

female speakers spoke eXactly the Same wordS, females were generally

perceived more accurately. This effect occurred desp'ite the fact

that the verbal samples were identical for both male and female

speakers. The results also suggested that not al I of the verbai

emotional messages were responsì bl e for the apparent overal I

superiorìty of female speakers. That is, the jnteract'ion between the

sex of speaker and the verbal message indicated that the loving anO

angry meSSageS were the only two for which females were perceìved

more accurately. Exactly why these two verbaj emotional messageS,

one passive and positive (loving), and the other actjve and negatìve

(angry), were more accurately perceived is unclear. It may be that

these results were a funct'ion of the particular statements used to

portray these emotìons. The ent'ire issue of Why some emotjonal

messages in the verbal channel vvere perce'ived more accurately when

spoken by a female t,han a male wil1 require further evaluation using

multìple verbal portrayals of each emotion. The use of a'large

number of verbal statements portraying a gìven emotion would ìndicate

if the present findìngs were a function of the specific statements

usedn or if ìn fact lovìng and angry verbal messages are aìways

perceìved more accurately when spoken by females.

In Summary, there was no main effect for the Sex of the speaker

for vocal accuracy. The interactìon between the sex of the speaker

and the specific vocal emotions presented may have been a function of

the matching techniques used in the present study. The female
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speakers'verbal meSSageS Were, however, perceived more accurately

despite the fact the verbal messages presented were identical for

both male and female speakers. Further study of the effect of

speaker sex on the transm'ittion of verbal emotional messages 'is

recommended.

A Theoretìcal Understandinq of How the Vocal and Verbal Channels

I nteract

The second major concern of the present study was to establish a

theoret'ical bas'is f or analysing how the interaction between the

messages present in the vocal and verbal channels affects decoding of

the messages.

Davitz (1959 a, l96l) has suggested that vocal emot'ions can be

cons'idered on an activity djmensìon (active vs. passìve) and a

valence d'imens'ion (negative vs. positive). Using these two dimen-

sions, the present study constructed five possìb1e pairìngs for the

vocal and verbal messages.

Hypothesis rrf¡¡ stated that "the accuracy of decoding the message

in either the verbaj or vocal channel will be dependent on the degree

of congruency of the message in the other channel". The results for

vocal accuracy supported thìs hypothesis. When the vocal message

matched the verbal message (congruent s'ituatìon), subjects were very

accurate 'in detectìng the vocal emotion. The pairing of the vocal

emotion with 'its opposite (incongruent situat'ion), where the emotions

did not match on any known djmensions, caused a dramatic decrease in

vocal accuracy. These fìndings cleariy supported the hypothesis.
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When the vocal message was matched with a neutral message in the

Verbal channel, a significant drop in vocal accuracy occurred. How-

ever, since the neutral message waS not aS dissim'i lar as the

incongruent paìr'ing, the decrease in accuracy 1aas not as large as for

incongruent Pairings.

0n an a priori basis'it vvas d'iffìcult to deterrnìne whether the

valence match or actìvity rnatch could be considered most d'issimì lar.

The present results suggested that the valence pa'irings caused

sf ightly greater interference with vocal accuracy than the neutral

pair.ing. The actjv'ity pa'irings, however, showed greaterinterference

with vocal accuracy than the neutral paìrings, similar in extent to

the 'interf erence produced by the i ncongruent s'ituat j on.

To summarize brief 1y, 'it 'is clear that as the s'imì I arity between

the vocal and verbal messages increased the subjects accuracy ìn

detecting the vocal message ìncreased. Converse'ly, dS the two

messages became more dissim'i1ar, the accuracy in detectìng the vocal

message decreased.

It was assumed that Hypothesi S trf rt would al so apply when the

accuracy of detecting the verbal message was cons'idered. The results

f or verbal accuracy d'id 'in f act support Hypothesis rrf rr. l,jhen the

verbal message WaS the Same as the vocal meSSage, (congruent

situat'ion), subjects were highly accurate in detecting the verbal

message. The pairing of the verbal emotìon vç'ith its opposìte

(incongruent s'ituat'ion), where the emotions did not match on any

known d'imensions, caused a dramat'ic decrease in the subiects verbal

accuracy. These findings clearly supported the hypothesis.

I
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Verbal accuracy results differed from vocal accuracy results for

the act'ivity match and valence match conditions. For vocal accuracy,

the activìty match'interfered more than the valence match w'ith the

subjects' accurate detection of the emotion present. For verbal

accuracy this was reversed, with more interference from the valence

match.

Brìefly to summarìze, the findìngs for both vocal and verbal

accuracy support the notjon that as the sirn'ilarity between the vocal

and verbal messages 'increases, subject accuracy i n detect'ing the

messages present in the two channels decreases.

Summar.y and Concl usions

The present study demonstrated effects similar to those prev'ious-

ly reported in s'imp1e vocal channel studies. These inciuded:

'increased accuracy of detect'ing negatìve emotions, jncreased vocal

accuracy w'ith increasing subject ôgê, the tendency for vocal errors

to occur along the activity dimension, and decod'ing superiority among

female subjects. When considered together, these resujts strongly

suggest that the general ef f ects wh'ich have been establ i shed us'ing

only the vocal channel contìnue to operate when both the vocal and

verbal channels conta'in emotional messages.

The present results also clearly suggest that how accurately a

subject perce'ives an emotìonal message, in e'ither the verbal or vocai

channel, 'is a f unct'ion of the degree of congruence or simi larìty

between the emotions. As the emot'ions become more dissimì lar'

accuracy decreases.
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The abilìty to consider emotìon pairings on the basis of the five

categories, congruent, i ncongruent, matched with neutral, and

activìty match or valence match, provides researchers with an effec-

tive way of categorizìng spoken multipìe messages. The use of thìs

system would facil'itate the evaluation of results from stud'ies usìng

diverse mult'ip1e messages, and help researchers establish which para-

meters are of primary importance i n the transmi ssion of such

messages. That iS, the ab'ility to conceptualize various pa'iring in

one of five categories would allow researchers to evaluate stud'ies

usìng diverse stimuli, and help eliminate spurious expìanatìon of

results.

There are two other results wh'ich appear to have theoretìcal

implications for the study of nonverbal commun'ication.

The first'is that, for the verbal channel, positìve emotions

(happy and loving) were more accurately detected than negative

emotions. Thi s findìng suggests that Fenster's ( 
.l967) 

bel ief that

the increased accuracy 'in detecting negatìve emotions in the vocal

channej occurs because of jts "surVival Value" may not be tota'l'ly

correct. It may be that subjects use the vocal channel more for

ìnformation about negatìve emotional states, and'Lhe verbal channel

more for information about positìve emotional states.

The second fìndìng of theoretical 'importance was that total

errors did not decrease with increasing subiect age. This find'ing

serves as a caut'ion to researchers that they must exerci se care 'in

choosing outcome measures in developmental stud'ies. If one onìy

considers the vocal accuracy it appears that children are sìmp'ly
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immature adults. As the grow older they become better at the

decoding process. However, what happened in the present study ¡¡as

that children used a d'ifferent process than adults and did it in such

a wa.v as to be just as accurate at the fìnal task. It was the cho'ice

of processes and not overall accuracy that changed with age. It is

important that the general public be made more aware of such fìndìngs

s'ince often, especially in our education system, we treat children

s'imp1y as adults with ìmmature skills.

The present results suggested that there was a need for further

research in a number of areas. These are:

l) A closer evaluation of the effect of st'imulus valence and

stimulus activity needs to occur for the verbal channel.

Several verbal messages portraying each emotion need to be

used to ensure that the present results were not an

idìosyncratic effect of the specific words used. Such an

evaluation would cìarify 'if the verbal channel is primarily

used when subjects eval uate the posit'ive portion of the

mes sage.

2) The effect of the sex of the speaker on verbal messages also

needs to be studìed further. Cross-cultural studies could

help deterrnine if female speaker superiority, found in the

present study, was a funct'ion of the speci'lic SeX roles

assigned in our culture

3) The concept of channel congruency affecting subject accuracy

should be extended to include the visual as well as the vocal

channel. Such data would help consol'idate the wide range of
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results that presently exist for the verbal, voca'1, and/or

vi sual channei s.

4) The not'ion that the two channel s are used f or diff erent

informat'ion should be stud'ied further ìn order to establ'ish

if th'is effect generafizes across various verbal stimuli.
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CHAPTIR III

EXPERIMENT II

Experiment II had two purposes. The fìrst was to determine the

effect of the same variables used in Experiment I (verbal channe'1,

vocal channel, age of subiect, Sex of subject and sex of speaker) on

subjects'emot'ional reaction (SER) to vocal-verbal messages. The

second vvas to find whether or not the various types of emot'ional

pairings (i.e., congruent, non-congruent,, incongruent) had an effect

on the SER.

Towards these two ends, the des'ign of Experìment II was vìrtually

jdentical to the design of Experìment I wjth'the exceptìon of the

response that Was measured. In the present experiment, instead of

being asked to ìdentify the emotion present as'in Experiment Io

subjects were asked to indicate how the speaker's statement made them

feel. As was the case for Experiment I, subjects Were not required

to make a verbal response, but simpìy to ind'icate their reaction to

the statements by poìntìng to one of five pictorial representations.

This pointìng technique was used to remove possible age differences

in verbal ski I I s.

Experìment II used the Same design as txperiment I for three

reasons. The first was to ensure that the variables used in

Experiment Ii were those most 1ìkely to have an effect on SER. Sjnce

the five variables used in Experìment I have been shown to affect

subject's accuracy of decoding vocal meSSageS' 'it waS likely that
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they would also affect SER. Therefore, it vvas important that these

variables be included in the design of Experiment II.

The second reason for using the same design was to ensure that

the data from the two experìments were comparable. That iS, the

results from txperìment I could be utìlized to explain the results

from Experiment II. 
l

The final reason for employ'ing the same desìgn related to the

fact that the use of specific emotions allowed for the evaluatìon of

the effect of types of emotìon paìring-s. Since the emotions used to

construct the varìous types of pa'irings were always the same, any

d'ifferences in SER for the types of pairing would have to be due to

the type of paìr'ing and not the specifjc emotions used.

Four hypotheses on pa'irì ng types were put forth. The first
( hypothe s'i s " a" , p . 71) suggested that as the 'i ncongruency between

the two messages 'increased, SER would become more negatìve. The

second (hypothesis "b", p. 7)) suggested that adults would exhib'it a

greater negative reaction to ìncongruent and noncongruent messages

than would children. The th'ird (hypothesis "c", p.71) suggested

that confl'ictìng statements produced by male speakers would have a

greater negative effect on SER than conf l'ict'ing statements produced

by female speakers. The fourth (hypothesis "d", p. 71) suggested

that there would be an'interactjon between the sex of the speaker and

the age of the subjects for conflict'ing messages, wibh the increased

negatìve react'ion to male speakers being more evident'in younger

subj ects.
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METHOD

Experiment II began no sooner than 72 hours and no later than 96

hours after the end of Experiment I.

Sub ects

The subjects used in txperiment II were identical to those used

in Experiment I. Those subjects who receìved male speakers 'in

Experiment I received female speakers in Experìment II, whìle those

who had recejved female speakers in Experiment I received male

speakers in Experiment II. This procedure tnlas used 'in order to

decrease subject f am'i I i arity wì th the stimul i .

Apparatus

The apparatus was the same as that used in Experìment I.

Stimul i

The st'imulj were the same 25 phrases spoken by a male and 25

phrases spoken by a female used 'in Experìment I.

Five Face Emotional Reaction Scale

Buck (1973, 1974) has developed a five point pictorìal scale that

'is an effect'ive tool for having children rate their emot'ional

experience. The scale cons'ists of five circle faces representing

very happy, happy, neutraln unhappy and very unhappy, as shown in

Appendix K. This scale eliminates the necessity for the subject to

be able either to read or to write. This five-face scale was used'in
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the present experiment to measure the subjects'reactìon to the

stimuli, that is, how the stimuli made the subjects "feel". The

faces used were a modificatìon of Buck's (.l973, 1974) orìgina1

stimul i.
In order to assess the effect'iveness of the modìfied faces, they

were presented along with Buck's original faces to twenty-sìx under-

graduate psychology students. They were requested to chose whìch set

of faces best represented the very happy to very unhappy scale.

Twenty-three of the twenty-s'ix of the undergraduate psycho'logy

students chose the modifjed version as the better representation of

the fjve emot'ional reactions. Accordìng1y, the modified scale vvas

used ìn the present research. The modified scale was reproduced on B

1/2" x ll" sheets of paper with the approprìate emotional label typed

under each of the f ive faces. A copy of the scale is presented in

Appendix L.

Half of the subjects received faces go'ing from very happy at the

left to very unhappy at the right, whìle the other half rece'ived

faces go'ing from very happy at the rìght to very unhappy at the left.

Procedure

The same five ìndependent variables were included in Experiment

iI as in Experìment I: emotion presented 'in the verbal channel

(angry, happy, sad, ìoving, and neutraì), emotion presented in the

vocal channel (angry, happy, sad, 'loving, and neutral), age of

subject (7, 9, ll and 23 years), sex of subject, and sex of speaker.
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Emot'ion presented in the verbal channel and emot'ion presented in

the vocal channel were within-subject varìables whjle the age of sub-

ject, sex of subiect, and sex of speaker !!ere between-subject

vari ab I es.

Sìnce all subiects had previously been exposed to recordings, the

procedure used in Experiment I to accustom the subjects to recordìngs

was not repeated

Subjects were shown the sheet containing the five-face rating

scale. They were told that the five faces represented someone who

was feelìng very happy, happy, neutral (ne'ither happy nor unhappy),

unhappy and very unhappy. Subiects were then asked to point to the

face whìch v\,as very happy, happy, ne'ither happy nor unhappy, unhappy

and very unhappy. The procedure continued until subjects made five

choìces without an error.

Subjects were then 'instructed:

Now you are go'ing to hear some more recordings except th]s
time it will be ã man (woman) speaking. After you hear the
man (woman) speal< I want you to 'imagine they were talking to
you and poìnt to the face whìch represents how you would
f eel 'if the man (wornan) were talking to you.

To 'insure that the subjects understood the procedure they were

then i nstructed:

Suppose someone said to you "I'm mad at you, w€'re not going
to the park today" n hornt would you feel? t'lhich f ace would
you po'int to? How woul d you f eel if someone said " I I ove

Jou, you're very specìa'1"? Wh'ich face would you point to?
How would you feel if someone said "It certainly was hot
today"? t'Jhich face would you poìnt to?

Thi s procedure ¡¡as repeated untì I the subjects made three

consecutive appropriate responses. They were then told:
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Now I am going to p'lay the recordìngs and aft,er each one I
want you to poìnt to the face that looks the way you would
feel if the person were taìkìng to you. Then wa'it for the
next person.

The record'ing of the 25 speech samples were then presented to the

groups of subjects using the same randomìzing techniques as in

Experìment I.

The face chosen from the five point scale tnlas recorded for each

subject's response to each of the 25 recorded messages. Each of

these choices was assigned a value frc¡m one for very unhappy to five

for very happy. Subjects' scores were summed for each of the experi-

mental cells and djvided by the quotient to y'ie'ld a "mean subject

reactjon value" ranging from I to 5.

RESULTS

The results are presented in two sections. The first consjsts of

a brief discussion of the rationale for the ma'in ana'lys'is used and

the rules used for graphical presentatìon. The second sectìon con-

ta'ins the data ana'lysis for the subiects'reactjons to the stimulj.

Rat'ionale f or Analys'is and Rules for Graphical Production

Unl 'ike Experiment I the present experiment was des'igned to have

only one dependent measure. This removed the necess'ity for conduct-

ing a MANCQVA. However, the same MANCQVA analysis vvas used as in

Experiment I, for two reasons. F'irst, the MANC0VA allowed for a

priorì comparìsons evaluating the effect of specific vocal/verbal

pairing which were of prime interest. Second, it,was irnportant to
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ma.inta1n consistency between the two experiments in order to use the

data from Experiment I to heìp evaluate the data from Experiment II'

The between-subiects factors were tested aS a un'ivariate

factorial design, with the dependent variable being the sum of the

accuracy scores over the 25 combìnations of verbal and vocal messages.

The hypotheses tested were exactly the same as those tested in a

un.ivariate repeated measures ANC0VA. However, a mult'ivarìate tech-

nique of analysis was used to test them.

The multivariate analysis involved creating nevv varìables whìch

were differences among levels (emotions) of the wìthin-subjects

factors. The number of these contrasts created among the levels

(differences between accuracy on different emotions) was determined

by the number of degrees of freedom. These contrasts represented the

new dependent variables. Each ma'in effect and'interaction of wìthin-

celIs factors vvas treated aS a "package" of the dependent variable

contrasts which were created to compare their various levels. A

MANC0VA test of the between-subjects effects on the dependent variable

package, comprising a main effect or the interactjon, yieìded the

test of the within-subiect effect as the^test of the grand mean. The

'interact'ion of the w'ithìn-subjects f actor's interactiono wìth each

between-subiect factorn pìus each between subiect interaction, Was

the test of that between-subjects effect on the package of varjables

def ining the w'ithin-subjects effect

For clarity of presentation a number of convent'ions were followed

when produc'ing the graphs. Fìrst, for uniformity, the Y axìs on all

graphs WaS produced using the "mean subjects'reaction value". A
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second conventjon was that untransformed data were plotted in all

cases. This was done despite the fact that the data for w'ith'in sub-

ject factors were transformed into contrasts during the analysis as

described above (Appendix M). Thìs convention was adopted for ease

of expìaìning effects in the majn analysìs. A more detaìled evalua-

tion of the contribut'ion of the specìfìc contrasts js presented in

the sectjons dealing with a prìori comparisìons.

Subjects' Reaction to Vocall y-Verbal I y Presented Emotional Messaqes

Twenty-five SER scores for the emotions portrayed by the speaker

were obta'ined for each of the 1?0 subiects. These represented one

judgement for each of the ?5 possible verbal'ly-vocaìly presented

emotions. Each judgement was given a score of one, tvvo, threeo four

or fjve dependìng on whether the subject ìnd'icated his/her reaction

vvas very unhappy, unhappy, neutral, happy, or very happy, respect-

ive1y. This yie'lded 25 scores of one through five for each subject.

Main Analysis

A mult'ivariate ana'lysis of covariance (Finn, .l976) 
was conducted

on the raw scores. The des'ign contained three between factors: age

of subject (four 1evels), sex of subiect (two'leveìs), and sex of

speaker (two levels); and two with'in factors: message present in the

vocal channel, (five ìeve1s), and message present in the verbal

channel (fìve leveìs). There was also a covariate, i.Q. of subiect.

There were l0 subjects in each of the cells. The 25 raw scores,

(one for each vocal-verbal message combination) were transformed into
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a series of comparìsons in order to produce a new series of varìables

f or the w'ith'in-subject variables (Appendix M). The new variables

Were produced following the rationale oublined at the beginning of

thi s chaPter.

An addit'ional analysis was conducted to evaluate the effect of

the covariate on the between and within subject varìables. The

desìgn contained I.Q., vocal emotion, verbal emotion, age of subject,

sex of subject, and sex of speaker. Multiple r values of 0.06, 0.13,

0.09 and 0.06 were obtained for the between subject variables

effects, vocaì channel effects, verbal channel effects and vocal x

verbal channel interaction effects respectively. Table 9 shows that

the covariate was non-s'ignìficant for the between subiect varjables

(F=0.66, p)0.40) , vocal channel (t=2.41,p>0.05), verba'l

channel (l = ì.03, p > 0.30), and the verbal x vocal channei

interact'ions (F = 0.57.' p-> 0.80). These resuits jndicated that

subsequent analysis could be conducted omitting the covariate.

Results for the main mult'ivariate analys'is of variance are

summerized in Table 10. As noted earlier the results are described

with emphasi s on lrai n eff ects, two-way 'interactì ons, and a priori

analys'is s'ince these contained the maiority of information of

theoretical 'importance for the present study.

Main Effects

Vocal Channel Mesqqge

F'igure 23 'il lusbrates the effect of the emotion presented in the

vocal channel on the SER. The figure suggests 'bhat the djfferent
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emotions produced different react'ions. In supportn the maìn analysis

yielded a highìy sìgnifìcant effect for the message presented in the

vocal channel (F = 53.89, g < 0.0001).

Further inspection of the figure suggests that the negative

emotions (angry pìus sad) produced a more negative reactìon (a lower

score of 2.633.l) than did the posìtìve emotions (happy plus loving)

(3.2181). The a priori analysìs showed that this difference was

highly sìgnificant (F = 203.68, p < 0.0001).

Verbal Channel Messaqe

The effect of the emot'ional message presented in the verbal

channel is'illustrated'in Fìgure 24. The figure suggests that the

varjous emot'ions produced differing SER. In support, the ma'in

analysis yìelded a highly sìgnificant effect (F = 365.68, g< 0.0001).

Further examinatìon of the figure suggests that, as for the vocal

channel, the negat'ive emotions (angry plus sad) y'ielded a more nega-

tjve reaction than the posìt'ive emotìons (happy plus loving). The

mean subjects' reaction for angry plus sad was l.9BBl, wh'ile the mean

reaction for happy plus lov'ing was 3.8980. The a priori analysìs

showed that this diff erence v,ras hìgh'ly signìf icant (F- = 1374.87,

p < 0.0001) .

Age of Subject

Figure 25 illustrates the effect of age on the SER to the

emobìonal message. The fìgure shows that as subject age 'increased

the SER became more negative. In conf irmat'ion the ma'in analysi s
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TABLE 9

F Values for Test of Hypothesis of No Assoc'iation Between

Dependent and Independent Variables (effect of covariate)

FACTOR df F p.

Between Subjects

Vocal Channel

Verbal Channel

Vocal x Verbal Channel

.l,.l43

4,140

4,140
.l6, 

I 28

0.6640

2.4140

I .0395

0.5719

.41 66

.051B

.3892

.9000
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TABLE IO

Main Analysìs of Variance

(without covarìate)

SOURCE df l p

Between Subjects

Sex of Speaker (E)

Sex of Subject (S)

Age

SexExSexS

Sex E x Age

Sex S x Age

SextxSexSxAge

I,144

I,.l44

3,144

1,144

3,144

3,144

3, 144

24.6380

0. I 669

9.2820

0.6878

1 .7 403

0. 9550

0.2698

.000.¡*

.6835

.000 I *

.4083

.l6t4

.41 59

.8471

I'li thi n Sub jects

Vocal

Voca I

Vocal

Voca I

Vocal

Vocal

Vocal

Voca I

x Sex

x Sex

x Age

x Sex

x Sex

x Sex

x Sex

t

4, l4l

4,141

4,l4l

I 2,383

4, l4l

12,373

12,373

12,373

53.8920

5.6102

0. 855 2

3.6358

0.3182

2.4588

0.8464

r .51 6l

.0001 *

.0004*

.4927

.000 l*

.8654

.0043*

.6026

..l157

I

ExSexS

ExAge

SxAge

ExSexSxAge
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TABLE l0 (Cont'd)

SOURCE df F p

Verbal

Verbal

Verba I

Verbal

Verba I

Verbal

Verbal

Verbal

x Sex

x Sex

x Age

x Sex

x Sex

x Sex

x Sex

E

S

4,141

4,141

4,.l41

12,373

4,141

12,373

12,373

12,373

365. 6855

11.4244

0.577 2

7.7752

0. Bl 39

1.4302

1 .57 22

1"5952

.000 l*

.0001*

.6834

.0001

.5183

..l495

.0973

.0906

E_xSexS

ExAge

SxAge

ExSexSxAge

Vocal

Voca I

Vocal

Voca I

Vocal

Voca I

Vocal

Voca I

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Verbal

Verbal

Verba I

Verbal

Verba I

Verbal

Verbal

Verbal

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

16,129

Sex E 16,129

Sex S 16,129

Age 48,384

SexExSexS 16,129

SexExAge 48,384

SexSxAge 48,384

SexExSexSxAge4B,3B4

13.4182

6.2339

0. 87 50

1 .717 2

I .41 49

I .9630

1.9516

0.9208

. 000 l*

.0001*

.5989

.0032*

.1445

.0003*

.5680

.6357
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Figure 23

Effect of message present in the vocal

channel on subjects' reaction.
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Figure 24

Effect of the message present

in the verbal channel on subjects'

react i on.
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Figure 25

Effect of age of subject on

subjects' reaction.
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yielded a highly significant result (F =

figure further suggests that the majorìty of

the seven year old level. In fact there

difference among the other three age groups.

(Iukey H.S.D.) for the seven year old group

age groups yielded a significant djfference

the twenty-three and seven year o1d groups.
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9.28,p(0.0001). The

this change occurred at

appeared to be l'ittle
Comparison of the mean

with each of the other

(g < 0.OS) only between

Sex of Speaker

F'igure 26 illustrates the effect that the sex of the speaker had

on the SER to the emot'ional message. The figure shows that female

speakers produced, overalì, a more posit'ive reactìon in subjects than

male speakers. This was reflected in a highly signìficant main

effect for sex of speaker (I = 24.63, g ( 0.0001).

Two-tlay Interactions

Vocal Channel x Verbal Channel Interactions

Figure 27 illustrates the interact'ion between the vocal message

and the verbal message. The fìgure suggests that the SER to the

message was a f unct'ion of the specif ic pa'irì ng between the messages

presented 'in the vocal and verbal channel s. The ma'in analysi s

conf irmed th'is notion, yìeldìng a highly s'ignif icant resul'b

(F = 13.41, p( 0.000.l). This interactjon suggested that the type of

pairing may have had an effect on SER. Th'i s possibì ì ity was

evaluated by a series of a priori comparisons (Appendix M). Results

of the a priori analys'is are presented 'in Table I l.
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Figure 26

Effect of sex of speaker on

subjects' react'ion.
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Figure 27

Effect of the interaction between

vocal message and verba'l message

on subjects' reaction.
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TABLE I I

A Priori Univariate Analysis of Varjance

(Scored Subjects' Reaction)

SOURCE* df t
2.9165

I 0 .3683

g

0. 0899

0.0016*)k*

Same vs. Opposite

Neutral vs. other I + 2

( Verbaì )

4,141

4,141

Neutral vs. same
( Verba'l )

4,141 10.6686 0.0014***

0ther vs. Other 2 4,141

4,l4l

0.61 B0

4.1465

0.6826

0.0436**Neutral vs. other I + 2
(Voca1 )

Neutral vs. same
(Voca1)

4,141 5.8633 0.0168**

Angry + Say vs. Happy + Lov'ing
(Vocal )

4,.l4.l 203.6801 0.000.l***

Angry + Sad vs. Happy + Lovjng
( Verba 1 )

4,141 1374.7643 0.000.|***

* Descri ption of nomenclature is presented 'in Appendix M.
05**

***
p.
p.

<0.
<0. 0 I
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All of the pairing types (congruent, incongruent, valence match,

actívity match, match with neutral) conta'ined each of the five

emotional messages in both the verbal and vocal channels. Since the

various types of pairings were constructed using the same emotìons,

djfferences between SERs to the various types must have been a

function of the pa'iring and not of the emotions presented in ejther

the vocal or verbal channel.

Hypothesi s rrar¡ stated that as the di screpancy [¡etween the

messages present in the two channels increased, there would be an

jncreased negat'ive effect on the SER. Thus, there should have been a

more negat'ive reaction to the'incongruent (opposjte) pairings than to

the congruent (same) pairings. The congruent pairings in fact

yìelded a mean value of 2.9702 while the incongruent pa'irings y'ielded

a mean of 2.9000. Although the difference vvas in the hypothesìzed

direction, it was not s'ignìficant. The a priorì analysis of variance

yìelded F = 2.91, g > 0.05 f or the congruent vs. incongruent pa'irìngs.

l,,Jhen the emotions ìn the vocal channel were pa'ired w'ith a neutral

verbal message they y'ielded a mean react'ion of 2.8234. Th j s val ue

appears more positive than the mean of 2.9703 obtained for the

congruent paìrìng. In support the a priori analysìs of variance

yielded a highly sign'ifjcant effecb for th'is comparison (F = 10.66

p < 0.0002).

The mean for, paired with a neutral verbal message (2,8234), rnlas

also compared to the mean for the actìvìty match plus the valence

match (2.9668). It appeared that pairìng with neutral produced a

significant'ly more negatìve reaction than the activity plus valence
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match. In support, the a prìori analysìs of variance yielded a

h'ighly signif icant result (F = 10.36, p < 0.002).

Comparison of the means for actìv'ity match (2.9766) and valence

match (2.9578) suggested that these matches had the same effect on

SERs. The a priori analys'is supported th'is notjon, yieiding a

non-sjgnìficant result (F = 0.16, P) 0.6).

It was also of interest to evaluate the situation in which the

emot'ions ìn the verbal channel were paired with a neutrai message in

the vocal channel. These pairings yìelded a mean reaction value of

2.8859. This value appeared more negat'ive than the 2.g7}g obtained

for congruent pairings. The a prìori ana'lysis supported this notion,

yìelding a siglìficant effect (F = 5.86, !.< 0.02). It also appears

that the presence of the neutral emot'ion 'in the vocal channel yielded

a more negative SER than the activity plus valence matches (2.9667).

The a priorì analys'is also supported this notion, yieìdìng a signifi-

cant effect for the comparision (F = 4.14, !. < 0.05).

To summarize brìef1y, the congruent paìrings produced the most

posit'ive SER (2.9703), foilowed by activity plus valence pairings

(2.96ôB), incongruent paìrings (2.9000) , paìr'ing with neutral 'in the

vocal channel (2.8859), and pa'iring with neutral 'in the verbal channel

(2.8234). 0niy the differences between the congruent pairings and

the two pairings with neutral were statjst'ically significant.

Interaction Effect of Subi ect Aqe and Channel Messaqe

Fi gure 28

vocal message

illustrates the

with age had on

ef f ect that the i nteract'ion of t,he

the SER. The figure shows that as
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Figure 28

Effect of interact'ion of vocal message

and age on subjects' reaction.
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subject age increased there waS an overal I 'increased posìtive

reaction to pos'itive emotional messages (1ov'in9, happy), and an

overal I 'increased negat'ive reaction to negative emotional messages.

The ma'in analysis supported this notion, yie'lding a signìficant vocal

message x age of subiect interaction (F = 3.63, g < 0.0001).

However, post hoc comparisons of the means (Tukey H.S.D.) for the

Seven year o1d group and the twenty-three year old group on each of

the vocal emotions 'indicated that only the increased negat'ive

reactions to angry and sad were significant (g < 0.01).

In summary, as age 'increased, subjects reacted with significantly

increased negative fee'ling towards negat'ive vocal emotions. They

also apparentìy reacted'in a slìght'ly more positìve way to posìtive

emotìons, but thi s change 1aas not statìst'ical ly s'ignif icant.

The effect of the interaction between verbal message and age of

subject is presented'in Figure 29. The figure shows that the effect

of the various emotjons changed differential 1y wjth increasing

subject age. The maìn analysìs confirmed th'is notion, yielding a

highly significant effect (F = 7.77, p_< 0.0001). The fìgure further

suggests that the positive emotions had less of a posit'ive effect as

subject age jncreased. Comparis'ions of the means (Tukey H.S.D.) for

loving and happy (seven and twenty-three year old groups) supported

this notìon (p < 0.0.l). The effect of the neutral statement appears

not to have signìficantly changed over age. Again, comparison of the

means for the seven and twenty-three year old groups supported this

notjon, yieìdìng a non-sìgnifìcant effect (g> 0.05). The negative

emotions, angry and sad, appear to haVe had different effects over
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Figure 29

Effect of interaction between

verbal message and age of

subject on subjects' reactìon.
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âgê, wìth sad producing a substantially decreased negative effect as

subjects became older, and angry, on'ly a slightìy decreased effect.

Comparìsons of the means for the SeVen and twenty-three year old

groups supported these observatìons, yielding a s'ignìficant effect

for sad (p < 0.01), and a non-sìgnificant effect for angry (g> 0.05).

Interactive Effects of Sex of Speaker with Channel Messaqe

F'igure 30 shows the vocal message x the sex of the speaker

jnteraction. The figure suggests that the amount of pos'itìve SER to

female as compared to male speakers varied among the vocal emotions.

In support, the main analysis y'ieìded a significant result for the

vocal message x sex of speakerinteraction (F = 5.61, p < 0.0004) .

The f igure further suggests that female speakers produced more

posi'Live subject reactions for all vocalìy presented emotìons, w'ith

the exceptìon of neutral. Comparison of male and female speaker

means for the five emotions (Tukey H.S.D.) only partia'lly supported

this not'ion. The differences for ìov'ing and angry were sign'ifìcant

(g < 0.01 ) , wh'i le the differences for happy and sad only tended

toward sìgnìficance (g < 0. l0) . For neutral the means were

effectively the same (g> 0.05).

Figure 3l 'illustrates the effecL that the verbal message x sex of

the speakerinteract'ion had on the SER. The f igure suggests that the

posìtive reaction to female speakers varied in amount from emotion to

emotìon. The ma'in ana'lys'is supported this contentìon, yie'lding a

highly sign'if icant result (l = I1.4?, P_ < 0.0001). The f igure
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Figure 30

Effect of ìnteraction between

vocal message and sex of speaker

on subjects' reaction.
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Fìgure 31

Effect of interaction between sex

of speaker and message present in

the verbal channel on subjects' reaction.
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further suggests that the positive subject reactjon to. female

speakers was only ìarge for the happy message. Comparisons of the

mean (Turkey, H.S.D.) for male and female speakerso for each of the

five emot'ions, supported thìs notìon, yìe'ldìng a signjficant result

only for happy (p < 0.01).

Interactìon of the Between Subject Variables and the Vocal x Verbal

I nteracti on

Figure 32'illustrates the effect of subject age on the verbal

message x vocal message'interaction. The change'in SER with age was

affected d'ifferentìa1ly by the various verbal-vocal pairings, (the

main analysis F = 1.71, g(0.003). it was hypothesìzed (hypothesis

"b") that adult subjects would be more sensitive to incongruent

pairings than child subjects and would, therefore, show increased

negat'ive react'ions. Means for the twenty-three year old group were

compared, post hoc (Tukey H.S.D.), for the congruent, incongruent and

verbal neutral pa'irings. The means were 2.8250,2.7813 and 2.7125

respectìvely. Differences, although 'in the expected directìon, rntere

smal I and non-s'ignìf icant (g > 0.{lS¡. The means at the seven year

old level were 3..l063, 3.'l000, and 2.9313 for congruent, ìncongruent,

and verbal neutral pairings, respective'ly. Djfferences were, agaìn,

ìn the correct djrection but small and non-significant (g > 0.05).

F'igure 33 ìllustrates that the effect of the sex of the speaker

was modifìed, to varying degrees, by the verbal message-vocaì message

pairings. The ma'in analysjs confirmed this notìon, y'ie1dìng a highly

sìgnìficant result (F = 6.23, g < 0.0001).
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Figure 32

Effect of interaction between vocal

message, verbal message, and age of

subject on subjects' reaction.
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Figure 33

Effect of ìnteraction between the

verbal message, vocal message, and sex

of speaker on subjects' reaction.
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it was hypothesized (hypothesis trc') that male speakers would be

perceived as more negative than female speakers when producing

incongruent statements. Figure 34 shows that male and female

speakers produced approximately equaì mean values, 2.9594 and 2.9813

respectively, for congruent paìrings. For ìncongruent pairings male

speakers yielded a mean SER of 2.6531, wh'ile female speakers produced

a mean SER of 3.1469. Female speakers appear to have produced a more

positive emot'ional reactìon than male speakers. A post hoc

comparison of these means (Tukey H.S.D. ) supported this notion,

yield'ing a sìgn'if icant result (p. < 0.05) . Although th'is comparìson

appears to support hypothesìs "c", it should be noted that SER to

f emale speakers f or ì ncongruent statements tr'tas 'in the oppos'ite

dìrection from that expected. That 'is, female speakers produced a

more posìtìve SER when speaking 'incongruent statements than congruent

ones. Verbal neutral pa'irings yielded a mean of 2.7312 for male

speakers, and a mean of 2.9156 for female speakers. Although both

means were ìn the expected direct'ion they appeared to differ from

each other onìy slightly. A comparison of these two means (Tukey

H.S.D. ) supported thjs nobion, yielding a non-sìgnificant result

(p > 0.05).

In summary, although the sex of the speakerinteracted sìgnifi-

cantly with the verbal-vocal paìrings, this inberactjon cannot be

accounted for sìmply 'in terms of the degree of diss'imi larìty between

the five types of pairings. Factors other than the emotion pairings

must have been i nvol ved i n producì ng th'is complex 'interaction.

Therefore, hypothes'is "c" was not supported.
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Interactive Effect of Age of Subj ect. Sex of Speaker and Vocal Messaqe

The three-way vocal channel x sex of speaker x age of subject

interaction is illustrated in Figure 34. The figure suggests that a

complex interactìon occurred among the variabìes, producing varìous

eff ects on SER to the e.motional messages. The ma'in analysi s

supported this notion, yìelding a sìgnif icant three-way 'interactìon

(F = 2.45, p < 0.0004). This interaction ìs uninterperatable, and

of no theoretical importance ìn the present study, and w'ill thus not

be discussed further.

Four-hJay Interact'i on

0n1y one four-way interaction, verbal message x vocal message x

sex of speaker x subject age, was sìgnìficant (L = .l.96, p< 0.003).

Thìs complex interaction is not'illustrated and wjll not be d'iscussed

further.

DI SCUSSiON

As noted in the Introduction, Experiment I I was prìmari ly exp'lor-

atory'in nature. It was designed to evaluate what effect the vocal

and verbal messages had on SER. The developmental trends invoived in

this process were of prime ìmportance. The effects of sex of subject

and sex of speaker were also explored.

Results from the present experiment are d'iscussed in the same

order as those in Experiment I. Data from Experìment I are referred

to when helpful for understandìng the present find'ings.
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Fìgure 34

Effect of ìnteraction between vocal

message, sex of speaker and age of

subject on subjects' reactìon.
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Vocal and Verbal Channel tffects

The most consistent result from the present study was that how a

subject "felt" about a spoken message was in direct relation to the

valence (pos'itìveness or negativeness) of the messôges in both the

verbal and vocal channels. In the case of the verbal channel, both

negative emotional statements (angry and sad) yielded h'igh1y nega-

t'ive SERs. Conversely, both the posit'ive emotional statements (happy

and loving) yielded a h'ighìy posit'ive SERs" The neutral statement,

as expected, Jielded SER approximateiy half way between those

produced by the pos'itive and negatìve statements.

Subjects' reactions to the messages presented in the vocal

channel were very simìlar to those wh'ich occurred for the verbal

channel. Angry and sad both produced negative SERs. Converse'ly the

positive emot'ions (happy and loving) produced positìve SERs. It
should be noted that the happy tone had a more positive effect on the

subjects than the lovìng tone. This difference cannot be exp'lained

simply by the fact that subjects'could detect happy wjth greater

accuracy than loving. Although such a difference was shown in the

Experiment i datan a similar detect'ion difference was also shown for

the negative emot'ions. S'ince only the positive emot'ions produced a

diff erence ì n the StR, f actors other than d'iff erences 'in accuracy of

detection must have been ìnvolved.

A major concern in the present study was the effect that the

specìfìc types of vocal-verbal pairìngs had on the SER. Hypothesis

rrarr stated that "'incongruency between the two channels will produce a

negatìve response from the subject. More specìfica'lìy, the hì9her
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the degree of discrepancy between the two channels, the more negative

the reaction of the subject". The present results only partialìy

supported thi s hypothes'i s. t^Jhì I e noncongruent (2.967 2) and

'incongruent (2.9000) pa'irìngs produced SERs that tended to be more

negatìve than that obta'ined for congruent (2.9702) pairings, only

pairings w'ith neutral (2.8234) were sìgnificantly more negative.

Furthermore, the degree of negat'ive SER for the various pairings was

not as expected. Experiment I suggested that the most extreme

discrepancy occurred for the incongruent pairìngs, and the least

extreme, for paìr'ings wìth neutraj. That iS, 'in Experiment I

ìncongruent pairìngs Were perceìved with the poorest accuracy, wh'i1e

pairings with neutral were perce'ived with the least loss of

accuracy. Therefore, ìncongruent pa'irìngs should have produced the

most negtive SER, while pairings vv'ith neutral should have produced

the least negat'ive.

Experiment II results suggest that the reverse occurred. The

most negative SER was produced by neutral pairings' and the least

negative, wìth 'incongruent pa'irings. It appears that although

subjects d'id react negatìvely to non-congruent messageso the degree

of negativity produced by the various pairìngs cannot be simpiy

explained by evaluating the diss'im'i1arìty between the verbal and

vocal emotìons.

There are two possible exp'lanations for the present results. The

first is based on the findings of Bugental, Kaswan and Love (.l970)'

whìch suggested that subiects tend to use "channel discounting".

That iso when subjects are required to decode a noncongruent message,
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they tend to ìgnore (discount) ìnput from one channel. It ìs

possibìe that the channel dìscounting process raras easier to apply

when two d'istinct, highly diff erent, choìces were ava'ilable (i.e.,
'incongruent pa'irìngs). However, when there vvas less distinctìon

between the two messages, as in the case of paìr'ings with neutral, it

may be that subjects became uneasy about dìscounting. Thi s

uneas'iness could be translated into a more negative subiective

reaction. Such subjective reactions to the djscounting process would

account for the fact that SERs were almost'in the reverse order to

the degree of dìfference between the two messages. The existence of

such subject'ive reactjons to the discountìng process aree however,

strìcty speculatìve.

The second explanat'ion'is based on the observat'ion that the small

groups of children would frequently laugh when 
, 
an incongruent

vocal-verbal pai ri ng was presented. It vvas as 'if the ch'i ldren

perce'ived the highly incongruent pa'irings as a form of humour. This

matches with the Encyclopedia Britannica's (Volume 9) definition of

humour: "It is the sudden clash between two mutualìy exclusive codes

of rules--or assoc'iat'ive contexts--that produces the comic effect.

It compels the lìstener to perceìve the sìtuation in two

self-consistent but ìncompatib'le frames of reference at the Same

tìme". That 'is, when the vocal-verbal pairings became h'igh1y

d'ifferent they were perceìved as so d'ifferent as to be incompatable

and therefore humourous. Such an effect would produce posìt'ive

subject'ive reaction to h'ighìy divergent st'imuli. Thìs positìve

subjective react'ion to hìghìy divergent pairings would exp'lain why
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incongruent paìrings were reacted to more positively than neutral

pairings. Humour as an explanat'ion for the present results was

supported by the fact that adults who generated the vocal stimuli

reported a good deal of dìfficulty ìn producing the highly djssimìlar

messages. Speakers often reported that these pairings vvere so

unnatural that it was d'iff icult to imag'ine a situation 'in which they

mìght occur.

Two f actors may have enhanced subjects' ab'i 1 i ty to perc'ieve

incongruent pairings as humour. Fìrst, children were seen in groups

of four. It was obseved that if one ch'ild in a group laughed at an

ìncongruent message, the other children would rapìd1y copy them. The

second factor was that the present study also attempted to set a

high'ly relaxed positive atmosphere for the sess'ions. Such a "fun"

atmosphere may well have encouraged subjects to feel non-threatened

by the confìicting messages, and to think some of the messages were

intended to be funny. A more structured and 'impersonal approach

mìght yield more subject uneasiness when highly d'ivergent messages

are presented, and thus produce an i ncreased negati ve subiect

reactìon. Further research ìs needed to clarify this process. Thìs

could be accompl'ished by askìng subjects to rate the 'intended humour

'in various vocal-verbal pa'irings.

The present resultso which suggest that noncongruent messages

produce a negat'ive SER, are'in general agreement w'ith those from a

recent study by McCluskey (1980). He used the Buck (19i5) fjve face

rat'ing scale 'in evaìuat'ing subiect'ive reactjon to congruent and

contrad'ictory statements. Hj s results suggested that subjects
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reacted more negatìve1y to contradictory statements than to congruent

statements. It appears that McC'luskey's results were stronger than

those found in the present study in that the d'ifferences obtained for

ìncongruent pairings vvere statjstically sign'ificant. It is very

d'iffìcult to determine what was respons'ible for the larger magn'itude

of McCluskey's results sjnce hjs study differed from t,he present

study ìn type of stimuli, sex of subjects, sex and type of speakers,

and specificity of analysis.

in summary, both the message ìn the vocal and verbal channels

affected SER in dìrect accordance with the'ir valence. That ì S,

positive messages produced positive subject'ive react'ions, and

negative messages produced negatìve subjectìve react'ions. The

hypothesis that a negative subjective reactìon would occur as the

vocal-verbal paìrings became more incongruent vvas only partìa1ly

supported. When the two messages were only somewhat divergent,

subjects showed a sìgnifìcant negative react'ion. When the two

messages were hìghìy divergent, subjects showed ejther a smal ler

(non-s'ignifìcant) negatìve reaction, or no negative reaction. Two

possible explanations were presented. F'irst, it may have been that

when messages were h'ighly dìvergent, the choice of which channel to

d'iscount was sìmple and no subject discomfort occurred. Second, 'it

may be that subjects were experìenc'ing the high.ly dìvergent, messages

as a form of humour which produced positive subject'ive react'ion.

Regardless of which explanatìon is correct, ìt is clear that the

effect on SER of congruence or noncongruence of emotìon paìrings was

very weak when compared to the effect of the valence of the emotions
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used on SER. One impfication of this relative weakness'is that it is

un1ìke1y that incongruent messages could be responsible for producìng

a djsorder of such major magnìtude as sch'izophrenia. If incongruent

pairìngs were, as Bateson, et al. (1956) have suggested, part of the

etiology of schìzophrenian then one would expec'b the effect that such

pairings produce to be very slrong. The effects are in fact weak.

Circumstantial support for Bateson, et al.'s (1956) position, present

'in the l iterature, may be a f unct'ion of non-casual correlat'ional

factors. The findìng that disturbed families produce more conflict-

ing messages (Bugental, €t â1., 197); Bugental, 1974) may simply

reflect the general stress present in these families. Furthermore,

the recent finding of (McCluskey, l9B0) that "d'isturbed" subjects

react more negatìve'ly to conf I icting statements may s'impìy ref lect

that these subjects are more sensit'ive to stress. Clearly, ìt is

important that further research be conducted to evaluate the effect

of stress on both the chi ld's reaction to confl ìctìng emotional

messages, aS well aS fam'ilìes'production of conflìct'ing meSSages.

For chi ldren, stress could be manipulated by varying instruction

durìng the experimental session. More complex procedures would be

requ'ired f or f ami 1y study. For instance, f ami'ly interaction patterns

could be recorded 'in a "normal" group of foster f am'ii'ies. These

families could then take foster care of a schizophrenic child, and an

evaluation of the changes in communication patterns could be made.
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Aqe of Subject

The main effect for age indicated that as subjects became o1der,

they tended to react more negat'ive'ly to the verbal-vocal emotìonal

messages. The major change appeared to occur between the youngest

age level s. 0ne possible expìanat'ion for the tendency of older

subjects to react more negatively would be that, as hypothes'ized

(hypothesis "b"), "S'ince adults make greater use of the vocal channel

than children, the conflict between channels will be more ev'ident to

the adults. This wil I produce an increased negat'ive react'ion to

incongruent and noncongruent messages as a function of age".

However, comparisìon of the means for the congruent and incongruent

paìrings, at the adult and the seven year old level, indicated that

there was no djfference in how adults and children perceived these

messages. That 'i s, the type of pai ri ng d jd not af f ect the 'i ncreased

negat'ive SER produced by adults. Therefore, the present effect of

subject age s'imp1y i ndicates that the older subjects general'ly

reacted more negatively to all vocal-verbai statements than did the

younger subjects.

Subject age also affected the verbal-vocal interact'ion. As noted

earì'ier, the valence of the emotion presented had a d'irect eff ect on

the subjects' reactìon. Posit'ive emotions produced a posìtìve SER'

while negative emot'ions produced a negative SER. For the verbal

channel thjs effect decreased as subject age ìncreased. That ìS, as

subject age increased, the posit'ive emot'ions had less of a pos'itìve

effect on the SER, wh'ile negatìve emotions had less of a negat'ive

effect on SER. These results can be expla'ined by considering two
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poìnts. Fìrst, subject reactìon was directly related to the valence

of the emotion presented. Secondìy, as shown in Experiment I,

subjects make less use of the verbal channel with 'increased age.

Therefore, the decreased effect of the verbal emotions was sìmply a

function of older subjects' diminished use of the verbal channel.

Conversely, for the vocal channel, as subject age increased, the

valence of the vocal emotìons had a greater ìmpact on the subjects'

react'ion. Again thìs can be explained by considering two po.ints.

F'irst, SER was directly related to the valence of the emotìon

presented. Secondly, as noted 'in Experìment I, subjects tended to

make more use of the informat'ion presented in the vocal channel with

i ncreased age. Therefore, deveìopmental trends for SER can be

explaìned 'in terms of the valence of the emotions used, and the

developmentaì trends for the accuracy of detect'ing the verbal message.

To summarize briefly, the hypothes'is (hypothes'is "b") that adults

would exhibit a greater negative reaction to incongruent messages'

was not supported. The results djd suggest that as subiect age

'increased, the valence of an emot'ion had a varying effect, of the

SER. In the vocal channei the valence the emotion had an increased

effect as subject age increased.

In the verbal channel the reverse occurred. The developmental

trends for StR can be exp'lained in terms of the valence of the

emot.ions used and the developmental trends for accuracy of decod'ing

the vocal and verbal messages. The results al so suggested that

younger subjects tended to react more posìtìvely to vocaj-verbal

statements than older subjects.
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Sex of Speaker

Virtuaììy no data are available on the effect of sex of speaker

on subject reaction to a spoken emotional message.

However, for reasons outlined 'in the Introduction it was

hypothesized (hypothes'is "c") tnat male speal<ers would produce a more

negative SER to conflicting statements than would female speakers.

The mai n effect for sex of speaker appeared to support thi s

hypothes'is in that males were perceived, overal'1, more negatively

than females. However, comparison of the means of male and femaie

speakers for congruent,'incongruent, and neutral pa'irings d'id not

support the hypothesis. The more negat'ive reactjon to male speakers

raas not a s'imple f unctìon of the type of pa'iri ng present. Maie

speakers 'in fact received similar SERs regardless of whether they

Were Speaking a congruent, noncongruent orincongruent message.

Hypothesis rrdrr stated that the effect of the sex of the speaker

would be more evident for chi'ld subjects. The present results failed

to support th'i s hypothesi s s'ince subjects of al I ages reacted

similarly to the sex of sPeaker.

As noted above, results from the present 'investigation showed

that, overalì, female speakers produced a more positive emotìonal

reaction jn subjects than did male speakers. Evaluation of the

interaction between the vocal or verbal channel and the Sex of the

speaker ind'icated that the pos'it'ive reaction to female speakers d'id

not occur for all the emotional messages. For the vocal channel,

females tended to be perceìved as more pos'it'ive than males for all the

emotions, with the exceptìon of neutral. However, only the loving
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and angry statements produced s'ignìficant'ly greater posìtive SER for

female speakers. Similarly, for the verbal channel, females tended

to produce a more posìtive SER than males for ail situations wìth the

exception of sad, which produced equal SER for both male and female

speakers. However, only i.n the case of the angry statements was thìs

djfference stati st'ical 1y sìgnifìcant.

It is possible that these results were a funcbion of the match'ing

procedures used to produce the vocal st,imuli. The effect of the

matchìng procedures can, however, be examìned by considering the data

from Experiment I. If the SER to male or female speakers rivas s'imply

due to the fact that they perceived various messages with d'iffering

accuracy, there should have been a direct correspondence between the

effect of the sex of the speaker on accuracy, and the effect of the

sex of the speaker on SER. That iS, for example, if males Were more

accurate at portray'ing anger vocally, subiects should have reacted

more negat'ively to males when they presented anger. Results from

Experiment I suggest that male speakers vocally portrayed anger more

accurately, whiìe female speakers vocally portrayed the happy and sad

emotions more accurate'ly. if sìmp1e accuracy accounted for the

differences jn SER to vocal messages, voca'lly male speakers should

have produced a more negat'ive StR for angry, while female speakers

should have produced a more negative SER for sad, and a more posìtìve

one for happy. Results from the present study showed that the only

significant sex of speaker effect occurred when female speakers

presented ìoving and angry mesSages. In both cases females produced

more positive SERs. Sìnce these results do not match with those
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predìcted on the basi s of speaker accuracy, factors other than

accuracy must have been responsible for the sex of speaker effects.

Sim'ilarlyo for verbal channel results ìn Experìment I, female

speakers were more accurately perceived for loving and angry.

However, in Experìment iI, su.bjects reacted more pos'itively to female

speakers only for the happy statement. Agaìno the resuìts from

Experiment II cannot be s'imp1y explained on the basis of how

accurately messages were perce'ived.

Since the sex of speaker results cannot be expìained simply on

the basis of accuracy w'ith which the messages were portrayed, it is

possible that the more positive SER produced by the female speakers

occurred because of one of a number of physical differences between

the male and female voices. That is, spec'ific tones, rhythms and the

1ike, typically used by female speakers, may be 'inherentìy more

pleasing to subiects than those used by male speakers. Further

research 'is needed to determine which speech characterìstics are

respons'ible for the sex of speaker verbal channel effect

Aga'in, ìt is also possible that the di'fferences ìn subjects

react'ion to male and female speakers were a function of the social

roles assigned to males and females ìn our culture. Examinat'ion of

subject reaction to emotjonal messages produced by maie and female

speakers 'in cultures with radically dìfferent sex roles might prove

interesting ìn evaluatìng the effect of sex roles on the decoding

pr0cess.

To recapìtulate briefly, female spe.akers general 1y tended to

produce a more positìve SER" The magnitude of this reaction varied
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from emotion to emotion in both the verbal and vocal channels. The

vari ance cou I d not be accounted f or s'imp1y on the bas'i s of how

accurately male and female speakers conveyed the emotions. The

possibilities of phys'ica1 .or cultural factors were put forward to

account for these d'ifferences. Neither of the two hypotheses related

to the sex of the speaker were supported.

Summary and Conclusions

The primary findìng from the present study vvas that the way a

subject reacted to a spoken statement was a function of the valence

of the messages presented'in the two channels. That iS, a posìtìve

statement or tone of voice produced a pos'itive "feelìng"'in a sub-

ject, while a negative statement or tone of voice produced a negat'ive

"feeiing". The effect of the valence of the emotion was unambìguous

and of ìarge magnitude. C'ìear1y, if an adult wishes to produce a

positive or negative react'ic¡n in a ch'i'ld, he/she should use words and

a tone of voice having a valence that is the same as the valence of

the des'ired response.

Results from Experìment I indicated that as the degree of

dissim'ilarity of the two emotìonal messages increased, subiect

accuracy decreased. The present results failed to demonstrate a

parallel effect of the degree of d'iss'im'ilarity on the SER. It appears

that how negatively a subiect reacted was an inverted rrUrr shaped

function of the dissjmilarity of the emotions used. At the two

extremes, sim'i1ar or highly divergent pairs produced ljttle negative

SER, whi 1e those pairs that were between the extremes y'ielded
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greater negat'ive SER. These results might be expla'ined'in terms of

ease of "channel dìscounting", olin terms of highly divergent

pairings be'ing perce'ived as a. form of humour. Regardless of which

expìanatìon is correct, 'it 'is clear that the effect of message

congruency was very small ìn comparison to the effect of the valence

of the emotions used. The fact that the effect of message congruency

was relativeìy weak p'laces doubt on the'importance of "double bjnd"

messages in the eit'iology of schizophren'ia.

Developmental trends for subject react'ion to spoken emotional

messages could be attributed directly to the deveìopmentaì trends for

decodìng accuracy. As subiects became o1der, they were less accurate

at decoding the verbal channel. Consequentlyo the SER was less

affected by the informat'ion in the verbal channel. Conversely, as

subjects became older, they were more accurate at decoding the vocal

message and, therefore, the vocal channels had a greater effect on

StR. These results suggest that jf an adult wishes to make a child

"feel" positive, he/she must use a posjtive verbal statement and

positive tone of voice.

it appears that not all positìve vocal tones have equal power in

producing posìtive "feelìngS" in subjects. Further research is

needed to establ 'i sh whì ch tones of vo'ice are the rnost ef f ect'i ve 'i n

producing positive and negatìve SERs.

The sex of the speaker aìso appeared to have an effect on how a

subject 'tfel'b" about a spoken mesSage. Female speakers tended to

produce a more pos'itive "feeling"'in subiects than male speakers.

Th'is difference could not s'imply be attributed to the differing
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accuracy with which male and female speakers produced their

messages. l¡lhether this difference was due to phys'ical diffenences in

male or female voices, or cujtural roles assìgned to the two Sexes'

requires further study. Regardless of what was respons'ible for this

difference, these results suggested that female vo'ices produce more

positiVe SER, and therefore may be more reinforc'ing, whi le male

voices produce more negative SER, and therefore may be more pun'ishing

to ch'ildren.

It 'is important to note that the ass'igning of vocal-verbal

emotjonal pairings to various types on the basìs of the sim'ilarity of

the messages used (congruent, valence match, act'ivity match, match up

neutral, and incongruent) , provìdes a theoretìcal framework for

understand'ing the processes involved ìn subject react'ion. The use of

such a framework avoids results beìng interpreted erroneously sìnce a

complete, not selected, sample of pairings 'is utilized. For example,

in the present study quìte different conclusions would have been

formulated if only neutral and ìncongruent pairings had been used.

Further, such a'Framework also provides a tool w'ith whjch the

researcher can evaluate the ìmpact that decreased subject accuracy,

as a consequence of incongruencen has on SER.

F'inal ly, the theoretical framework helps the researcher

ama'lgamate ìnformation from studìes which have used only one type of

verbal-vocal pairing.
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APPENDiX A

SCHEMATiC DIAGRAM OF THE "FOURTH ORDER CHEBYSHEV''
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APPENDIX B

INITIAL SAMPLE OF VERBAL

EMOTIONAL STATEMENTS
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HAPPY That certainly was a funny joke you told.

Let's go out to the park rìght now.

It is such a beautìful day outsìde.

I feel so good we are all going to a party.

[,'lhen you act like that it makes me proud.

Don't walk on the carpet w'ith your muddy shoes.

túhy is it that I aìways have to tell you thìngs twice.

When you do that I get really annoyed.

I wish you wou'ld stop talking for a while.

You do what I tell you right now.

I wilì be very 'lonely 
when you go away.

I think I will just stay ìn the house today.

i just don't feel lìke doing anything right now.

Nothìng has gone right for me today.

Why is it that you always d'isappoint me.

When you act like that I am proud of you.

You are a very spec'ia1 person to me.

0f all the girls and boys I like you best.

You are my very best friend.

Come here and let me give you a big hug.

I am goìng to go to the store now.

It realiy raìned a lot yesterday didn't it?

That car that iust went by was blue.

I th'ink I wìll wear a raincoat today.

I^lould you like to have mìlk with you supper.

ANGRY

SAD

LOV I NG

NEUTRAL
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APPENDIX C

RATINGS OF VERBAL EMOTIONAL STATEMENTS



STATEMENTS

Lühen you do that I ge't, rea1ly annoyed

It 'is such a beautìf ul day outs'ide

That car that just went by was blue

Come here and let me gìve you a big hug

It really rained a lot yesterday d'idn't ìt
When you act like that it makes me proud

That certainly was a funny joke you told
!,Jhen you act i'ike that I am proud of you

I just don't feel lìke doing anythìng right now

I wjll be very loneìy when you go away

Would you 'like to have milk w'ith you supper

You are my very best friend
I think I w'ill wear a ra'incoat today

I^Jhy is it that you always disappoint me

Why is it that I always have to te.ll you thìngs twice

You do what i teì'l you rìght now

0f all the gìr'ls and boys I Iike you best

I think I will iust stay in the house today

Nothing has gone right for me today

I am going to go to the store now

Let's go out to the park rìght now

I w'ish you would stop talkìng for a while

I feel so good we are all going to a party

Don't walk on the carpet with your muddy shoes

You are a very specia'l person to me

N
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STATEMENTS

f,lhen you do that I get rea11y annoyed

It 'is such a beaut'if ui day outside

That car that iust went by was blue

Come here and let me g'ive you a big hug

It real'ly rained a lot yesterday didn't 'it
lihen you act like that 'it makes me proud

That certaìnly was a funny ioke you told
When you act like that I am proud of you

I just don't f eel I ì ke do'ing anythi ng right now

I will be very lone'ly when you go away

Would you ìike to have milk wìth you supper

You are my very best frjend
I think i will wear a raìncoat today

ìrJhy ìs it that you aìways disappoint me

t'lhy is it that I always have to teli you things twice

You do what I teìl you right now

0f all the gir'ls and boys I Iike you best

I think I will just stay in the house today

Nothing has gone right for me todaY

I am goìng to go to the store now

Let's go out to the park right now

I wish you would stop talking for a while

I feel so good we are all going to a party

Don't walk on the carpet with your muddy shoes

You are a very specìal person to me

N
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APPENDIX D

FiNAL FIVE VERBAL EMOTIONAL STATEMTNTS
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ANGRY You do what I teìl you right now.

SAD I will be very lonely when you go away.

HAPPY it is such a beautìful day outside.

LOV I NG Come here and let me give you a bìg hug.

NEUTRAL The car that just went by was blue.
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APPENDIX E

RANDOMIZATION ORDER FOR

PRODUCTiON OF VOCAL STIMULi
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TAPE SIDE I

SPEAKER

20

24

25

4

lt
t3

22

t3

I

12

5

l5

17

l9
2

3

l6

l0
7

6

14

IB

MI 21

9

B

2

25

l0

l9
l5

6

12

17

l4
l6

5

4

21

3

IB

20

7

B

l3

I

22

t2
23

9

24

l1

M3

l4
20

l0
25

6

ll
l6
22

l9
Õ

17

4

23

5

3

7

IB

2

I
l5

21

l3

12

24

I

F4

10

7

22

25

3

23

l5
t9

12

l8

9

17

I
l3

5

2

20

21

ll
6

14

l6
4

1

24
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TAPE SIDE II

SPEAKER

FI

41

4

9

72

44

71

93

5l

32

28

12

B5

BI

3l

76

45

17

96

9B

39

22

56

B4

87

26

t42

60

74

47

46

t3

¿

53

59

55

3

B9

l5
94

6

t6

57

92

B2

9l

B3

32

5B

52

54

27

30

97

IB

33

4B

95

21

63

43

69

36 25

24

77

l4
38

66

100

5

67

B

F3
42

29

6l

62

BO

49

79

99

B6

35

7B

70

l9
37

34

65

I

50

75

6B

90

73

7

l0

il

M4

BB

40

64

20
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APPENDIX F.

RANGE AND MEANS OF PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT

RTSPONSES TO THE INiTIAL 2OO VOCAL EMOTION SAMPLES.
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EMOT ION

VOCAL EMOTION STANDARDIZATION

(Percent correctly identìfied)

MALE

SPEAKER

FEMALE

SPEAKER

HAP PY Range

Mean

0% - 55%

13%

30% - B0%

53%

SAD Range

Mean

10% - 70%

3s%

15% - 85%

55%

LOV ING Range

Mean

5% 40% 10% - 55%

30%20%

ANGRY Range

Mean

0% - 100%

50%

15% - 85%

47%

NEUTRAL Range

Mean

15% - 65%

36%

5% - 45%

25"/"
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APPENDIX G

PERCTNTAGE OF CORRECT IDENTiFiCATIONS FOR

THE F INAL 25 MALE SPEAKER AND 25 FEMALE

SPEAKER VOCAL EMOTION SAMPLES.
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TMOTION PRESENT
tVlALE

SPEAKER

FEMALE
SPEAKER

VOCAL VIRBAL

Lovi ng

Lovi ng

Lovi ng

Lov'ing

Lovi ng

- Lovi ng

- Angry

- Happy

- Sad

- Neutral

30%

35%

40%

40%

30%

40%

40%

55%

45%

30%

Angry

Angry

Angry

Angry

Angry

- Lovi ng

- Angry

- Happy

- Sad

- Neutral

40%

B5%

B0%

75%

90%

75%

70%

55%

B5%

65%

Happy

Happy

Happy

Happy

Happy

- Lovi ng

- Angry

- Happy

- Sad

- Neutral

40%

55%

35%

40%

40%

45%

55%

65%

50%

Sad

Sad

Sad

Sad

Sad

- Lovi ng

- Angry

- Happy

- Sad

- Neutral

65%

70%

60%

45%

55%

70%

70"/;:

55%

70%

50%

Neutral -
Neutra I

Neutral -
Neutral -
Neutral -

Lov'ing

Angry

Happy

Sad

Neutra I

45%

65%

65%

50%

40%

40%

35%

30%

25%

35%
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APPENDiX H

RANDOMiZATION ORDER IN l,lHICI-I FINAL

VOCAL.VERBAL PAIRS I^JERE PRESENTED



FI

VOCAL-VERBAL

H-N

L-H

A-N

N.N

S-L

H.L

S.S

A.A

A.L

H.H

N.A

S-A

H-A

A.H

S.H

L.S

L-N

L-A

L-L

N.S

N.H

H.S

A-S

N-L

S.N

F2

VOCAL-VERBAL

A-S

L-A

H-N

N-L

L-N

S-H

S.A

N.N

H-S

H.N

S-N

N-A

N-H

A.H

N-S

L-H

L-L

A-L

A-A

H-L

H-A

S-S

L-S

H.H

S-L

FEMALE SPEAKERS TAPES

F3

VOCAL. VERBAL

S-H

H.L

L-H

L-A

A-S

L-S

L.L

S-L

H-A

S-A

N-A

H-S

A-H

A-L

N-N

A.N

N.H

N.L

H-N

A-A

S.N

N.S

H-H

S.S

L-N

VOCAL-VERBAL

S.N

N-L

A.S

H-S

N-H

N-S

L.L

L.A

L-N

L-S

S.H

A-H

H.A

S.A

N-A

H-H

A.L

A-A

S.S

H-L

S.L

N-N

A-N

L-H

H-N
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F5

VOCAL- VERBAL

L-H

N.N

H-L

A.A

H-H

S.A

A-H

L-S

L-A

N.S

H-S

N-L

H-N

A-N

S.L

S-S

A-L

N.A

H-A

S-H

L-N

L.L

N-H

A-S

S-N

F4



MI
VOCAL. VERBAL

A-L

N-N

S.H

N-A

S.S

L.S

A-N

S-L

H-S

N-S

L-A

A-H

H-A

S-A

N-H

L-H

S.N

H-N

L.L

L-N

A.S

H.L

N.L

H-H

A-A

t42
VOCAL.VERBAL

N-L

H-N

S.H

H-H

S.N

N-H

A-H

N-A

H-L

A-L

A-A

L-A

A-S

S-A

L.N

N.N

L-L

H-S

S-L

L.S

H-A

A.N

L.H

N-S

S-S

MALE SPEAKERS TAPES

M3
VOCAL- VERBAL

N-H

L-S

N.N

H.N

N-L

L-H

L.L

S-S

H-A

A-H

L-A

H-L

S.A

H-S

N.A

S-H

A.S

H-H

A.L

S.L

A.A

L.N

N-S

A-N

S.N

M4
VOCAL-VERBAL

A-H

H-H

N-L

H.L

H-S

L-N

L-L

H-N

S.N

L-H

N.H

S.A

H.A

A-H

L.A

N.S

H-S

S-L

A.N

L-S

S.S

N.A

S-H

N-N

A.L
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M5
VO(]AL. VER BAL

N-N

N.A

L-S

S-L

N-S

A.H

S.A

L-H

H.N

L.N

H.L

H.H

A-L

S-H

S-S

A-N

H.S

L.A

H.A

N-H

S.N

L.L

A-S

N-L

A-A
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APPENDIX i

STICI( FiGURE DRA|'IINGS

(Male)
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APPENDIX J

STICK FIGURE DRAI,.IINGS

( Femaì e)
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APPENDIX K

FIVE FACE EMOTIONAL REACTION SCALE
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APPENDIX L

MODIFICATION 0F BUCKS' (.l973, 1975)

FiVE POiNT PICTORIAL SCALE USED IN PRESENT STUDY
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APPENDIX M

A PRIORi COMPARISONS PAIRINGS

I

aa
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CONGRUENT (SAME)

Vocal Verbal

TNcONGRUENT (0PP0StTE)

Vocal Verbal

Angry

Sad

Lovì ng

Happy

Angry

Sad

Lov ì ng

Happy

Ang ry

Lovi ng

Happy

Sad

Lov i ng

Angry

Sad

Happy

OTHER I (ACTrvrTY)

Vocal Verbal

0THER 2 (VALENCE)

_LqqÈI Verbal

Angry - Sad

Sad - Angry

Lovì ng - Happy

Happy - Lovi ng

Angry

Sad

Lov i ng

Happy

Happy

Lovi ng

Lov ì ng

Angry

VOCAL !üITH NEUTRAL

Vocal Verbal

VERBAL WITH NEUTRAL

Vocal Verbal

Angry

Sad

Lov i ng

Happy

Neutral

Ne utra I

Neu tra I

Neutral

Neutra I

Ne utra I

Neutra I

Neutral

Angry

Sad

Lovi ng

Happy
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APPENDIX N

MEANS OF PAIRINGS USED IN

A PRIORI ANALYSIS
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PAI R ING

CONGRUENT

INCONGRUENT
(0PPosrTE )

ACTIVITY
MATCH

VATENCE

MATCH

ACTIVITY + VALENCE
MATCH

NEUTRAL IN VOCAL

CHANNEL

NEUTRAL IN VERBAL
CHANNEL

ANGRY + SAD
(v0cAL CHANNEL)

LOVING + HAPPY

(v0cAL CHANNEL)

MEAN PROPORTiON CORRECT

RESPONSIS INTENDED VOCAL EMOTION

0.9203

0.27 25

0.2547

0.3203

0.287 5

0.2609

0.3563

0. 5400

0. 3044




